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This thesis investigates how women who quilt in St. John's, Newfoundland 
construct and negotiate gendered and middle·elass practices. I explore the ways quilters 
frame complex 'selves' and ideals of womanhood by anaJyzing their dialogues, 
performances and interactions. This analysis focuses on themes that emerged from my 
ethnographic fieldwork such as 'pcrsonhoods', 'femininity', 'community', 'middle-
elassness' , 'power' , 'agency' and 'social action'. J analyze how some quilters 'piece' 
narratives of communication within their creations for the purpose of expressing personal 
agency. I also inelude an investigation of the contexts whcre quilters choose to mobilize 
personal agency into social action through quilting. This thesis is grounded in the 
historical context of quilt creators in twentieth century Newfoundland and Labrador 
where the practice of quilting has developed into an ambiguous act. 'Ibis ambiguity 
provides quilters a negotiable site to reveal, through narrative and 'performance', values 
and ideals that construct their individual and collective womanhoods. 
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CHAI)TER I: INTRODUCTION 
Most people, everywhere, think about the future. They think about growing up, or 
old; about their children, present, past, and to come; about their parents; about 
personal and public events, occasions, festivals, and holidays, coming and past; 
about issues that we abstractly call 'economic trends' and 'political processes'; 
about the condition of their material possessions in conjunction with their needs 
and wants; about their relations to and with other people, and what is happening in 
these relations. And they watch and listen to their kith, kin, and others grapple 
with the same topics-sometimes talking to each other about such issues directly, 
sometimes commenting on it all indirectly. In sum, people-even in so called 
tradition-bound societies-conduct their day-to-day lives in ways that construct and 
invoke knowledge, probably quite finely tuned and constantly adjusted, of the 
intimate, multiple interconnections of past, present, and future. AmI this 
knowledge grows out of and becomes somewhat distanced from, and yet is 
situated within, the concrete and specific material and social realities of daily life 
(Sider 1986:3). 
I want to know how to inhabit histories and stories rather than deny them. I want 
to know how critically to live both inherited and novel kinships, in a spirit neither 
of condemnation nor celebration. I want to know how to help build ongoing 
stories rather than histories that end. In that sense, my kinships are about keeping 
the lineages going, even while defamiliarizing their members and turning lines 
into webs, trees into esplanades, and pedigrees into affinity groups (Haraway 
2004,1). 
1.1 Beginnings 
A thick membrane of python skin catches the eye. Scribed, cursive words and 
sentences from a personal diary or letter are stained into cloth by technology. An aged 
photograph, transferred by the same leading-edge computer technology, shows a woman 
in a sundress straining under the weight of holding the dead body of an enormous snake. 
When seen stitched together, do these quilted pieces weave narratives, meanings and 
values of the individual who created it? A curiousity about the origins of this quilt and ils 
creator is ignited within me. 
On Saturday, June 21,2003, I attended the Craft Council ofNewfOlmdland and 
Labrador Studio Guide Launch. In order to encourage the public to come and pick up a 
guide, the Craft Council had also organized an open studio weekend where one would go 
and talk to artisans and craftspeople featured in the guide. I headed down to Devon House 
and had the opportunity to speak with Susan Furneaux, a fibre artist, and a woman who 
makes Teddy Bears. As I came down the staircase from the third floor, I curiously peered 
into the second floor gallery space. I then realized I just had to walk into the white-
walled, sparse room on the last day of a quilter's exhibition. Valerie Hearder is a quilter 
and her biography, printed and laid out in a small binder before entering the gallery, read 
that she was born in Durban, South Africa and that she has lived in Japan, the Arctic, 
Nova Scotia, Europe, Labrador and Newfoundland. All of her quilts ranged in small 
8X I 0 pieces to larger sizes hung on the walls at eye level. I was fascinated by their 
design. I had never seen quilts that included large pieces of python skin or transferred 
sepiatonc photographs as well as personal letters of the past on fabric. lIer own 
explanation of the pieces she created was a.~ follows: 
Perhaps the landscape changes the person to the same degree that the person 
changes the landscape - it is an integral relationship. We absorb the atmosphere 
and energy of a place we live in and when we leave, the imprint oftnat place is 
carried with us. 
The descriptions of the pieces indicated that the quilts came from Valerie's inner 
landscapes that were, in tum, made and fonned by the places and landscapes that she 
lived in. It was the metaphor of inner landscapes along with the layered house fonns and 
innovative materials that inspired me to pursuc an anthropological approach to quiltcrs. 
The research for this project was conducted with women who produce quilts, 
either for selling and/or as gifts in SI. John's, Newfoundland, Canada. There were also 
women who identified themselves as fibre artists who use quilting techniques in their art. 
In total, I interviewed twenty-four women whose ages ranged from the latc twcnties to the 
mid-sixties. The women whom I imerviewed were born and raised in Newfoundland, 
Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Alberta and/or British Columbia. While 
only a few of the women mcntioned the existence of male quilters in the SI. John's area, 
none of them had ever met or had any contacts for me to pursue. While these women 
shared a common passion for the production of quilts and quilted objects, there existed a 
great diversity among them in terms of their life ways. They identified their occupations 
as elementary, secondary and post-secondary teachers (either working or retired), fibre 
artists, craft L-ducators, crafts people, seamstresses, interior designers, music instructors, 
nurses, ballroom dancers, women who worked inside their home, graduate students, 
volunteers for charity, Girl Guide leaders, wives, mOlhers, daughters, grandmothers. It is 
also important to note that fifteen of the women completed an undergraduate education 
while eight oflhose women cominued on to complete graduate degrees in a variety of 
areas such a~ Education, Psychology, Horne Economics and Music. The degree of 
education and financial independence suggested early on that the majority of the women 
were middle-class in terms of lifestyle and financial resources. I As well, the majority of 
the women whom I interviewed were members of the Cabot Quilters' Guild in SI. John's. 
Why quilting? Why arc women inspired and motivated to pursue quilting? How 
do quilter'S assign value and embed meaning in quilts? Is the practice of quilting a 
gendered activity? llow docs quilting, if a gendered activity, contribute to the 
construction of gendered selves in the \\ omen whom I interviewed? How do the women 
, r will explore Ihis concept of"middle.(;lassncss" inlhe following chapl~r which is the theoretical 
ovcl"\'iew of the thesis 
who quilt in St. John's construct gender? Ilow do they create and negotiate their multi-
faceted selves while participating in a larger community context? Doe~ class practice 
influence Ihe construction and negotiation of gender for these women? When and how do 
gendered practices and middle-class practices of these women converge in this specific 
ethnographic context? Do women utilize the practice of creating quiltcd objects for 
personal agency? Docs this personal agency always transfonn into a larger arena of 
social action? These questions will guide my argumcnts and ethnographic analysis in this 
thesis. 
In this introductory chaptcr. I review a selective history of craft and quilt creators 
in twentieth century Newfoundland and Labrador in order to provide an adequate 
historical context from which to understand the origins of contemporary quilting in St. 
John' s, Newfoundland. Next, I consider the scope of contemporary research that has 
focused on quilts and those who usc the quilting technique in their livcs. This chapter 
continues with an account of the research setting and methodology. [will end with an 
introduction to the thesis and chapters. 
1.2: A Selective History of Craft and Quilt Creaton in Twentieth Centun' 
Newfoundland and Labrador 
1.2.1: The Grenfell Mission 
In the early twentieth-century, material objects that became 'crafts,2 Iike quilts 
were already being manufactured byoutport men and women as utilitarian objects, as 
vernacular art and as gifts (Pocius 1979). Deanne Fitzpatrick, a rug hooker originally 
from Newfoundland and author of Hook Me A Story: The Historv and Method of Rug 
1·looking in Atlantic Canada, asserts that many "of the changes that developed over the 
years were a result of the influence of people 'from away'" (1999:3). One of the first of 
these public figureheads was Sir Wilfred Grenfell of England. Grenfell arrived in SI. 
Anthony' s and North West River, Labrador in 1892 as a doctor, missionary, justice of the 
peace and investor (Ilorwood 1969:50). Horwood states that "most public buildings 
fwerel the property of the Grenfell Mission for Sir Wilfred not only built a general 
hospital but started industrial shops, handicraft industries, a dry dock, dairy and pig farms 
and founded schools and orphanages" (1969:48). Here, one can see that Grenfell not only 
held a position of power but also had a virtual monopoly on SI. Anthony' s businesses. 
Grenfetrs work on the Northwest peninsula and Southeastern coast of Labrador 
had many impacts on the local population such as access to education, a higher level of 
medical care and the founding of many communities like Mary's Harbour and 
Roddiekton (Kennedy 1988: 205). While the Grenfell Mission worked to improve social, 
1 In Chapler 2, I will consider the differences th~t women negoti~ted between the meaning and value behind 
terms such as 'craft' and ·art' in reference to their quilts . For now, I will use the term 'craft ' as it is utili7..cd 
most often in the academic literature on historical material culture like quilts and hooked rugs in 
Newfoundland 
living and economic conditions of many outporl people, it was Grenfell's discovery and 
recruitment of a young American occupational nurse named Jesse Luther that altered the 
style and industry of textile craft production like mat hooking in Newfoundland and 
Labrador. Wilfred Grenfell first saw Jesse Luther when lecturing in the New England 
area; he was searching for an individual who could possibly tcach weaving at the mission 
in St. Anthony (O'Brien 1992:55). Luther voluntarily came to St. Anthony in the 
summers of 1906, 1907, 1909-1914 in order to teach various crafts (O'Brien 1992:55). 
Grenfell's promotion of the productions and sale of Newfoundland crafts was dominated 
by the idea of improving local conditions and that women should be the exclusive 
participanLS. With Grenfell's funding and Luther's knowledge of the production of 
textiles, outport textiles began to be reconstituted in value, The main reason for this 
transfonnation was economic devc!opmenl, Crafts \0 Grenfell were commodities that 
could be produced by the women of outport communities and were valuable, for the crafts 
could be sold to the prominent elite in England and down the New England coast (Reif 
1994; O'Orien 1992:55). CrafLS were also importanlto Grenfell because their production 
and consumption supposedly aided in improving the standard of living in outport 
communities (Reif 1994:43). Ultimately, Grenfell's presence in Newfoundland initiated 
an ongoing process where household utilitarian objects were now marketable 
commodities for the purpose of sale and collection. 
1.2.2: NONIA ltnd The Jubilee Guilds 
The creation ofNON IA3 (Newfoundland Outport Nurses Industrial Association) 
and The Jubilee Guilds altered textile production and living standards for outport 
communities in rural Newfoundland as well as in the city ofS!. John's (I-louse 1990:6; 
Leitch and Lent 1948: I). NONIA, a.s a crafting federation, was founded by the Lady 
Elsie Allardycc, spouse of Govemor Sir William AJlardycc, on April 3, 1924 (House 
1990:9). NON IA existed in order to provide better health care by way of bringing nurses 
to outports and crafting education for outport women in order that they might produce 
"marketable garments of excellent quality" and "increase the earning power of each orlhe 
NONIA communities" (I louse 1990:8,28). Through this effort, textile production was 
encouraged and taught in order that outport women would eventually, by selling their 
crafts through NONIA, contribute a much needed second income to the household. Here 
there is an assumption and practice that craft production is the work of women. While the 
nursing aspect ofNONIA was taken over by the Government in 1934 (llouse 1990: 19), 
NONIA still operates a store on Water Street today and functions as an organization/guild 
l A critique ofNONIA and other 'self-help solutions to health care' is provided in Jam~s Ovenon's 1994 
article "Self-Help, Charity and Individual Responsibility: 'Ibe Political Economy of Social Policy in 
Newfoundland in the 1920s". Ovenon's article primarily focuses on the development of social policy in 
Newfoundland as it developed in particular historical and political contcxts. Overton considers the role of 
charity organization in promoting economic developmcnt in outport and urban commWlitics beginning in 
the I 920s. Here, "where self·help and family responsibility failed, voluntary effort might be necessary to 
provide for the welfare orthe individual" but "the aim ofcharit)' [according to the mandates ofvarious 
charity organizations] must be the reinforcement and restoration of self-help" where organi7.ations "would 
assess the moral character of those who applied for assistance and separate the deserving from the 
undeserving" (Overton 1994 :96)_ Thus, charit)' organizations like NONIA stood for "the 'natural 
community' against 'government' as an 'artificial institution', for 'individualism' against 'collectivism', for 
'charity' rother than the 'light' to relid, and for 'voluntarism' against [the] state provision of services" 
(Overton 1994:97). While Edgar I louse paints an ambitious, commemonttive account of the purpose of 
NQNIA, it is Overton who suggests that there wen: underlying motivations in geuing outport women to 
produce crofts in order 10 anempllO pay for health care when the reality was that outport communities were 
in the most need of no cost health care because of their continued indebtedness in panicipating within the 
merchant capital system (Sidcr 1977) 
textile creators all over Newfoundland and Labrador and regularly exhibits in its store 
windows handmade quilts for sale. 
In their 1948 article for the Family Herald and Evening Star entitled 
"Newfoundland Women Work for Progress", Leitch and Lent note that the Jubilee Guilds 
were "born in the Jubilee month of King George V, May 1933" and organized crafting 
guilds in outport communities in order to encourage "a betler level ofliving" (Leitch and 
I.cnt 1948: 1). A Jubilee Guild was "a voluntary organization in community service, a 
school of citizenship, non-polit ical, non-sectarian, formed of all creeds and classes and 
with an avowed aim of improving and dcveloping conditions of outport life (Leitch and 
Lent 1948:3). These guilds were founded primarily by women and men of the urban 
middle and upper classes in Newfoundland (Cullum 1992: i). 
The difference between NONIA and the Jubilee Guilds existed in the philosophy 
of their mandates: the primary purpose ofNONIA was 10 provide oulport nursing 
facilities and then raise " the standard of living by increasing the earning power of each of 
the" outport communities involved with NONIA (House 1990:20, 27). In contrast, the 
Jubilee Guilds were "primarily designed 10 provide a wider outlook through skills and 
education" in craft production (I louse 1990:65). The products of the guilds were similar 
10 Nonia in terms of crafts but the Jubilee Guilds also encouraged the development of 
cooking skills, home health care, social and child welfare (Leitch and Lent 1948: I). 
Again, there is a connection between the production of textile crafts, a better economy, 
and a better way of life. There is also a clear division in terms of the elass4 ofaffiuent 
women organizing the Jubilee Guilds and the OUlport women. The Jubilee Guilds also 
'I will clarify my definition of~elass" in the up<:oming theoretical overview of the introduction 
attempted to accomplish thc formation ofa 'model citizen' through craft production in 
these guilds. In order to earn more social capital, the guilds were also fonning identities 
and communicating a specific system of values based on how one could be financially 
self-supportive. Ultimately, a "middle-class model of the home, family and women's 
domestic lworkJ was produced and reproduced" (Cullum 1992:i). 
1.2.3: The Mid-Century Decline in Craft Production 
During the ]950s and 1960s in Newfoundland, the production of certain crafts 
like rug hooking, wool carding, spinning and textile dying wcre disappearing from 
outport communities as the first generation ofNONIA and Jubilee Guild members agedS, 
As well, with the advent and increased availability of machine produced textiles, the need 
for crafting on a utilitarian level declined. One academic who focused much of his 
research on craft production and social organization from the 1960's was Gerald Pocius. 
In his 1979 monograph for the National Museum of Man Mercury series entitled Textile 
Traditions of Eastern Newfoundland, Pocius argues that many "textile traditions arc no 
longcr followed, and it was only possible, in many cases to obtain verbal description of 
processes, rather than to observe the construction of a particular artifact" where often 
"these traditions exist only in the memories of Newfoundlanders born and raised before 
J However, on~ influ~ntial member of the Jubilee Guilds who continued in spi te of this decline was Anna 
Templeton who still acted as the organizing secretary in SI. John' s iu 1962 and was influential in writing 
how-to texts for textile creations like wcaving (Bruns 1962). Anna Templeton's contribution to craft 
education was acknowledged when Cabot Community College opened the Anna TemplelOn Centre in 1994 
(Brenton 1996:3). Located on Duckworth Street in $1. John's, it is a site for textile education \\here 
individuals can "end up becoming self-employed" as well as gaining access to "downtown an galkries and 
fabric stores and the support ... from the local on community" (Brenton 19%:3). The Anna Templeton 
Centre currently runs classes on a monthly rotation wilh instruction on textile production and became an 
important field site for initial eontactswith quiltcrs for this research. 
Confederation (1949)"" (1979: I). In terms of a decline in quilting activity, Pocius states 
Ihnl local "women {could] remember a number of patterns that were sometimes used for 
quilts, yet most of[thosc] patterns {wereJ rarely seen" in the 1960s (1979:28). Quilts had 
largel y been utilitarian pieces made up of "four or five large pieces of material. .. sewn 
together" to make the top where " Iiul"e attention was paid to pattern or colour", the middle 
layer being an old wool blanket and the bottom oflhe quilt was usually "made from old 
white shirts ... or flour bags"(Pocius 1979:28). However, there is evidence in Pocius' 
account that women attributed different value to different materials. Pocius goes on to 
indicate that "it was not uncommon that a woman would buy material to use for a quill" 
and that "bought material was usually felt to be a necessity for a 'good' quilt"(1979:28). I 
argue that it is Pocius' contradiction which signals a transition of value for the quilt in a 
Newfoundland context. Quilts, like other textile creations, were largely utilitarian before 
the arrival of Grenfell at the turn of the century. Now Pocius' research in the late 1960s 
demonstrates that women themselves were renegotiating the value of quilts. This is not to 
say that they did not value their quilts fortheir warmth and utilitarian usc. However, there 
was a gradual transition occurring in that woman were indicating to Pocius that there is a 
difference in aesthetic value. Quilts that weTC made of store bought material were more 
valuable to women in that this material would only be used for 'good' quilts. 
1.2,4: The Craft Rel'ival and The Cabot Quilter.;:' Guild 
However, in the late I 970s, a 'revivai", 'rebirth' and 'renaissance' of craft 
production began in Newfoundland that has continued to the present day. This craft 
revival occurred alongside a much larger flourishing of the arts and was "a strong 
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Newfoundland social movement that [had] its roots in the I 960s and has branches in art, 
music drama, education and many other spheres" (House in O"erton 1996:47). In this 
era, government funding for the Newfoundland and Labrador Crafts Development 
Association6 encouraged the development of craft producers in Newfoundland. Ilowever, 
the economic climate in the early 1980s of the craft development industry was threatened 
by cuts in federal government funding that fueled the Newfoundland and Labrador Crafts 
Development Association (NLCDA) (Whelan 1983:14). Crafters who were associated 
with the NLCDA throughout the province faced the prospect of "unemployment or 
joining the welfare queues" (1983: 14). Some of the dominant barriers to success that had 
to be overcome in the early 1990s were the "severely limited amount offunding [to craft 
production], the conccntration of facilities in the major population centers, and the 
inherent difficulties and expense of touring both within the province and nationally" 
(ERCNL 1992:50). As well , "the province's remoteness also {resultedJ in the works of 
NewfoWldland and Labrador artists being under-represented in the major Canadian 
markets" (ERCNL 1992:50). The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador recently 
announced a new development strategy and the "new funding of one million dollars over 
two years for its implementation" (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 2002: I). 
This funding, however, is only intended for individuals who sell their creations. What 
about textile creators like quilters who do not create with the intent to sell? Where is their 
place in this sclective history? 
6 Now the Craft Counci! of Newfound!and and Labrador (CCNL). 
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1.2.5: The Crelltion of Quilts in- Contemporary St. John's, Newfoundland 
Craft production in Ncwfoundland is driven today largely by the effort of 
community organizations and guilds like the The Cabot Quilters' Guild. During the 
course of a conversation together, Wendy Ballen (one of the original founders of the 
Cabot Quilters' Guild) shared with me that the guild was created in 1984 and had a 
starling membership oftwclve women and these women would meet in each other's 
homes to discuss anything that had to do with quilting but also to ask questions and learn 
new techniques from the more knowledgeable members. Many women recounted that 
since 1984, the guild has grown substantially, especially in the past five to seven years. 
In September of 2003, the membership totaled more than [50 active members! However, 
some women in their interviews also indicated that there were many others who quilted in 
the privacy ofthcir own homes and did not participate in a guild. 
The preceding overview has focused on the social, political and economic aspects 
of textile creation in Newfoundland during the twentieth century. I observed that the 
majority of historical sources (Jesse Luther's diary, newspaper articles and history 
monographs) focus solely on tracing the economic development of women who sell their 
crafts in ordcr to produce more capital for their respective households. The elite class 
behind the implementation of these economic policies exercised a specific view on how 
to improve the standard of living as well as reduce a supposed continual dependency on a 
welfare state. With the decline in overall textile production, including the creation of 
quilts in the 1950s and I 960s, the value of quilts began to be renegotiated by the quilters 
themselves and there was a difference in materials used 10 create quilts. During the craft 
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revival of the 19705 and early 19805, the Cabot Quiltcrs' Guild was fonned by women 
who quilted with material purchased at a store and intended for personal use or as gifts. 
1.3: Contemporary Social Research on Quilters. Quilts and the Quiltmaking Process 
In the past two decades, social research in the areas of anthropology7, sociology 
and history havc yielded a high volume ofinfonnation on quilters, quilts and the 
quiltmaking process. This research, from both Canada and the United States, speaks to a 
large varicty of focuses: quilts and economic development (Medicine 2001); quiltmaking 
surveys and demographics (Kucko 2003); quilts as social protest (Williams 1990, Clark 
2000); quilting as a paradigm for marginalized women (Elsley 1990); the social relations 
of production and the perfonnance of the quilting bee (Icc 1984, Stevens 1989, Przybysz 
1995, Wilker 2000); the quilt as a visual art medium and communicative cultural vehicle 
(Cerny 1987, Donnell 1990, Solomon 1998, DeVaul 1998); quillmakingand the 
sociology oflcisure (King 1997); quilled clothing and gender identity (Cerny 1992); 
memorialization and the NAMES AIDS Memorial Quilt (Krouse 1993, Mayo 1995, 
Ellenhom 1997, Shaw 1998, Myers 1999, I-linkley 2003); African American 'Quilt 
Culture· and quiitmakers (Beaudoin 1999, llood 2000, Benberry 2001, Fry 2001); the 
quilt revival as a 'popular cultural phenomenon' (Wiedlich J 986, Tanchyk 1991, Woods 
1993) and lastly twenticth century historical overviews of traditional quilts and 
quiltmaking (Forest and Blincoe 1995, Crossman 2000, Rake 2000). This thesis olTers an 
7ll1ere has also been extensive anthropological research on the socia I lives of craft producerso(olher 
varilies o(mediums (see Cohen 2001, Deilch 1989, Lalhrap 1976, Maskiell 1999, Mclauchlin and Young 
1996, Mead 1976, Ryan and Crotts 1997, Sandelowsky 1976, Yetman and M'Closkcy 2001) 
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in depth analysis in an alternative focus: how quilters or quiltmakers in St. John's, 
Newfoundland socially construct, reproduce and reaffirm specific gender roles. 
The specific social research on quilting and quilters that I will draw upon in my 
analysis are the following. Elizabeth L. Beattie 's and Mary Angela Shaughnessy's Sisters 
in Pain: Battered Women Fight Baek (2000) is an excellent ethnographic example of how 
women use quilts as ,'ehicles ofpersonai agency and social action. In this powerful book, 
the reader is carried through the story of how a group of women convicted of crimes 
against a violent offender come together for thcrapy and work together through quilting to 
challenge their abusive pasts and simultaneously challenge the state law on parole. In 
"The Person With AIDS: The Body, the Feminine and the NAMES Project Memorial 
Quilt" (1998), Flavia Rando scrutinizes the process ofmemorialization through the 
construction of a quilt. Rando also considers how the quilt project initialized social 
agency and how the American public and medical establishment conceptualizes a person 
wilh AIDS or "PWA" (Rando 1998). Lastly, Linda Pershing's " Peace Work out of 
Piecework: Feminist Needlework Metaphors and The Ribbon around Ihe Pentagon" 
(1993) considers the story of Justine Merritt and the fruition of her vision of The Ribbon, 
a nationwide sewing and needlework project of social resistance againsl thc global race 
for nuclear anns arsenals. Pershing's written piece is an excellent example of how a 
community of women chose to activate personal agency and engage in social action 
through the act of quilting itself. They utilize thcir skills and the production of quilted 
panels 10 mobilize social action against nuclear warfare. These three ethnographic 
accounts are strikingly similar to my fieldwork experiences not only with documenting 
women's personal agency but also the choice to use quilts as vchicles for social action in 
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"The Quilt: A Brea~t Cancer Support Project Eastcrn Tour Exhibition 2003',s, [n the 
following section, [ introduce to the reader my research setting and the methodologies 
used in conducting this social research. 
1.4: Research Selling and Methodology 
J .4.1: Research Setting 
The research for this project was conducted with women who produce quilts, 
either for selling and/or as gifts as well as women who identify themselves as fibre artists 
who, in turn, usc the quilting technique in their art. These women reside in the community 
ofSI. John's with the exception of one living in Paradise and four living in Mount Pearl. 
Mount Pearl is located on the outskirts of the city ofSI. John's. Thc eity of St. John's is 
located on the eastern coast of the province of Newfoundland and is the largest urban 
center of the provinct:; the metro area has a population of 172, 918 people (Statistics 
Canada 200la). SI. John's also has a vibrant arts community with artistic public venues 
of art/craft galleries, fairs, exhibitions, museums, educational centers and festivals which 
also make SI. John's an important location for my research. 
My fieldwork was conducted from late June to the beginning of Novembcr 2003 
throughout the SI. John's area as well as at the United Church Burry Hei ghts Camp on 
Salmonier Line, Avalon Peninsula. The advantage of living at my place of residence in 
central SI. John's made the field site(s) readily accessible through waJking, public 
transportation and car rentals. The majority of my research took place in the residences of 
my participants, at their places of employment, my own apartment, the anthropology 
• This argument will be discussed in Chapter six orthe thesis 
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resource room at Memorial University of Newfoundland, my cubiclc in thc Queen 
Elizabeth II library as well as coffee shops and at Burry Heights Camp. The intcrviews 
were conducted at places and timcs that wcre thc most convenient for the participant: in 
the morning or afternoon over tea or coffee and sweets, during lunch hours, after work 
shifts and some intcrvicws occurred in the early evening at my place of residence before 
women headed home to Mount Pearl or Paradise at the cnd of the day. 
1"".2: Methodology 
For this project, the social research methodologies used were qualitative in nature. 
The method I utilized was 10 meet initial contacts in the craft/art community as well as 
nctwork new contacts through these individuals. In the beginning stage of my rescarch, , 
focused my attention on fibre artists. Through two contacts at thc Anna Tcmpleton 
Centre for Design and Craft Education,' began to introduce myself by phone to the 
current instructors at the center and used a reference from the center's director. Aftcr 
speaking with individuals who hooked rugs, embroidered, wove, knitted and/or dyed 
fabric. J began to realize that with the exception of quilters there cxisted a limited amount 
ofpcoplc in these areas who resided and created in and around St. John's. This 
reali7..alion was the reason for my choice to focus on individuals who quilt in St. John's. 
Another main source of contacts was a quilting instructor at the Anna Templeton Centre 
who also happened to be a member of the Cabot Quilter'S Guild. In the weeks ahead,' 
attcnded the Craft Council ofNcwfoundland and Labrador's Studio Guide Launch, 
Valerie I 'carder's quilt exhibition as well as the Craft Council's Annual Member's 
Exhibition, and also "The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project" exhibition at the Lay-
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Z-Boy Furniture Gallery in St. John's. These events provided with me exposure and 
public regislcrs of individuals who quilt in order to sell their objects, as well as women 
who quilt and/or volunleer for charity purposes. 
Oncc I established initial contacts, I infonnally mel with my first consultant. I 
first learned of the existence of the guild from this consultant. I had first contacted The 
Anna Templeton Centre and received a list of phone numbers for instructors of textile 
arts. Marilyn MacDonald taught introductory quilting courses occasionally at the center 
itself. After introducing myself and my research over the phone, she agreed to meet for 
coffee to diseuss thc possibiliry of a focus on quilt producers. Marilyn and I met at the 
Tim Horton's on Duckworth Street on July 9, 2003. Marilyn not only spoke about her 
experiences in quilting but also made the suggestion that I contact her quilting gui ld. She 
also suggested that instead of just showing up at the first meeting in September, [ should 
work through the guild's ex<."Cutive and suggcst to them that I give a short presentation of 
my project. I obtained contact infornlation for Lori Shortall, the Guild's president and 
sent an official letter to the Guild's mailbox. After speaking with Lori in early August, the 
presentation was set and I could not wait until I metlhe members of the guild in mid-
Septcmber. 
I met and interacted with women who belonged to the Cabot Quilter's Guild. The 
Cabot Quilter'S Gui ld was fonned in 1984 and has held monthly meetings from 
September to June. From the response to my presentation and inilial interactions, I 
proceeded over the months of September and October 0[2004 to conduct twenty-four 
unstructured interviews. In meeting with my initial contacts, I was conducting "infonnal 
interviewing" whcre it is "characterized by a total lack of structure or control" (Bernard 
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1994:209). Unstructured interviewing occurs when "you sit down with an infonnan! and 
hold an interview" where both "of you know what you arc doing, and there is no shared 
feeling that you're just engaged in plea&1nt chit-chat" C!!lli!.:.:209), Throughout these 
interviews, I kept "a clear plan" but also had "a minimum of control over the infonnant's 
responses" (Ibid.:209). This insured that my questions and the narratives and answers 
which came from my participants were not preplanned by myself. While therc were a 
few questions that seemed to be important to ask (i.e. Why did you start quilting? How 
did you leam? elc,) and were repeated at several interviews, I did not have a fonnallist 
with me at the interviews. These interviews ranged from twenty minutes to an hour and a 
half in length, The majority of women stated that they only had an hour to spare for the 
interview. With this infonnation, I made the decision that I could only conduct 
unstructured interviews and not continue into semi-structured or structured interviews at a 
later date. However, I left every participant with an infonnation sheet detailing my 
research, contact numbers for my advisors and the ethics committee at Memorial 
University as well as my personal eonl<let information should they have any unresolved 
questions or any additional infonnation they wished to share in addition to their personal 
interviews, 
I also conducted participant observation at many public and private guild events. 
Participant observation has important elements that occur in a 'field' situation. The first 
element is when "the ethnographer enters into a social sclling and gets to know the people 
involved in it" where the ethnographer "participates in the daily routines of this setting, 
develops ongoing relations with the people in it, and observes alllhe while what is going 
on" (Emerson, Fretz and Shaw 1995: 1). The second clement of participant observation is 
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that "the ethnographer writes down in regular, systematic ways what she observes and 
learns while participating in the daily rounds of life of others" <..!..lllil: I). While I did not 
participate in the daily lives of the women whom I interviewed, I participated in many 
public and Guild organized events. In September 2003, I attended the Guild's Annual 
First Meeting and with thc permission of the executive commitlee, I presented an 
introductory spcech about my research in the role of guest speaker and observed the many 
activities of Guild meetings. This event yielded a positive outcome in my fieldwork for 
nineteen women volunteered their time for interviews. As well, I was also invited by the 
Guild's president to come and participate for a day and night as a guest of the Guild at the 
Cabot Quillcr's Guild Fall Retreat in October. I will go into further detail about the retreat 
in an upcoming chapter. [also attended many public events that my participants ancndcd, 
displayed or sold products in such as '"The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Suppon Project"' 
Eastern Tour Exhibition, the Craft Council's Annual Christmas Craft Fair and The Cabot 
Quilter'S Guild Annual Christmas Auction in mid-November. My fieldwork officially 
ended on November 17,2003. 
1.5: Introduction to Thesis anti Chapters 
Women who quilt in SI. John' s, Newfoundland negotiate and construct a nexus of 
gendered and middle-class practices. In tum, these are influenced by the women's 
specific economic and social contcxts. Through its ambiguousness, the practice of 
quilting provides women who quilt in St. John's, Newfoundland an avenue for specific 
'culturally available pathways' in \\hich to construct and negotiate gcndcrcd, middle-
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class practices. It is this ambiguous context of the artistic , 'alue and definition of the act 
and material outcome of quilting that creates a negotiable site for many women 10 
discursively reveal values and ideals that construct their individual and collective 
womanhoods. Chapter Two of this thesis provides the reader with a theoretical overview 
of the strengths and weaknesses of specific theoretical perspectives relevant to my thesis 
arguments: the concept of 'selves', theorizing gendcred practices, eontextualizing thc 
concept of middle-class practice, the concepts of community, liminality and license in 
ritual as well as a consideration ofspceific theories of power and agency. In Chapter 
Three I problernatize the concept of the bounded unchanging self and focus on my 
participants' narratives in tenns of the motivations and inspirations to quilt, the art vs. 
craft dichotomy, the work vs. leisure dichotomy, the presence of a gcndered market in St. 
John's as well as many dialogues on the women's ideals of womanhood as expressed in 
narratives on their practice of quilting. Chapter Four focuses on the concept of 
community practice and how women who quilt in St. John's demonstrate and rcaffinn 
community practices in their participation within a quilting guild and a quilting guild 
retreat. In Chapter Five I consider how individual women who quilt 'piece' narratives 
within quilts and attempt to communicate aspects of their selves (and what they value of 
their selves) by investigating the phenomenon of voices of motivation, spirituality and of 
Newfoundland identities in specific quilted objects themselves. In Chapter Six I consider 
how individual women can use quilting in order to engage in personal agency. Lastly, I 
provide the reader with a summary of my conclusions and arguments to the thesis in 
Chapter Seven. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 
The following chapter provides the reader with a theoretical overview of key 
concepts and arguments that are relevant to my discussions of women who quilt in St. 
John's Newfoundland. I will take a critical look at the material in order to identify 
weaknesses and point out theoretical strengths that infonn and guide my analysis. I first 
consider the concept of the 'seW with specific reference to a conceptuali7.alion of self in 
Dorinne Kondo's 'crafted selves' My critical analysis of how quilters frame their selves 
is directly influenced by Kondo's theoretical approach in Crafting Selves: Power Gcnder 
and Discourses of Identity in a Japanese Workplace (1990). Pierre Bourdieu's theory of 
practice and its application to this research will also be critically analyzed. Then follows 
an examination of how gender is socially constructed and negotiated with reference to 
Sherry Ortner's theoretical stance where one is "making gcnder". Hcnrictta Moore also 
indicates the importance ofincJuding individual agency within the negotiation of 
gClldercd ideals. I follow this discussion with an in-dcpth consideration of Mark Liechty's 
notion of the construction of middle-class practices. These discussions converge as an 
overall exploration on how thc concepts of gender, middle-class and community might be 
articulatcd as 'praetices' and not as products. Within the idea that community is 
practiced, Victor Turner's notion of'liminality' and Max Gluckman's work on the 
'license in ritual' will also be discussed. Lastly, I will investigate various theories of 
power and their interrelationship(s) with both personal and collective agency. 
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2. 1: "he Concept of 'Sclr 
The focus of this thesis is to consider how the women whom I interviewed view 
and discuss the activity of quilting. It is also important to consider how they create and 
negotiate their selves in reference to quilt ing and other areas of their lives. The cultural 
categories of 'self and 'gender' as they pertain to 'identity' are often theoretically 
grouped together in critical analysis. Are these concepts too bounded to illustrate the way 
in which women negotiate and locate their experiences us women who quill in Sf John 's, 
NClifollndlmuf! This question speaks to the problem of how anthropologists today 
critically approach how people see and define themselves with reference to their 
personhoods and in reference to the wider spheres of social engagement around them. 
Where docs a 'self end and a wider collectivity or 'community' begin? Ilow can onc 
draw and denote boundaries of the 'self when people negotiate, create and re-evaluate 
their roles and expectations daily? 
The problem of'scJf has been present within Western Anthropological discourse 
in the fonn of many dichotom ies. In classic ethnographies such as Bronislaw 
Malinowski ' s Argonauts ufthe Wcstern Pacific: An Account ofNativc Entemrisc and 
Adventure in the Archioclagoes of Melanesian New Guinea (1922) and E.E. Evans-
Pritchard's The Nuer (\940), one encounters within wri tten discourse the dichotomy of 
not only individual/culture but also of anthropologist/other. More contemporary critiques 
otTer alternatives to the anthropologist/other dichotomy in the concept of the "partial 
insider" (Abu-Lughod 1988). There also exists the questioning oflhe idea ofa "native 
anthropologist" (Narayan 1997). These "dualisms escape philosophical confinement or 
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religious ritual to find themselves built into weapons, states, economics, taxonomies, 
national parks, museum displays, intimate bodily practices, and much else" (llaraway 
2004:2). These dichotomies illustrate the difficulty of identifying and locating boundaries 
of sameness and difference in many types of 'selves' and 'identities' 
There exists an expansive literature on theories and ethnographies of 'self (Cohen 
1994; Daniel 1984; Kondo 1990; Mageo 1995, 1998; Mageo and Knauft 2002; Mauss 
19R5 r19381; Rosaldo I 980b, 1984; White and Kirkpatrick 1985). I lowever, there exists 
one theoretical idea of the constitution of ' self on which J focus my analysis. This 
conceptualization ofsclf is that ofDorinne Kondo's 'crafted selves'. Kondo's 
ethnography centers upon exploring the problem of how to reconceptualize the idea of the 
'seW by looking at the diversity of experiences of male and female labourers in the Sato 
confectionary, Tokyo, Japan (Kondo 1990:4). Kondo's notion of 'selves' is complex for 
she attempts to "emphasize, through shifting, multiple voices and the invocation of the 
'1', the shifting, complex individual identities of the people with whom (shcllivcd and 
worked" (!Qll!.:8-9). These individual identities of Japanese factory workers existed in a 
"nexus of JXlwer and meaning" where "JXlwer can create identities on the individual level, 
as it provides disciplines, punishments and culturally available pathways for fulfillment" 
(Ibid.: 10). Ilere, persons or selves "seemed to be constituted in and through social 
relations and obligations to others" where "rslelves and society did not seem to be 
separate entities; ralher, the boundaries were blurred" (lbid.:22). Identities and selves can 
"be rewritten" Q!llil:22). Her "experience, and the specificity of rhcrl expcrience-a 
particular human being who encounters particular others at a particular historical moment 
and has particular stakes in that interaction" allows Kondo to utilize the concept of a 
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boundless self that interacts with a larger community while eontextualizing the 
experiences (Ibid.:24) 
In her ethnography, Kondo works towards "displacing the binary" for the 
"inner/outer, subject/world dichotomies [that] have been foundational in anthropological 
studies since Mauss himself' (Ibid.:33). She stratcgizcs to write against the notion that an 
individual self does not exist bounded, pure, unchanging and isolated; 'selves' are 
expressed within social relationships and experiences of everyday life (Ibid.:34). Kondo's 
'boundless', changing and integrated concept of 'selves' speaks to Bourdieu's theory of 
practice in her focus on the rc!ational aspects of subjectivity. 
In the Outline of A TheOl"\' of Practice, Pierre Bourdieu critically examines the 
theoretical and practical faults of objectivism in social science research and proposes an 
alternate vision of conceptualizing social exchanges and happenings between seh'cs 
(1977). 130urdieu argues that it is vital to recognize the bias and predispositions thaI the 
anthropologist has towards those whom the anthropologist studies. From the objective 
standpoint, the anthropologist's "situation" is "that of the 'impartial spectator'" where "all 
practice [is] as a spectacle" (1977:1). Social exchanges should not be viewed as a product, 
"a repertoire of rules", roles, "objcctrsl of observation" and/or "representations" but 
rather as a "dialectic of strategies" that is put into experience by the agents themselves 
(lbid.:3-5). Not even the perfect individual or "virtuoso with a perfect command of his 
'art of living' can play on all the resources inhcrent in the ambiguities and uncertainties of 
behaviour and situation in order to produce the actions appropriate to each case"<l.!li..Q.,:8). 
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Whcn experience becomes a "project" rather than a "product", one "substitute[sl 
.\·/rafcgy for the rule" or role Q.!lliL:9; author's emphasis). This exchange is not pre-
constructed but rather is operated by the agents themselves who use '"self-regulating 
choices" (Ibid.: 10). Thcse agents '"continuously [carryl out the checks and corrections 
intended to ensure the adjustment ofpractict:s and expressions to the reactions and 
expectations of other agents" Q.!lliL: 1 0). This important point cannot be stressed enough. 
Objectivity in the form of the observation and decoding of pre-set rules cannot compete 
with the idea that practices exist in action and in making the choice of the delivery of that 
action. 
Another important notion that Bourdieu contributes is the idea of the habitus l or 
'disposition'. This disposition is "inculcated in thc earliest years of lift: and constantly 
reinforced by calls to order from the group, that is to say, from the aggregate of the 
individuals endowed with the same dispositions, to whom each is linked by his 
dispositions and interests" (Ibid.: 15). llere, Bourdieu explains both the origin of agcnts' 
choices and also the nature of these choices; they were induced early on in childhood and 
remembered becausc of that inductive process. lie also docs not forget 10 include Ihat 
"evcn the most strictly ritualized exchanges, in which all the moments of the action, and 
their unfolding, arc rigorolL'ily foreseen, have room for strategies: the agents remain in 
command of the in/crval between the obligatory moments and can therefore act on their 
opponents by playing \vith the tempo [or speed} of the exchange" (lbid.:15). It is in the 
I Bourdieu clearly defines 'habitus' as "a system of schemes of perception and thought which cannot give 
what it does give to be thought and perceived without ipso facto producing 3n unthinkable and an 
unnamcab!e" (1977: 18). 
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possibility to "generate an infinity of practices" or strategies where the advantage of this 
theory of practice lies (Ibid.: 16) 
Another logic that Bourdicu provides is thc rcasoning that practiccs cannot solely 
be detcnnined by rules for there is "the advantage Ihallies in abiding by the rules. which 
is the principle of the second.-ordcr strategies through which the agent seeks to put himself 
in the right"· (lbid.:22). Again, an agcnt has the ability to choose to follow or not follow 
dispositions that were inculcated by similar individuals or the collectivity. There also 
exists the "power of innovation" and thc "power of adaptation" with respect to 
dispositions and the inculcation of a habitus. The existence of the advantage to following 
the law or rule (here, being placed 'in the right' with others) removcs thc possibility that 
rules solely control the agent. Lastly, practices are not "symbolic facts, finished products, 
to be deciphered by reference to a codc" Q!lliL:23). Bourdieu's idea of subjectivity and 
self being constituted and negotiated within practices allows one an opportunity to 
conceptualize the theoretical ideas of gender, class and community as practices with 
respect to women who quilt in SI. John's, Newfoundland. 
2,2; T heorizin g Gend ered Practices 
Many participants indicated that there arc men who create quilted objects in SI. 
John's, Newfoundland. However, all of the participants whom I interviewed identified 
themselves, either directly or indirectly, as 'women'. I lere lies the main point of 
departure for this thesis in that I will focus on how gendered practices and dispositions 
arc created and negotiated in tenns of what quilters value in their daily lives and what is 
meaningful to them. With respect to the theorctical notion of gender, the influences of 
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feminist anthropology havc been substantial. It is thercfore necessary to address the 
problem!> that the concept of 'gender" can create. 
The problem of 'self and 'identity' is further enhanced when one considcrs the 
nature of the concept of 'gendcr'. It is fcminist anthropology that initially otTered an 
alternative arena in which to explore ;md discuss the politics of gender/s and identity/ies. 
According to Alan Barnard, feminism "has ito; main roots in substantive, as opposed to 
grand theoretical, issues of sex roles and gender symbolism" where it "has moved from a 
concern centrally with women and women ' s subordination per se 10 a morc general 
commentary on power relations, symbolic associations, and other facets of society at 
large" (2000: 139). Here, feminist anthropology "grew from 'the anthropology of 
women'" whcrt: one could critically consider the oppression and dominance of male bias 
CThi.4,.:145). According to Ravina Agganval , Kamala Viswcswaran has idcntificd threc 
major historical phases or "waves" that dominate the often contested relationship between 
fcminism and anthropology in North America with a focus on the United States (2000). 
The first wave occurred around 1880 to 1920 where "sex and gender collapsed into a 
single empirical category, and biology was thought to dctcrmine social roles" 
(Visweswaran in Aggarwal 2000: 17). From 1920 to 1960, the second phase of feminist 
anthropology came with the important work of Ruth Bencdict and Margaret Mead where 
there was a "scparation ... betwcen biological sex and socially constructed gender roles" 
(Thi4J. With this second wave, the theoretical notion of gender became a "foundational 
lens of feminist analysis" where there was a "notion of universal sisterhood [that] 
prevailed whcrcby it was assumed that women all over the world shared similar 
experiences" Q..!:ili!j. This vision ofa shared womanhood has mct with growing criticism 
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in more years. The third 'wave' of feminism and feminist anthropology began in 1980 
and is "demarcated by critiques against assumptions of universal sisterhood" \\here 
feminist post-structuralists (Kondo 1990, Butler 1990, 1997; 2004) and "[f1eminists of 
color and of different sexual orientations have argued that sex, and nOI just gender, is a 
social construct" (Kondo 1990: 18, Rosaldo I 980a). This notion of a diversity of gender 
experiences applies when discussing women who quilt in St. John's in that one cannot 
assume that all women have the same experience as women andlor as qui/lers. 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of theorizing 'gender'? What are the 
central debates and lUlderlying assumptions that social anthropologists have perpetuated 
with respect to the construction of gender? There exists the assumption that gender is 
always associated with biological and physiological realities. This assumption is at its 
core Western-centric and ethnocentric. There exists many examples of instances where 
gender is socially and not biologically constructedl . It was in 1972 that Ann Oakley 
posed the important question: Docs biology or culture dctemline gender? (1972: IS). For 
Oakley, "'gender' is a matter of culture: it refers to the social classification into 
'masculine' and feminine'" <.!.!2.i.4:.: 16). While Oakley focuses on the social aspects of 
gender, there also exists here a privileging of a didactic model of gender categories and 
classifications. 
For the past thirty years, various social science scholars have debated on 
rethinking 'gender'. One must assess the various assumptions about the construction of 
2 For contemporary examples of ethnographic fieldwork thaI challenges the nOlion that gcndered ideologies 
are only biologically constructed, please see Serena Nanda' s Neither Man Nor Woman' The Hiiras of India 
(1999) and Don Kulick's Ig.vc§lj· Sex Gender and Cullure among Bralilian lransgendcrcd I'roslimtcs 
(1998) 
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gender before proposing applicable ideology(ies) intended for critical analysis. One 
assumption is inherent in Sherry Ortner's work "Is Female to Male as Nature Is to 
Culture?" from the ground breaking anthology Woman Culture mId Society (1974). The 
idea that womcn will predominantly be associated with the natural realm while men arc 
almost always associated with the cultural realm is problematic. This suggests that since 
"culture seeks to control mId transcend nature, then it is 'natural' that women, by virtue of 
their close association with 'nature', should also be controlled and contained" (Moore 
1988:14). This assumption rests on the reasoning that women's reproductive functions in 
tenns of producing offspring "make her appear closer to nature" whereas men seek mI 
identity rooted in culture as they do not particip..1le directly in the physiology of birth 
(Ibid.: 15). On a sociallevcl, Ortner's argument also rests on the reasoning that women's 
"social roles are seen as closer to nature because their involvement in reproduction has 
tended to limit them to certain social functions which are also seen as closer to nature" 
C!.2.i.4.,.: 15). Here, Ortner does not account for the possibility that not all 'women' give 
birth but many still consider themselves as women in their OWTI construction of gender. 
Also, some cultures recognize more than two genders. What about women who do not 
give birth? Are these women not fully considered 'women'? What gender are they 
considered to be associated with? As well, if women are relegated 10 a bounded and 
polarized view of gender. should they globally he associated with always possessing less 
power because of this naturalized association with reproduction? 
Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo points to the asymmetrical nature of "cultural 
evaluations of the sexes" and that the physiological and thus natural "endo"''lllents of men 
and women arc hardly ... natural or universal" (1974: 18). Ooth Nicole-Claude Mathieu's 
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"Man-Culture and Woman-Nature" (1978) and Marilyn Strathem's "No Nature, No 
Culture: the Hagen Case" (\980) argue against this biological determinism of gender by 
suggesting that there arc many factors innuencing the construction of gender including 
the gender of the anthropologist who observes the practices of gender construction as well 
a" the symbolic ideologies that are socially perpetuated in collectivities. The 
naturclculture/womanlman debate also puts forward the idea that even the terms 'nature' 
and 'culture ' "arc not value-free, unmediated categories" (Moore 1988:19) but rather 
specifically and contextually constructed notions. 
Along with the assumption that women are inherently associated with nature 
comes the reasoning that women "arc seen as 'closer to nature'" because "they arc 
associated with the domestic rather than the 'public' domain of social life" (Moore 
1988:21) and thaI this domestic sphere is less powerful than that oflhe 'public' or cultural 
sphere. Here, women are immediately defined by a biological function where "it 
presupposes a defined mother-child unit which seems ' naturally' universal" (lbid. :23). 
Here there is the assumption that the 'domestic' realm is distinct and separate from thc 
' public' realm where, like the category of nature before it, the terms 'domestic' and 
' public' are culturally constructed (Harris in Moore 1988:25). Secondly, there also exists 
the assumption that women will always be relegated 10 a domestic realm and are thus not 
able to participate or influence public arenas. For many women who quilt in St. John's, 
Newfoundland, I will illustrate by considering the diversity of their definitions of what 
constitutes "work" that the rcalm of 'domestic' and 'public' are fluid domains. 
Domesticity is not necessarily constricting while the public realm is not necessarily larger 
socially, Also, when associated with 'culture' rather than nature/domesticity, men arc 
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assumed to always be dominant in tenns of power relations. While this "distinction 
between power and culturally legitimated authority, between the ability to gain 
compliance and the recognition that it is right, is crucial" (Rosaldo 1974:21) to a study of 
",hat it means to be a 'woman', one cannot reduce the domestic versus public debate to an 
androcentric myth of male dominance, 
Some anthropologists have pointed out that many specific gendered constructions 
of what it means to be a 'woman' also involve the negotiation of power relationships thaI 
are not necessarily subordinate to a male dominance (Kelley 1999; Rogers 1975; 
Roseman 1999). Marilyn Strathem also cautions against the very usc of the idea of the 
"denigration of women " in a domestic sphere for one "should be cautious about 
transferring our categories and relationships in the interpretation of other systems of 
thought" (1984: 17). [n her ethnographic example of tile Hagen peoples in New Guinea, 
"women's identity as persons does not have to rest on proof that they are powerful [or 
weak] in some domain created by themselvcs, nor in an ability to break frce from 
domestic confines constructed by men" (Ibid.: 18). Gender ideologies as well as the social 
relationships in which they are constituted arc not natural or universally biological in 
nature. Gender ideologies and practices are thus socially constructed 
The "rclhinking" of gcndered roles and practices as socially constructed occupies 
the central focus of many research endeavours (Delphy 2002; Jackson 1998; Mascia-Lees 
and Black 2000). Sherry Ortner has developed her theoretical stance from the 
NaturelWomanlCulturclMan position to one of "making gender" where the "question 
lhecomesJ how actors 'enact', or 'negotiate' the world as given, and in so doing 'make 
the world'" (1996: I). This making may tum out to produce the same old social and 
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cultural thing - ·reproduction.' Or it may tum oul to produce something new, although not 
necessarily what the actors intended" (!!lli!J. Here, Ortner alludes to the idea that gender 
is not natural or universally associated at the symbolic level of ideological construction 
but is rather created and negotiated socially. Gender is thus influenced by ideology but 
not divorced from it 
In terms of my research with women who quilt in St. John 's, Newfoundland, il is 
Henrietta Moore's Feminism and Anthropology (1988) which provides this research 
project with a specific theoretical pcrspective in considering the inculcation of gendered 
sclves and practices. Social scientists usually approach the study of gender in two 
"different, but not mutually cxclusive, perspectives" where gcnder "may be seen either as 
a symbolic construction or as a social relationship" (Moore 1988: 13). Whilc Moore 
writes against Bourdieu by analyzing gendered 'rolcs' rather than 'strategies', she 
consistently reiterates the notion that "the ... associations givcn to the categories 'man' and 
'woman' can be understood as the result of cultural ideologies rather than ofinhcrent 
LuniversalJ qualities or physiology" (Ibid.: 16). 
Here, the "value of analyzing 'man' and 'woman '" (l.hlQJ. within the spectrum of 
symbolic category and social relations lies in thc identification of the expectations and 
values individual cultures associate with being male or female. Such analysis provides 
somc indication of the ideal behaviours of men and women in the different social roles" 
illlliL: 18). 1 contend that it is by identifying what women who quilt value and expect in 
terms of social behaviour that one may identify specific gendered practices. It is through 
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the expression and violation of ideal gendered beha,'iours that one may consider how 
gender is socially constructed. 
Moore also indicates the importance of including individual agency within the 
negotiation of gendered ideals. She argues that cultural ""ideas about gender do not 
directl) renect the social and economic positions of women and men, although it is true 
that they originate within the context of those conditions. This is because gender 
stcreotypes are developed and used in the strategies which individuals of both sexes 
employ to advance their interests in various social contexts" (l!;llil:37). One must 
consider what women do and how they think and negoliate their ideals of gender 
simultaneously. I agree with Moore that merely looking at gender as an exclusive social 
relationship is too constrained in scope. Gender is constructed and mediated within 
dispositions and through practices. Here, "gender is everywhere experienced through the 
specific mediations of history, class, race, colonialism and neo-imperialism" Cl.!llil: 189). 
While lime and space do not warrant a complete consideration of the above list in 
reference to their innuence on the construction of gender,: 
.. feminist anthropology ... suggests that forms of difference in human social life -
gender, class, race, culture, history, etc. - are always experienced, constructed and 
mediated in interrelation with each other. If we establish the a priori dominance or 
significance of one particular fonn of difference in our theoretical frameworks, 
then we automatically run the risk of ignoring others (Ibid.: 196). 
Taking a theoretical cue from Moore, this thesis focuses not only on gendered practices 
but also on how women who quilt in St. John"s experience and communicate specific 
class and gender practices simuhaneously and divergently. To conclude, I argue along 
with Moore that gendered practices and dispositions are socially constructed but also 
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carry the capacity to communicate stereotypic ideals/ideologies. In this thesis, I will 
attempt to demonstrate that the diverse gendered practices demonslraled by many of the 
participants were mediated and reflected specific values Ihal also demonstrated a variety 
of middle-class practices. 
2.3: Contextualizinl! the Concept of'Midd le-Class Pract ice' 
The theoretical concept of"class" is not new to anthropological discoursc. While 
my thcsis focuses on the social construction of gender, the concepts and processes and 
values of what has been called 'middle-class' reappear simultaneously with gendered 
practiccs. I first ask the question: Whal is meant by the term "class",! Karl Marx wrote 
about his concept of class along with Friedrich Engels in the Manifesto of the Communist 
lJ!ny (1888). Class was "a manifold of social rank" where "society as a whole" was 
"splitting up into two great hostile camps, into 1\\-0 great classes directly facing each 
other: bourgeoisie and proletariat" (Marx 1995:22). Along with the rise of manufacturing 
came the rise of the industrial middle class \\-ho were then pushed toward the proletariat 
position by "industrial millionaires, the leaders of whole industrial armies, the modem 
bourgeois" <l.!2.J.4.,:22). The concept of class therefore rests on the notion that there exists 
class struggle. For Marx, these classes are in existence in relation to who controls the 
means of production (for Marx, the bourgeoisic) and who creales and "augments" capital 
1J.!;llil:27). It is interesting to note that Marx rarely discusses the concept of 'middle-
classness' where "the lower strata of the middle class-the small tradespeople, 
shopkcepers, and retired tradesmen generally, the handicraftsman and peasants-all .. sink 
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gradually into the proletariat" (lbid.:25). However, unlike the proletariat, the middle-class 
is "conservative" for they "fight against the bourgeoisie ... to save from extinction their 
existcnce" and thcrcrore arc not " revolutionary" <J.hi..Q.,.:26). 
Weber's idea of class is focused on its simultaneous economic and social 
constitution. Classes are "not communities; they merely represent possible, and frequcnt, 
bases for social action" (Weber 1995:3 I). He continucs' 
We may speak ofa 'class' when (1) a number of people have in common a 
specific causal component of their life chances, insofar as (2) this componcnt is 
represented exclush'ely by economic interest in the possession of goods and 
opportunities for income, and (3) is represented under the conditions of the 
commodi ty or labour markets. This is 'class situation' (lbid.;32). 
Class for Weber is nOI so bounded as Marx's concept in terms of the struggle over the 
control of the means of production and capital. It is rather a causal economic situation or 
"class situation" fueled by similar interests in accumulating goods and income. In 
contrast, historian E.P. Thompson does "not scc dass as a 'structure', nor even as a 
'category', but as somcthing which in fact happens (and can be shown to havc happened) 
in human relationships" (1995;131). There docs not exist "two distinct classes, each with 
an independent being" where one "bring[s] them into relationship with each other" 
(Ibid.: I 31). Class thus "happens when some men, as a result of common experiences 
(inheritcd or shared), feel and articulate the identity of their interests as between 
themselves, and as against other men whose interests are different from (and usually 
opposed to) theirs" (Ibid.: 131). Class is not an objcet or '·thing" hut rather exists within 
human relationships (Ibid.: 132). 
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In Culture and Class in Anthropologv and Ilistory: A Newfoundland Illustration, 
Gerald Sider's notion of class also reflects the idea of its dynamic existence (1986). Class 
for Sider is "relational, processual, and specific" where "any particular social elass can 
only be defined and understood in relations to other social classes, to the material forces 
of production, and to the property relations through which surpluscs arc formed, 
transfcrrcd and transformcd" (1986:5). Here, there is a processual and dynamic core to 
elass (lbid.:5). Sider's problem with Marx's vision of class is that proletarians. capitalists 
and bourgeoisies "cannot form any neat system" because "alliances and oppositions must 
shift, and break and shift again cach time re-forming in a new way" Cl.!2.i.4.,.:8). There is 
thus not only inter-class struggle and shifts but rather intra-class struggle where "the 
shifting and transient allianccs and oppositions in a system of classes implies thatthc 
composition and internal structure of any panicular class are fluid and dynamic" Q.!lliL:9). 
While Sider's attempt to givc the conccpt of class a dynamism and fluidity, this idca of 
class is still an inadequate conccpt for my analysis. 
My approach to the concept of "middle-class" is din:ctly influenced by Mark 
Licchty's rescarch on what he tcrms 'middle-class] cultural practice' In Suitahly 
Modem: Making Middle-Class in a New Consumer Societv, Liechty admits that his 
ethnography "contributes to the specific task of conceptualizing middle-class cultural 
practicc" (2003:10). Thc strength of Liechty's argumcnt for framing class as cultural 
practice lies in his influences. lie states that an "anthropology of middle-class cultural 
J My analysis cannot possibly include every contemporary work in anthropology on middle-class 
experiences. For a consideration of: friendship among "middle and upper middle class American ,,"omen", 
please see Gouhlncr and Strong (1987); home decoration and the construction or gender.! and dass~s in 
NOI>"ay, please see Gllilestad (1993); the rise orthe middle·class in England, please see Gunn and Bell 
(2002) and rorthe cullural dynamics orthe contemporary middlc-dass in Japan, please see Kelly (1986) 
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practice needs to unite a Webcrian sensitivity to the powerful role of culture in sociallifc 
with a Marxian commitmenllo locate different forms of cultural practice in the context of 
unequal distributions of power and resources in society"~: 12). For Liechty, the 
importance of Marx lies in that Marx saw a li nk between ideology and status where "class 
privilege produced a privileged (and privileging) ideology" but did not "appreciate how 
important a role the very eullures of social privilege played in actually producing and 
reproducing the material reality of economic power" ~: 12; author's emphasis). 
Weber's departure from Marx lies in the idea that "the middle class relates to economic or 
productive processes not primarily as sellers oflahor (workers) or owners of capital (thc 
capitalist elite) but as consumers of goods in the market place"~: 16; author's 
emphasis), These consumers thus negotiate their identities on their "accomplishments 
and refinements, moral discourses that it pursues largely through its privileged access to 
goods and services (from education to fash ions) in the 'free' market" ~: 17). 
With this theoretical platform in mind, Liechty poi nts out that the "middle-class is a 
constantly renegotiated cultural space - a space of ideas, values, goods, practices, and 
embodied behaviours - in which the (enns of inclusion and exclusion are endlessly tested, 
negotiated, and affirmed. From this point of view, it is the process, not the product, that 
constitutes class" ~: 15-16). One oflhe key elements of middle-class cultural practice 
is the process by which these spaces, behaviours and economic privileges are naturalized 
through both narratives and pcrfonnances (Ibid.: 19). I agree with Liechty that a notion of 
middle-class can be seen as dynamic and fluid, negotiated and constructed; as practices. 
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I.astly, I repeat Liechty's fundamental question: What dues class as cuhural 
practice do? (2003:265). I lis idea that middle-classness can be seen as cultural process is 
directly influenced by ilourdicu's theory of practice in that middlc-classness is 
perpetuated within practices. Liechty argues that if "the experience of class is bound up in 
ways of doing and being, practice and perfoonance, then the outcome of that doing and 
being - the product of class-cultural perfoonance - is cultural space" where class "as 
cultural practice is about locating one's self and one's class 'others' in social space" 
(Ibid.:255). Class "is real, but its reality is something that never exists outside or its 
continuous production and reproduction in cull ural practice" (JQlll:255). What is 
important to note in his ideas of middle-classness is that the "production of class-cultural 
space is accomplished through two conceptually distinct foons of cultural practice: 
discursive, narrative or linguistic practice on the one hand and embodied, physical, or 
material practice (including the use of goods) on the other" (.U;llil:256). He concludes: 
Through a complex set of cultural processes - from the most conceptual to the 
most physical and material - middle-class practice is about carving out a cultural 
space in \\hich people can speak and act themselves into cultural 
existence ... (C]lass practice locates people (either inside or outside the 
collectivity) and creates locations, conceptual and material spaces of, for and by 
class" (lbid.:265). 
Like Liechty above, I will locate the diverse practices of women who quilt in St. John's in 
what they say as well as what they create in the quilting process. I will allemptlo 
demonstrate that many of the women whom I interviewed both 'speak' and 'act' their 
selves into 'cultural existencc'. Using Liechty's idea of where class practice locates 
people and how class practice then creates 'conceptual' and material spaces, I will 
ultimately consider how gcndercd practices and middle-class practices cOllverge and 
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divcrge and why quilting as a specific creative endeavour contributes to these contexts. 
While tak ing into consideration how quilters construct and mediate their multi-faceted 
selves in tenns of gendcred and middle-class practices, I will also consider how they do 
or do not speak and act a sense of community inlo cultural existence. 
2.4: Community, Limin a lity a nd ' License in Ritu a l' 
Within recent anthropological inquiry into the concept of 'community', there 
exists many recent theoretical constructions of community: a nation as an 'imagined 
community' (Anderson 1991), community as 'region' in the regionalization of 
ethnographic accOlmts (Fardon 1990), 'cultural sites' in a detcrritorialized world (Fog 
Olwig 1997), 'ethnoscapes' (Appadurai 1991), community and the presumption of 
ethnicity (Amit and Rapport 2002) and the cultural dialectic of the local and the global 
(Kearney 1985; Tsing 2000). One specific theory of community I wish to engage in i~ 
Anthony Cohen's notion of the symbolic construction of community. Anthony Cohen's 
main argument in The Symbolic Construction of Community (1985) happens to be his 
1astsemcnce: 
Our argument has been, that, whether or not its structural boundarics rcmain 
intact, the rcality of community lics in ils members' perception of the vitalily of 
its culture. People construct community symbolically, making it a resource and a 
repository of meaning and a referent oflheir identity (1985:118). 
lI ere, community can exist in its members' perceptions as well as act as 'symbolic', a 
'repository' and a 'resource' for the identities ofpcoplc. II is important to note that the 
symbolic quality of community is not an all pervading single meaning but rather a 
capacity for people to "impute meaning to it" (lbid.:71). Cohen's idea of community 
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does take into consideration that the individuals who create a community are embedded in 
a context. Unlike Durkhcim's rigid dictum that a community's structure determines 
Ix:haviour, community (for Cohen) is an 'affiliation' rather than a 'philosophy' where 
community is internally complex; it consists of the "idiosyncrasies" of the "experiences 
and personalities" of individuals ~:74). lIis notion of community is flexible for it 
takes into account that there might exist multiple interpretations ofmcanings as well as 
the existence of a dialectic between individual and collective shared meanings. There is 
thus a "shared vocabulary of value ... [which 1 therefore enables the integrity of the 
community's self image and its sense of distinctive self, to be maintained" (Ibid.: 114). 
Therefore community "condenses symbolically, and adeptly, its bearers' social theories of 
similarity and difference" where it "hecomes an eloquent and collective emblem of their 
social selves" ~:114). While Cohen's idea of 'community' is flexible, it still 
advocates a bounded entity in that community has a self.image and a sense of distinctive 
self. 
Ilowcyer, Cohen notion's of the symbolic construction of community is not 
without its criticism4. John Knight's 1994 article "Questioning Local Boundaries: A 
Critique of the 'Anthropology of Locality'" critiques Cohen's idea of community. Knight 
argues that a "close reading of Cohen's theoretical and ethnographic writings shows Ihat 
the 'anthropology of locality', while claiming to be a critique of national homogenization, 
in fact replicates at a lower Icvel of scale features of the national units" (1994:213). By 
arguing against a cultural unit at the national level, Knight stales that localities arc 
• For more general critiques of the theoretical concept of community, please see Vered Ami! (2002) and 
GuSlield(1975) 
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"themselves relativized as a specific cultural SCI; the vicw oflhe world as a sort of 
cultural mosaic can itself be seen as a cultural artifact" (lbid.:2l5). Cohen, in an effort to 
counteract a sense of a unified national community, essentializes community in its 
locality (lbid.:215). As discussed above, I contend that Cohen's strength is the flexibility 
of inter-community meanings. However, Knight's criticism rests on Cohen's failure to 
reconcile with the intra-community exchanges and processes. Cohen's "approach to 
locality is unable to comc to terms with the national dimension of such localities and as a 
consequence condemns itself to exaggefale local difference through the idiom of culture" 
(Ibid.:2l9). 
In order to support his claim, Knight puts forth three processes of local and 
national integration as evidence ofCohcn 's failure: participation in the economic market, 
migration in and out oflocal communities and the presence of state institutions on the 
localle"el. The fact remains that the localities that Cohen uscs as case examples (like 
Whalsay, a Shetland island and community) are "finnly integrated with and dependent 
on, the wider nation" in terms of market relations UJ:lli!.,:2l9). Fishing families on 
Whalsay sell their products to national and international markets and in return, depend on 
mainland agricultural produce to sustain them (Ibid. :220). Wha.lsay and Scotland have an 
economic relationship that blurs the symbolic boundary that supposedly exists to separate 
Wbalsa.y as a community. Also, Cohen neglects to consider the fact that people migrate 
to and from communities, especially in the fonn of migrant labour UJ:lli!.,:220). Here, 
Knight suggests that a "life-course focus on local people would show how local and 
extra-local social ties are biographically combined" whereas "the everyday focus adopted 
by Cohen, by contrast, allows migmnts to disappear out of social sight and be in effect 
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subtracted from social analysis" (Ibid.:221). By subtracting the migrant experience, 
Cohen essentializes community as a symbolic locality. Lastly, Knight points out that 
there exists within localities national institutions like state sponsored schools thai 
contribute extra-local meanings to local individuals (lbid.:222). This contributes to a 
state-locality separation and an ignorance of the presence of extra-local influences on 
local meanings (lbid.:222). The concept of commwlity, whether bounded or unbounded, 
still brings anthropologists back to analyzing social "differences" and "samencss". 
In reference to this thesis, I chose to consider another defining characteristic of the 
notion of community: community as 'practicc' rather than 'product '. In Practicing 
Community: Class Culture and Power in an Urban Neighborhood, Rhoda Halperin 
utilizes this concept of community as practice and/or "practiced community" when 
analyzing the class identities of a Cincinnati collective known as "The East End"" (1998). 
For llalperin, ""practicing community" is: 
... an intentionally active phrase meant to convey the arduous, often grueling, 
long-term, persistent efforts of East Enders to preserve and revitalize the 
communitY ... Lwhere] practicing community must be experienced and analyzed as 
a dynamic, changing, and, at times, tumultuous and dangerous 
process ... Community is not just a place, although place is very important, but a 
scrics of day-to-day, ongoing, often invisible practices. These practices are 
connected to but not confined to place (1998:5). 
Community is practiced in the sense that it can be associated with space and place but 
also exists and is negotiated in everyday relationships. Like Cohen's notion of community 
as shared meanings, community as active exchange is negotiable and flexible. One must 
also remember that community "is the source of dreams, the source of a sense oflhe 
future" and of ""possibility" and of ""security" where it 's meaning, whether practiced or 
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symbolic meaning, is continually in flux (Ibid.: 16). Community and communities arc not 
cultural products but continuing proeesscs. 
One disadvantage to Halperin's analysis is her use of the term 'class culture'. 
While the idea of community as practice opens a working, flexible and negotiable 
definition, the idea of 'class culture' does not afford my analysis with the same freedoms. 
Even though 'class culture' is deemed "a constantly changing structure" where "it 
changes from one generation to the next and from one segment of the neighborhood to the 
next" ~:6), the notion of class culture still communicates a structural sense of identity 
that is solely privileging class as its defin.in.g criteria. Even if Halperin affinns that there 
is no homogeneity in class as well as giving license to consider the "subtleties" and 
"nuances" that exist within class cultures while taking into consideration the "internal 
tensions" and "the potential for conflict.. .[with1 great variability and stratification", there 
is still the fiCnsc that class is unified under the specific criteria of shared place and 
economic living arrangements CJ.!llil:41). I will merge llalperin's notion of community 
with Leichty's concepl ofmiddlc-c1ass practice. Community and middle-class practices 
for the majority of women who quilt in St. John's, Newfoundland are constituted in 
relation to gendered practices and vice versa. 
Experiences of self and community are pcrfonned socially at group events. These 
collective events can also be purposely situated in liminal spaces. The state of 'Iiminality' 
was first introduced into the anthropological cannon by Arnold Van Genncp in The Rites 
of Passage ( 1960). Van Gennep discussed how there existed "ceremonies, aCls of a 
special kind, derived from a particular feeling and a particular frame of mind" (1960:1). 
An individual's lifcway comprises of "a series of passages from one age to another and 
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from one occupation to another" where the "progression from one group to the next is 
accompanied by special acts" (lbid.:2-3). While I am not directly concerned with 
deconstructing the quilters' retreat that [ attended by categorizing it as 
sympathetic/contagious, animistic/dynamistic, direct/indirect or posilive/negativc rites, I 
am concerned with the [iminal period of transition within Van Gennep's rites of passage 
theory. These rites of passage arc "a special category" where they "may be subdivided 
into rites o/separation, transition rite.~ and riles o/incorporalion" and arc "recurring" 
(lbid.:I!,13, author's emphasis). 
In "The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure," Turncr (1969) elaborates 
on Van Gennep's transitional stage by exploring the characteristics ofliminality. Within 
tllis "liminal period", "the characteristics of the ritual subject (Ihe 'passenger') are 
ambiguous" where the individual "passes through a cultural rcalm that has few or nonc of 
Ihe attributes of the past or coming state" (Turner 1969:94). The individuals willlin the 
liminal stale arc "neither here nor there; they arc bctwixt and betwecn the positions 
assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial" where liminality is 
"likened ... lo the wilderness" C!..!:ll4:.:95). Individuals within the liminal or tmnsitional 
space "tend to develop an intense comradeship and egalitarianism" where secular 
distinctions of rank and status disappear" C!..!:ll4:.:95). Lastly, when individuals arc 
panicipating in such a state, there is a" 'moment in and oul of time" and the 
"recognitions ... of a generalized social bond" ("J..t:illl:96). For women who quilted and 
participated at the retreat, I will show how Van Gennep's and Turner's ideas on liminality 
do and do not apply. The women who attended the retreal did not indicate in either their 
dialogues or in their actions that the quilter'S fall retreat was religious in nature or a 
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process/rite of initiation for new members. The positioning of the retreat activities that 
occurred during its gathering points to the important po,.,.er of liminal space in how the 
quilters themselves reaffinn their participation, commitment and social values of their 
guild and gendered middle class cultural practices. 
Within this concept of liminality, I also wish to consider Max Gluckman's 
concept of 'licence in ritual'. In his 1959 work Custom and Conflict in Africa, Gluckman 
speci fies a phenomenon which he tenns the 'license in ritual'. Gluckman is referring 
specifically to "rites ofrcversal"' where thcre is "protest against the established order" and 
their protests "arc intended to preserve and e\'en to strengthen the established order" 
(1959: 109). This protest "is licensed and even encouraged" where "the ritual is socially 
valuablc" (Ibid.: 11 0). In his work with Zulu and other South African tribes, Gluckman 
"found in them items of. . .lewd and other protests by women against the established 
order" where these "obscene and domineering acts by the women were eneouragcd" 
Q..!lliL: Ill). These rituals, "by allowing people to behave in nonnally prohibited ways, 
gave expression, in a reversed fonn, to the nonnal rightness of a particular kind of social 
order"' illiliL:116). While the quilters' fall retreat was not a mystical rite, it was a specific 
experience of a social gathering of quilters within a separatcd, liminal space. llowever, 
Gluckman's licence in ritual can only manifest and be effective"so long as there is no 
querying of the order within which the ritual of protest is sct and the group itself will 
endure" illiliL: 130). 
One problem with Gluckman's theory of a license in ritual is that there is thc 
assumption that it only occurs within fonnal ritual space. [ contend that the reversal of 
roles, which demonstrate and reaffinn in their pcrfonnancc common values of a 
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constantly shifting and negotiated community, can be seen in events that are not 
considered specifically rites bm events of play. Gluckman's theory of a license in ritual 
docs apply in certain ways to my observations of some of the quilters at the retreat with 
reference to lewd comments and rebellious practices exhibited by many women 
throughout the Talent Show component ofthc wcekcnd. Now that I have considered the 
advantages and disadvantages of the concepts of practice, self, community, I will now 
consider the theoretical concepts of powcr and agency. 
2.5: On Power and Agency 
In order to demonstrate the existence of personal agency for women who quilt, 
onc must first situate the theoretical concepts of both power and agency. Eric Wolf in 
Envisioning Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis outlines the concept of power in 
four modalities (1999). Power "works differently in interpersonal relations, in 
institutional arenas and on thc levcl ofwholc societies" where it is "useful to distinguish 
among four modalities in how power is thus woven into social relations" (Wolf 1999:5). 
The first modality is "the powcr of potency or capability that is seen to inhere in an 
individual" and the second modality of power is "manifested in interactions and 
transactions among peoplc and rcfers to the ability of an ego to impose its will in social 
action upon an alter" (!!iliL:5; author's emphasis). The third and fourth modalities of 
power are as follows: 
... A third modality is power that controls the contexts in which peoplc exhibit 
their capabilities and intcraet with othcrs ... Buttherc is still a fourth modality of 
power, which I want to focus on in the present inquiry: structural power. By this I 
mean the power manifest in relationships that not only operates within settings 
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and domains but also organizes and orchestrates the settings themselves, and that 
specifics the direction and distribution of energy flows <1.!lliL:5) 
While Wolf does include the individual in his nOlion of power, its emphasis on structure 
is problematic. The power manifest in relationships not only 'directs' and 'distributes' 
energy flows but also 'directs' infonnation. In the first two modalities of power, Wolf is 
careful to include that there exists the capability for an individual to have power in 
oneself and that this power can be mobilized by that individual 'in social action' upon 
another individual, institution, etc. However, I argue that the third modality of power 
gives agency to the power itself. This frames 'power' as an independent entity that is 
manifest on its own which then controls the contexts 'which people exhibit their 
capabilities and interactions with others'. In WoWs fourth modality, power is again 
given agency on its own in that it 'organi7-cs and orchestrates the settings themsclves'. 
Michel Foucault provides a more dialogic and relational concept of power. This 
proves morc useful in considering how women who quilt demonstrate active agency 
through the production of their quilts. In Discipline and Punish: The ilirth ofthc Prison, 
Foucault utilizes the example of the production of ·docile bodies· in soldiers in order to 
illustrate his notion of relational power (1977). Power over a body changes historically 
from a classical notion of an "analyzablc body·' to a ··body Lthat] is doeile landJ that may 
be subjected, used, transfonned and improved" (Foucault 1977: 136). During the 
eighteenth century, power over the body becomes "a subtle coercion, of obtaining holds 
upon it at the level of the mechanism itself - movements, gestures, attitudes and rapidity·· 
(!!:lli;l:137), This subjection of power "imposed upon lthe bodies] a relation of docility-
utility" l!.!ilil:137). Power is not an all encompassing entity but rather is 'coercive' and is 
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manifest in 'a relation of docility-utility'. Power is an clement within the relationship that 
exists between individuals who are in control of the soldier's bodies and the soldier's 
themselves. The fact that power over the bodies of the soldiers must be made ~;ublle 
points to the existence of individual agency. The employment of direct power carries the 
possibi lity of the choice of direct resistance by the individual soldier. This resistance is 
the manifestation ofpcrsonal agency. 
Foucault also suggests that within discourses, individuals are constituted within 
multifacetcd relationships of power which arc dependant on that individual ' s very 
subjectivity in order to be recreated (1980). It is not for one to question "who has power?" 
but rather "what is Ipower'sl intention in practice?" (Foucault 1980:97). lIe continues: 
Let us ask, instead, how things work at the level of on-going subjugation, at the 
le\'el of those continuous and uninterrupted processes which subject our bodies, 
govern our gestures, dictate our behaviours etc. In other words, rather than ask 
ourselves how the sovereign appears to us in his lofty isolation, we should try to 
discover how it is that subjects are gradually, progressively, really and matcrially 
constituted through a multiplicity of organisms, forces, encrgies, materials, 
desires, thought etc. We should If)' to grasp subjection in its material instance a~ a 
constitution of subjects (Ibid. :97). 
Here, Foucault is not concerned in locating power but rather investigating the negotiation 
of power relationships and how these relationships, in tum, constitute subjcctivities. 
Therefore, when considering the personal agcncy of quilters, this agency exists because 
the quilters thcmselves arc embedded in relations of power in their daily livcs. In using 
ethnographic evidence, 1 will illustrate that women quilters work inside and outside of the 
home, pay taxes and purchase goods in order to produce their expressive creations. 
lIowever, like Foucault's eighteenth century soldiers, women also have the capacity for 
active agency in their daily lives. 
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In order to contextualize agency, I would like to tum to Gcrald Sidcr' s notion of 
'experience' in "Cleansing History: Lawrence, Massachusetts, the Strike for Four Loaves 
of Brcad and No Roses and thc Anthropology ofWorking-elass Consciousncss" (1996). 
liere, Sidcr considers the cultural politics of memory: remembering and forgetting 
histories, Sidcr observes that: 
. ., there is the ... view that 'experience' under-lies agency, and that agency is 
inherently-rather than only potentially-progressive, rather than also potentially 
self-destructive or, like a trip to Disneyland,just diverting. If we understand that 
' agency' has the potential to be self-destructive as well as liberating then wc can 
see that the 'repressive mechanisms which destroy historical memory' , could 
equally as likely be a significant aspect of how we come to tenns with our 
cxperience, or the ends to which experience is put, or how specific experiences are 
put behind the person who had them (1996:59). 
Sider goes further than this notion of experience in that there is a reconceptuali7.ation of 
agency. Agency becomes atthc same timc both 'self-destructive' and 'liberating' 
Forgetting historical memory or repressing it can be the key to understanding how 
experience operatcs within our daily lives in how we interact with it, how we utilize it or 
how we move on from our experiences. Experience now is the arena where people 
negotiate the encounters of their everyday lives, both publicly and privately. Therefore, 
personal agencies expressed by women quilters have the capacity to be both constructive 
and destructive, It is their experiences that will dictate when this agency is 'liberating' . 
Gendered and middle-class practices are socially constructed and mediated through the 
ongoing exchange between pcrsonhoods and communities. Both my group of participants 
and their collective(s) participated in practices of power and agency, Many oflhe women 
who quilt were, in tum, infonned by them. In the next chapter, I will consider the 
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expressions of gendercd practices and the complexities of the selves of the women whom 
participated in this research project 
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CHAPTER 3: THE COMPLEXITY OF 'SELVES' 
Power can create identities on the individual level, as it provides disciplines, 
punishments, and culturally availablc pathways for fulfillment; nowhere were 
these forces more evident to me than in my relationships with the Japanese people 
I knew. At stake in my narrative of emerging ordcr are the constantly contested 
and shifting boundaries of my identity and the idcntitics of my Japanese relatives, 
friends. and acquaintances. We participated in each other' s lives and sought to 
make sense of one another. In that attempt to understand, power inevitably came 
into playas we tried to force each other into appropriately comprehensible 
categories. This nexus of power and meaning was also creative, the crucible 
within which we forged our relationship. In turn, our negotiated understandings of 
one another enabled me to shape the particular problematic that now animates my 
research (Kondo 1990:10) . 
.Jaime: !fyou would describe itl, is it craft or is it art? 
Rachel: Uh, I guess both. I don't know why now people make the distinction 
between craft and art because DaVinci was not seen as an artist, he described 
himself as a craftsperson as much as he described himself as an artist and his 
painting was his craft and his pursuit was, to perfect his craft so you know, 
somewhere, we've gotten away from it. I don't really know why this big 
distinction is always made ... (Rachel Ryan, Craftsperson) 
3.1: Motivations and Inspirations 
One of the initial questions I posed during each interview focused on what 
brought women who quilt to this crcative activity: What inspired or motivated you to 
learn how to quilt? I was interested in listening to how my participants began their 
quilting expericnce and perhaps the construction of a quilting ' self. The most evocative 
response I received came from Shelley Bauer. As we sat talking in her basement horne 
office, Shelley began her conversation with me with a sad story of her grandmother: 
, In using the \\-ord 'it', 1 was referring to Rachel's textile ,rcations in this question 
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Jaime: Ilow did you get started in quilting? Tell me the story. 
Shel ley: Ah, when I \\as ... the year I graduated high school . In January, my 
grandparents had a house fire , the house was pretty much totaled and my 
grandmother was, welt both my grandmother and grandfather were burned and 
they were hospitalized and my grandmother died thirteen days later. And my 
grandfather was hospitalized for three or four months with skin grafts on his 
hands and skin grafts on his back. Anyways, the ah (pause) ... very few things 
were saved from the fire because there were looters that went through the fire 
almost immediately after the firemen left. It was a fann, rural area and the 
neighbours didn't realize there were looters over there until the, they finally 
realized and set up a neighbourhood watch to protect the house lJaime: Yeah] but 
the looters were coming out of the back and climbing over the hills, through the 
woods to get to the house. So there were very few things saved from the fire but 
one of the things that was !"aved was a quilt top. And the quilt top was apparently 
going to be my graduation present. And it wasn't finished, it was about halfway 
complete. It·s a flower pot, there are flowers coming out of it and the bottom of 
the quilt was all empty, I don ' t know what Nana intended to put in that area. I 
didn 't even know it was mine but the quilters from her guild said thaI it was 
supposed to be mine for graduation. It was something unlike what Nana had made 
in quilts for our family at least. The quills she made for our family were from the 
suit !>amplcs and the wool, they are good serviceable quilts that keep you wann 
and they're colourful but they're not anything really fancy and this was 
completely different. This was applique. So the first two years the quilt top stayed 
with her guild with the idea that they were going to finish it for me. And they 
never finished it so I finally approached my mum and said, 'Mwn, I want to have 
my hands on it 'cause I rJa ime: It's a tangible thing] yeah, it's a tangible thing 
My mum got it back from the guild and I kept looking at it and looking at it and 
realizing more and more that the only way it was going to get finished was if J 
finished it . So I had to learn. 
Later on in our conversation, Shelley brought the actual quilt top out and pointed to the 
areas on the quilt where she had to wash the smell and stains from the ash in the 
farmhouse that had concealed the quilt·s location from the looters. Shelley' S inspirational 
story for quilting expresses a personal conviction for her to learn how to quilt in order to 
continue the creative process that had been started by her grandmother. Her narrative 
evokes a sense of duty to her grandmother and a sense of personal responsibility to learn 
how to quilt in order to complete something that has already begun . The quilt top 
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becomes a tangible, matcrial and historical connection to her grandmother. In this 
connection, one can also sec how Shelley values the presence of family in her life. While 
her grandmother had passed away, there is a new relationship thatliteratly 'sews' both 
women together. Her Nana' s quilt is still a work in progress and while Shelley herself 
could not save her grandparents from the horror of the house fire, she saved the quilt from 
the guild and is still 'saving' it today by insuring a constant editing of quilt top 
components. The importance of Shelley' s memory above is further accentuated in that 
she was never interested in sewing when young: 
I had never been interested in sewing before this, NEVER. My sisters, well, my 
older sister is a seamstress, she made her 0\\11 \\edding gown, she makes gorgt:-ous 
clothes and all this kind of stuff. I was never interested and even now [ don't sew 
clothes, I sew quilts 
Shelley' s emphasis on the word 'never' clearly demonstrates that before the life altcring 
experience of the house fire and the death of her grandmother, sewing did not hold any 
motivation. The process of quilting holds value for Shelley as it intimately connects her 
to an individual who has passed away. Shelley's quilting experience is as unique as her 
personhood. 
Wht:n writing the thesis proposal for this project. I was advised to choose between 
rcscarching a specific product or a group of producers. My decision to focus my analysis 
on a specific group of women who create objects in a specific medium arises from a 
personal curiosity in drawing oUi what makes individuals do what they do and how the 
process of what they do, in turn, influences their multifaceted ·selves'. As Kondo so aptly 
illustrates, "power can create identities on the individual level, as it provides disciplines, 
punishments and culturally available pathways for fulfillment" (1990: 10). The act of 
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quilting provides an avcnue for specific 'culturally available pathways' I contend that 
these pathways of gendered ideals, and social values are created, negotiated and made 
available to those practicing specific middle-class practices. In this chapter, I will 
analyze how the women whom I interviewed framed and described their expressions of 
specific identities. This discussion will be anchored in problematizing the actual concept 
of the 'self and identifying how the majority of women evoked central themes, values 
and choices. 
At the beginning of this research project, I assumed that there would be many 
women who found the dcsire to quilt at a specific point in their lives and then actively 
pursued quilting. In return, J received many diverse responses when these women shared 
their initial inspirations to engagc in the activity of quilting. Katie, an established Textile 
Studies instructor at the Anna Templeton Centre, narrated that she "chose the creative 
area by chance only, her mother suggested a nine month course in textile studies at Cabot 
College ... " Katie continued, "You fall into a path, there are no real choices, I enjoy the 
creation process and personal satisfaction." The choice to pursue quilting and other fibrc 
arts occurred when she chose to explore a broader interest of artistic processes and 
techniques. As well, Katie did not come to this 'path' on her own for it was suggested by 
her mother. It is interesting to consider the last aspect of Katie's comment in that her 
choice to pursue her creativity was "by chance only" but that "there are no real choices". 
Within Katie's narrative, this contradiction highlights how the beginning of her 
experience with quilting and textiles existed on a path where the opportunity to explore 
quilting was presented to her. 
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[n contrast, Karen Colbourne Martin, a woman who creates quilted objects and 
landscapes, "sewed as a child, was into crafts [and] art classes" and her father was "an 
architect and painted", her "mom sewed clothing", and she 'remembers having home 
economics in grade r, She continues: 
I guess it was always there in terms of an art background. I started in 1986, I took 
a course on quilting at YMCA but it was not good, we had something to do every 
week and I had young children but I also took a sampler course from a friend and 
it was a great way to learn, one lesson and one square to do a month. I always 
loved geometry, hated math, loved angles, it was the design of the quilts that I 
loved, quilting grabbed me all ofa sudden, I could incorporate the art, design, 
loved playing with colour, rascinated by quilts in magazines. They looked like an 
abstract paintings, the idea that someone could take fabric and piece it back 
together like thaI 
Karen associates her inspiration to quilt with an artistic inheritance but also shares that 
her lovc of visual math (geometry, angles, etc) motivated her to take a sampler course. 
However, the opportunity to 'incorporate the art', 'the design' and 'playing with colour" 
comes nOI from a naturalized and essential 'artistic inheritance' but rather a middle class 
position of privilege. Karen had access to education and could afford to take courses on 
quilting as well as pursue her love of quilts by purchasing fabric, magazines, etc. In 
Karen's words, quilting allowed her to unite her love of line, shape, fonn, colour, art and 
design in one technological yel artistic skilL 
Vicky Taylor-Hood, a self identified "quilter" and "textile artist", references a 
similar notion of artistic inheritance like that of Karen above. She states: 
My grandmother was an artist, she specialized in watercolours, she actually 
studied at Nova Scotia College of art and design, years and years ago and as [ 
grew up, I actually did watereolours, was taught by her. She was also interested in 
batiks, and all sorts of interesting things of that nature. She was actually very 
much a creative and ingenuitive person. But I have always done something with 
my hands or something creative or artislic, one was photography, one was 
watercolours, I went through a clay phase, you know, if you are a creative person, 
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you go through this development. When I was an undergraduate, uh, how old was 
I? Urn , eighteen, I met a girl named Melodic Kelly who was an anthropology 
student and she had said that she had been taught by her aunt to quilt. Now, 
Melodic is from Ontario, she was sort of, quilting is actually not a Newfoundland 
tradition per sc, urn so she had been taught by her aunt to quilt. So Melodic and I 
used to hang out together and one day she showed me how to pul together a quilt. 
Kept me busy in lUldergrad and when I did my Masters, they were my sanity 
projects, to keep me from going insane. When I decided not to do a PhD, 1 had 
time on my hands, 1 was not interested in the daily brunt kind of job and 
housework, there is only so much you can do. I was pUlling things back together 
in my life and with quilting." 
Vicky' s grandmother influenced her quest to 'always' have 'something to do' with her 
hands. Quilting then 'kept her busy ' in her post·seeondary education and was a valuable 
stress-reducing strategy in graduate school. ·Ine act of creating quills kept her 'from 
going insane' and they became kno\\'TJ as 'sanity projects'. Vicky's narrative also reveals 
what she desires to experience in her life by telling me what she is not interested in: a 
'daily brunt kind of job" . Quilting then synonymously joins aspeClS ofVicky"s life 
together just as she herself joins pieces offahric together to create her quilts. However, 
like Karen before her, Vicky has the ability to pursue quilting because of many 
advantages which suggest specific middle-class practices. Iler grandmother had access to 
education and the financial support in order 10 purchase supplies. Vicky also had access 
to higher education and quilting became a strategy by which one can put one's 'life hack 
together again". The act of quilting was a pursuit outside of school. Reconstructing a new 
life is bound with the act of discovering and pursuing quilting. 
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The occupations and educational backgrounds of these women2 clearly indicate 
that the majority of quilters whom I interviewed participated in middle-class practices. 
Their choices in occupations and education express a contextual middle-classncss. With 
these points in mind, I now wish to consider the diversity of ways the women whom I 
interviewcd framed theiT 'selvcs' and thcir quilting cxperiences as well as how they 
consistently express conservative, middle-class values and practices. 
3.2: Art or Craft'!: A Problematic Dichotomy 
Many womcn with whom I interacted bad greal difficulty in describing how they 
themselves defined their shared activity. Jodi McDavid-Brodie and I met for the first 
timc through a mutual friend in the Folklore Department at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland. Through casual conversation I learned that Jodi was a qui Iter and an 
active organizer in the Folklore Department's own quilling guild. She is also a Ph.D. 
candidate in the field of Folklore and was willing to spend some time talking to me about 
her memories and thoughts on quilting in her life. The seminar room where we engaged 
in open conversation had the familiar wobbly tables and mismatched chairs. There hung a 
slanted large portrait of someone I assumed was a famous folklorist behind lodi , along 
with smaller black and white photos of past students and professors. I asked Jodi how she 
defined the action of quilting: 
l The (lCcupatiOlls and educational backgrounds, mostly post-secondary achievements. were overviewed in 
the introduction to this thesis 
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Jaime: When you do quilling, do you consider it an art? A craft? Or both? Or 
maybe nothing like that? 
Jodi: That's a hard question. I don't think I think of it as a craft because, because I 
have issues with both those words, I mean, nothing against you [Jaime: oh no no 
no, so what are your issues?J My issues are that I know a lot ofpeoplc who do 
basically crafts and who consider themselves artists and I think that's very, wn, I 
think its an interesting problem, I mean when I was growing up, this is releasing a 
lot of issues (Jodi smiles and we both giggle) my mom would always say that she 
was an artist or that I was an artist and I think J felt a little uncomfortable with that 
term because I don't think I really knew what it meant at that point. I mean I don't 
think it has to be something that is hanging in an art gallery to be art. I've been 
down in the Stales before and we wcntlhrough the Pennsylvania Dutch country 
and got 10 see all their quilts and they are so beautiful, they just amaze me, I just 
wanted to bankrupt myself to just buy all these quilts, so I definitely think that 
there is an artistic value there." and then craft has that diminutive aspect, you 
know, people are like 'it's a crafts fair' and you go and there's pompoms glued 
together with eyes on them or something, like that's the craft 
Jodi's academic pursuits filtrate this narralive in that she finds the tenns 'art' and 'craft' 
intensely problematic. It is an interesting problem when there arc "people who do crafts 
and who consider themselves as artists". Jodi does not elaborate on this problem directly 
but continues her narrative with a personal anecdote. Here, there exists juxtaposition 
belwecn Jodi's amazement with quilts made in Pennsylvania Dutch Country and a more 
generalized craft at a craft fair described as "pompoms glued together with eyes". Quilts 
have an "artistic value" but Jodi points directly to the idea that quilts arc not a craft in that 
the label 'craft' has a "diminutive aspect" to it. While Jodi has a problem with both 
terms, quilting to Jodi is clearly nOI a craft but not necessarily 'art'. In Jodi's definition 
of what she docs, one sees a negotiation of how she perceives herself in whaf she does. 
Jodi does not create crafts and therefore docs not identify hcrsclfas a craft creator. 
However, there also exists an ambiguousness to Jodi's definition of quilting in that her 
mother s..1.W herself as an artist and this created a level of discomfort in Jodi at the time. 
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After seeing the Pennsylvania Dutch country quilts, the act of quilting had the capacity to 
be artistic in nature. Ultimately, as a graduate student who has access to financial 
resources that support hcr education and her quilting, Jodi has the opportunity to contest 
the sterl'Otype of 'craft" 
Rachel Ryan also expressed that the teons 'art' and 'craft' present problems in 
tenns of how she sees her textile objects. In the narrative that follows, Rachel verbally 
contemplates what the difference (if any) between art and craft is by expressing what her 
objects are not: 
RllCbcl: I think it's an art/craft dichotomy that's there. You know, it's like there's 
still this very subtle kind of split between what's art with a capital 'A' and what's 
craft, So, urn, just thinking about it makes my head hurt so I don't even care any 
Jaime: That's wa~ what I was going to ask you, what do you then call ymusclf'? 
Rachel: You know, if someone asks me when I'm at the dentist's office and 
making conversation, 'What do you do for a living?', I'll say I'm a craftsperson 
oc-cause to say that I'm an artist sounds really pretentious for one thing and it puts 
this distance between persons, you know like WHOA, so when you say, 'I'm a 
craftsperson' they're like, 'Oh, O.K. What do you do?' and its just like, it's just, 
for me it's just seems a lot friendlier and a lot morc comfortable and textiles for 
me, that's what it 's about. Like I've done some different things and I've been in 
painting classes and to me it's such bullshit some of the stuff that they talk about, 
the way that they [Jaimc: What's bullshit about it?] TilE JARGON, the art 
speak, they're trying to sound smarter than the person next to you and the fact that 
you can make this whole painting with you know, all black and one red dot and 
write this huge uh manifesto on why this is very important and what it means and I 
think if you have to explain what something means then it looses something in the 
process. 
Jaime: Or fcel the necessity to do that. There is a lot of abstract art oul there but at 
the same time they aren't doing that huge thing, its like whatever you see in it, or 
something like that .. 
Rachel: I think that a lot of people work reatly hard at alienating themselves from 
other people and, personally, urn I've found that the way 10 communicate is by my 
creative expression so I don't want people to look at something I've made and 
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say, "What thc hcll docs that rnc..nT' and feel like when they go inlo a ~allery 
with my work in it, thatthcy have to whisper and that they arc not allowed 10 talk 
out loud and not allowed to discuss this and that they can't feel calm and good 
when they go in there. Its jusl, I don't likc the feeling when you go into an art 
gallery and 'don't touch anything' and I can't even read through that [Jaime: 
sometimes it's like you are almost in a museum} yeah exactly, well, I think too 
many artists act like they're work is a holy fucking shrine and it's not you know? 
You arc a human being and you are making something, its communication for me. 
Why would I want to communicate that, 'I'm smartcr than you' and 'You have to 
work really hard to figure out what it is I'm trying to say hcre' ... I'vc been in 
situation like that where you just feel really uncomfortable. Well, some people 
argue and some friends of mine say, 'Well, I feel that's my job, to make people 
Wlcomfortable, to make people reflect' rJaime: engagel Fine, whatever, that's 
fine but I think its, for me, that is a mask, it's a way of hiding themselves behind 
what they are doing and they don't want to actually say anything about 
themselves. They want to look slick and sophisticated and my work is a lot homier 
than that a lot of people would say. But that's fine, they can say that 
Jaime: Why would they say that it's homier? 
Rachel: Vh, well textile art is traditionally feminine, very domestic and uh, very 
friendly and approachable, you know sometimes it has dog hair on it (we both 
laugh) and that kind of thing so I definitely think it's hornier. I think its uh 
traditional quilts arc wn, expressions of hearth and home and the log cabin is a 
very basic quilt design so it traditionally starts with one red square in the center 
which symbolizes the home fires you know? The hearth .... 1 just don't want to be 
that kind of artists where people have to feel stunned or something. I just don't 
like feeling that way personally so, for me it's having a conversation with other 
people. 
Rachel identifies herself as a "craftsperson" to people shc interacts with in public such as 
dentists and denIal assistants as the term "artist sounds really pretentious" to her. 
L'l.beling oneself as an 'artist' creates "distance" between individuals like the creator and 
observer ofthc art as well as with individuals onc interacts with on a daily basis. Art with 
these associations is accompanied by "jargon" or "art speak" where the artist attcll)pts to 
be seen, through the description of the meaning ofthcir art, as superior in intelligence. 
Rachel sees this type of art, art that requires a "manifesto" and explanation, as diminished 
in meaning and value as it "loses something". Artists thus "ali enate" themselves not only 
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in their pieces but also in the sterile, fonnalized gallery settings. For Rachel, her fabric 
creations using quilting tcchniques are about "communication'". 
Lastly, Rachel identifies textile art as "feminine and domestic" and "friendly and 
approachable". She also expresses that "traditional quilts are expressions of hearth and 
home". I conteod that by looking at how Rachel describes her textile projects, one can sec 
aspects of her thoughts on her own personhood. Rachel is concerned that people in public 
see hcr as a craftsperson which communicates that she sees herself as approachable in that 
she is 'friendly' and 'comfortable' like her pieces themselves. Rachel's quilted objects 
arc considered gendered objects. However, when one considers her opening quote of this 
chapter, Rachel's definition of what she creates is continually negotiated. In her dialogue 
on the dichotomy of art vs. craft, Rachel frames herselfas a specific type of woman in 
tenns of gendered practices. To be friendly, comforting, non-arrogant, non-pretentious, 
non-aJienating and where onc is eapablc of clear communication speaks to her personal 
definition of some of the ideal values of her self. These qualities speak to a definition of 
'feminine' in their associations with domesticity, personal character and concepts of 
home (i.e. 'comfort'). Her association with DaVinci ' s own categories of self-description 
seeks to blurthe line between art and craft. Ultimately, it is not the definition of what one 
makes that is of the most importance. It is how you see your 'self as seen by others. 
Lori Shortall, the President of the Cabot Quilters' Guild for 2003-2004, 
probJematizes the labels of ' craft' and ' art' in the following narrative: 
Jaime: Do you sec what you do as art or eraft or both? Maybe describe how you 
see what you do. 
Lori: I don't necessarily see it as (pause) craft and I don't mean that being crafty 
is insulting but when I think of crafty, I think of popsicle sticks and glue. And I 
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think irs a kid thing because you have craft comer in school and there was a craft 
store called .. um .. thcre's Lewiscraft and there's all these craft stores and a lot of 
them, they don't sell any fabric. They sell glue and popsic1e sticks. J mean I don', 
mean that in an insulting way lJaime: Well, like dried flowersl yeah, dried 
flowers. Urn, they may sell paint by numbers [Jaime: lbey sell yam] They sell 
yarn but they don't sell fabric so its not that I think that quilting has an elevated 
status, it certainly does nOI. But, urn, I don't necessarily think it as a craft and 
maybe because a lot of the times, ii's such a big product and crafts tend to be 
something that you can always put in the palm of your hand, ornaments, that kind 
of thing? 
Jaime: Well, what you said at the beginning about Brownies. I mean, in Guides or 
Pathfinders, we would have, we'd do a little craft so I see what you mean. 
Lori: Glue and popsicle sticks, macaroni, and sparkles and gold paint [Jaime: 
And lots of feathers] you know what I mean? And like I said, I'm not trying to be 
insulting to 'craft' but I am just trying to give my own personal connotation to the 
word, from childhood so il doesn't have elevated status or anything so I don't 
necessarily think its craft and I think quilting can be an art. I don't think mine is 
quite of that status to call itARTthe way we think of art like the way I was 
thinking about crafts. You know, something you have that's framed and you hang 
on your wall and would buy. Someone like Ed Roach, Louise Andrews, people 
know your name and people hang you on their wall, thars art. Urn, I think it's a 
bit of a fallacy, that's a little bit on a pedestal too. So I think that my stuff comes 
somewhere in between, it's not quite craft but I don 't think its art. Maybe this 
Cape Spear thing (landscape fabric painting for her friend in Malta) could be 
because it is more of a painting. 
Lori's response to my question is similar to Jodi 's in that she too finds difficulty in 
placing the act of quilting within either category). Lori associates 'craft' and being 
'crafty' with things that arc drastically smallcr than a quilt such as "popsicle sticks" and 
1 Auother interestmg rcsPOU5e that I re<:eived was rrom Kall e. Upon asking her "how do you see what you 
do'!~, she responded that she docs not "pm anything m I;ategories~ where it "is just "hat it is". She 
continued 
Like, 'fyou have art, painting, whatever, fine art, you know there isstill skill all cOlmected to that. 
And if you hllvean obje<:t on a table whid iscrnfl,there is till skill connec ted to that so hopefully 
fine work,there'speople who don't do fine construction in things but the ide aistomakethings 
lasl, ifthat"s important to you to make things las\. I think the voice is the mOSI important, n(llthe 
category 
Katie does not subSl,:ribeto eitherutegoryor 'art'or'craft' but stilt exp!"es.scs a d.ff erenl;ebydelineating 
'fineart' and 'an object on a table which is craft'. Both share the qualification or'skill" and 'fine 
constnlction' to be valued. It is ·"the voice" of the creator that is the most important, not the defining or 
"hat the nllture or the creation is and thus, not the liefining of the nat ureorthe creator as well. 
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"glue" as well as "craft comer at school" She is quick to clarify that she does not mean 
to insult people who make craft but rather to communicale her "own personal connotation 
to the word". However, quilting does not appear directly opposite 'craft' as it "certainly 
docs nOI have an elevated status" Quilting is "not necessarily a craft" but holds the 
capacity to be an art. Lori situates her own quilt in this ambiguous position in that her 
quilts are not 'an' in the sense of somcthing "that's framed" and that "you hang on your 
waJ]" and purchase. For her quills to be an, they would have to be 'art' like creations by 
Ed Roche and Louise Andrews where "people have to know your own name". This type 
of art is aJso a bit of a "fallacy" being placed on a "pcdestal' similar to Rachel's 
description of the pretentiousness of art. 
What do these observations tell us about Lori's own vision of personhood in 
reference to her quilting activities? Lori does not see herself as an artist in thai she 
criticizes art's fa .. ade or 'fallacy'. Lori clearly does not see herself as a crafter but 
interprets her activity of quilting to be dissimilar to individuals who create art. This 
speaks to the conclusion that Lori has the capacity to become an anist as her quilting has 
the capacity to become art. Within this parameter, there exists an appropriation of a 
utilitarian practice of creating quilted objects by some middle-class women in SI. John's. 
Lori's description of the value of her objects is ambiguous as well: they are neither art nor 
craft. The ambiguous context of the artistic value and definition of quilting creates a 
negotiable site for many women to discursively reveal values that construct gender and 
middle class practices. This characteristic of ambiguity repeats itself in how women who 
quilt in St. John's, Newfoundland define the act of quilting in their daily lives. 
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3.3: Quilting as Creation: Work or Leisure'? 
The concept or '"women's work" is difficult to define in many ways. What 
specifically constitutes "work",? How are these characteristics associated with the 
specific gender construction of what it means to be a "woman"? When disclL~sing the 
concepts of 'work' and 'gender', it is easy to engage in an analysis that centers on a 
dichotomy of 'work' versus 'leisure' activities. One may assume that women and 
women's activities are always relegated to the catcgories of 'domesticity' and 'home' 
There can also exist the assumption that the concept of work should be subdivided into 
paid and unpaid work. Some of the social research that focuses on women's work 
privileges this very economic segregation as well as a sexual division of labour 
(Annstong and Annstrong 2001,2002; Bradley 1989; Clark and Ilarvey 1976; Connelly 
and MacDonald 1983; Cullum 2000; Myrdal and Klein 1968; Kahn-Hut, Daniels and 
Colvard 1982; Kealey 1986; Porter 1993; Sara and Leacock 1986). The Statistics Canada 
2001 Census differentiates between paid and lUlpaid work for women where unpaid work 
is specifically identified as consisting of the categories of"chiJdcare", "senior care" and 
"unpaid house work" (Statistics Canada 2oo1c). 
In tenns ofa Newfoundland (and Labrador) context, there have been many studies 
pertaining to the social aspeets of women's work and erafilartisanal creation. In Threads 
of Gold: Ne\\foundland and Labrador Jubilee Guilds Women's Institutes (1989), Agnes 
Richard presents a twentieth century historical perspective on women's work and the 
economic effect of the Jubilee Guilds on women's production of crafts industry in rural 
outports. Richard frames this history in a commemorative publication intended to 
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promote the history of the various Jubilee Guilds. In contrast, Linda Cullum's Under 
Construction: Women The Jubilee Guilds and Commission Governmcnt in 
Newfoundland and Labrador 1935-1941 (1992) illustrates the underlying gender and 
class relations between the Commission Govcrnment and the Jubilee Guilds. Cullum 
specifically focuses on the political and social aspects of the affect of women's 
institutions on the Commission Government in the late nineteen thirties. 
In a Labrador Context, Rita Kindl considers the social conditions ofwomcn's 
cmployment and involvcmcnt in commWlity development in Change and Continuity: 
rhrec Generations of Women's Work in North Wcst Rivcr Labrador (1999). Lynda 
Stalker's Wool and Nt.'Cdlcs In My Casket: Knitting as Habit Among Rural 
Newfoundland Women (2000) considers the "motives and meanings behind the actions of 
fcmalc knitters in rural NcwfoWldland" with specific reference to knitters who sell their 
creations through the Newfoundland OUlpart Nursing and Industrial Associatlon (2000). 
While these studies are significant in their own approaches to women's work, there still 
exists a privilcging of the concept of women's work as paid employment and domestic 
work as unpaid work. The dialogues Ihat wcre shared with me from many women who 
quilt in SI. John's ultimately reveal that thcre is a diversity of opinions of how to 
conceptualize quilting as "work" or "leisure" or neither of the alxwe. It is this vcry 
ambiguousness in the naming and categorizing of the quilting process that allows many 
gendered and dass practices to converge and be revealed. 
How do womcn who quilt and/or usc quilting techniques in thcir fibre art 
categorize their production? Do they consider it work? Or is it seen as a hobby? Let us 
first turn to Vicky, Karen and Rachel's interviews to see how these women who sell their 
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quilled objects on the SI. John's, Newfoundland and wider national craft markets describe 
how (hey see the nature oflheir creation process. Rachel told me that she went through 
many phases in her life where she was unsure of what "to do". She look both a course at 
Memorial University and completed courscs at Cabot College in garment construction. 
llowever, Rachel still asks herself, "How can I support myself with this? It is frivolous to 
be an artist" and "ambiguous" Rachel repeats the question to me again in that "how are 
you going to make a living is the question". lief textile creations work cannot be 
frivolous and must then contribute to the financial support of her as an individual. Rachel 
continued into the Textile Studies Program (now at the Anna Templeton Centre) and 
volunteered at the Craft Council of Newfoundland and Labrador. Finally, shc was offered 
to participate alongside another craft producer in a gallery show at Devon House. The 
show was a "success" with "positive feedback" but it was not "a selling show". Rachel 
was concerned as "people weren't buying" her creations. Some of her contemporaries 
argued that "you shouldn't make art into a product" but Rachel disagreed in that she 
wanted "to make a living from it" where "it's a means to an end". Rachel states, "I want 
to do this all the time. I don't want anything else to take away from what I want to do". In 
response to the poor financial outcome of her show, Rachel started to create what she 
calls her "bread and butter" pieces while also working to produce larger gallery pieces to 
sell. This fulfills a two fold purpose in Rachel's eyes: (I) she can support herself by 
selling larger quantities of smaller pieces in the Craft Council shop while still expressing 
herself in creating larger pieces for sale in the Craft Council Gallery and (2) it is 
important to Rachclto "have things that arc financially accessible as well as emotionally 
accessible"to peoplc who purchase her work. Here, there is a decision making process 
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present in that Rachel produces her quiltt:-d objccts with a strategy to sell smaller items in 
order to support herself financially but this also provides Rachel with financial support in 
order to express herself on a larger scale at the gallery. She is also supported and 
supports, in tum, her partner who lives with her in a rented apartment. 
Rachel also describes herself as "a small blL"iness person to somc degree" where 
she is not "into the business side" but her smaller pieces are sold under the name of 
"VibrantSca". Rachel is clear to state that her smaller pieces are not production work in 
that all are unique but production work in the sense that ''they are many in order to scll" 
while "stuff in the gallery is under my own name". Is Rachel's action work or leisure? In 
the end, Rachel states that "it's a means to an end, money to live". What Rachel expresses 
is a type of work that is plca-iurable but practical. It is also a concept of work that 
embraces practicality and accessibility while simultaneously is financially supportive. 
Vicky's ideas associated with the act of creating quilted objt.'C1s are also 
ambiguous in tenns of framing quilting as either work or leisure. Vicky had started to 
quilt in the fall of 1995. She stmes that after completing her Master's degree, she had 
"timc on [her] hands" and was "not interested in a daily brunt kind of job". There is 
"only so much housework you can do" and she was trying to regroup, "putting things 
back together in my life with quilting". Vicky also produces for annual gallery member 
shows and pieces to sellout of the craft shop at Devon House. Vicky likes "doing labour 
intensive quilts so finding faster, cheaper things to do is a nuisance. I don't enjoy that at 
all." She continues in that she "can', make cheap" where it "exhausts" her. She fecls 
"gypped" and "it becomes work" where she is clear that she "is not good at mass 
production". Vicky ends this narrative by Slating, "I like getting up, 1 like my job." 
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Clearly, Vicky sces creating her quilted objects a~ an activity and an occupation in a way 
that it is a 'job' but not a regimented one that would be a "daily brunt kind of job". She 
also has trouble reconciling recreating smaller pieces and enjoying the process at the 
same time in ordcr to increase her earnings. Her preference for 'labour intensive quilts' is 
intcresting in that it is the cheapness ofthc smaller piL"Ces that "exhausts her". This is the 
point at which what she does (creating quilted objects for sale) becomes 'work' and thai 
she herself is nOI good at participating in "mass production". It is also im(X"lrtant to note 
that Vicky indicated to me that she was financially SUp(X"lrtl"<l by her husband when she 
made the decision to pursue her now fulltime textile vocation. However, it should also be 
noted that Vicky financially supported her husband during his years at a Faculty of Law. 
Vicky's example illustrates the ambiguity between the categories of 'work' and 'leisure' 
and how women who quilt themselves are negotiating these meanings in what they do. 
Karen Colbourne Martin has sold many of her pieces in not only the Crafi Council 
Gallery but has also completed commissions for outside entities like the Waterford 
Chapel. Karen docs "not like quick crafts" and "loves the process" of hand quilting. She 
explains that she is "not in it for the money" even though "money is wonderful too". 
Karen, on top of producing large pieces like a traditional while quilt which took four and 
a half years to make, also makes little Christmas ornaments while sitting in front of the 
TV where "that's fine". Karen's preference for larger pieces and her love of the slow 
process of making hand quilted quills speaks to the inculcation of middle class cuJtural 
practices among many women who quilt in St. John's. However, Karen still creates 
smaller pieces to be sold in the Craft Council shop but docs not like quick crafts. It 
perhaps could be said that Karen's vocation is neither work nor leisure but rather an 
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occupation in that she does create to sell but also creates by commission on her own time 
and resources. Karen also indicated in our conversation that she is financially supported 
by her husband but she also raised their children and maintained the home for the family 
as a whole. This presence of financial suppon creates the conditions in which to pursue 
quilting. This financial support and previous post-secondary education are identities and 
privileged choices which reveal middle class practices. 
In contrast, one woman in particular illustrates an exception to her previous 
categories of values. It is Rachel's intimate understanding of her goals that reveals the 
values of anti-ambition and anti-materialism in tenns of a person's life purpose and work 
in creating quilted objects: 
Rachel: This is what I 'm gonna do, until I gct sick of it, this is what I'm gonna do 
and I havcn't gottcn sick of it yet. It just keeps gclting better and better. Because 
nobody is telling me what I have to do here. Like, nobody is telling me "you have 
to do thesc things to go in thc shop and soon as I stan feeling that the magic is not 
there, peoplc know this, people know it. People arcn't stupid, they know, you 
know? You know, "There's something missing in this, I don't know what it is but 
there is something missing in this, you know? And as soon as I' m feeling that way 
allthc time about this stuff, I mean, why I'm doing this? I don't want to, I guess 
it's a search for mcaning, to be really cosmic about it, not to be too 'peace, Jove 
and etcrnal grooviness' bul you know ii's the search for meaning what you do for 
a living. I don', want to be someone who works in an office. Some people can 
divorce themselves from what they do for a living and it's ajob and they go home 
and they have this whole other life that has nothing to do with their job. And it's 
just, they're perfectly content for it to stay thaI way. That's great, that's fine that 
works for them but for me I don't care about having a lot of money, I don't care 
that I don't have a house in the suburbs, "II never care about having a brand new 
SUV. I want my life to havc meaning. I f I die tomorrow, this might be a morbid 
conccpt, but if I dic tomorrow, I want to know that I lived my life the way that I 
wanted to live it.! I'm not going to wait until I relire to live my life ... 1'1I probably 
never be able to retireL .. l've had some experiences where people who have been 
really close to me died at a young age and its just, you know, life has to mean 
something to me. Right now. I can't wait unlill'm sixty-five.ljust love it so 
much! I love everything I'm doing! Going out to Cape Spear with the dogs for a 
walk and coming home and sewing for the afternoon, I wouldn' t want it any other 
way, I'm really happy with what I'm doing ... Things happen, the Fates, the Gods, 
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whocver, thcy say "oh, [don't think so, hahahahaha" and puts you off right in 
another direction and if you're not prepared for that, mentally prepared, life is an 
accidcnt. You know, that that egg, that was a bit of an accident and the fact that 
we arc actually here right now should be astounding! It's like it couldn't have 
been another egg the next month, and I could be a totally different person and I'm 
hcre right now and I don't know what lies afterwards bUI you know, I wanlto 
have fun, I want to enjoy what I'm doing and for life to have meaning. 
Jaime: And 10 learn, for me, to learn what you arc supposed to learn, whatever 
you believe, there arc ccrtain things you have to learn and if you don't, you are 
!dnd of, to me you're zapped right back! (bolh laugh) 
Rachel: You have to work really hard at not having ambition, because ambition 
can be really deadly to people I think, it can drive them in ways that they 
shouldn't be you know? Ambition, what docs that mean? Why arc you driving 
yourself! Why is your goal to have this SUV? What are you trying to fill up here? 
What is ambition really? If my ambition is to be happy and content, then that's 
one thing but to have ambition like [ want to be CEO, J want this, J want this, I 
want a house with six bedrooms and a giant serecn TV, so unproductive. I read 
something the other daY,1 can"' remember where I read it, but it said: 
"consumerism is the opiate of the people". 
Rachel Ryan's passionate embracing of anI i-ambition and anti-materialism differs from 
the other women J interviewed. She is making the choice to create textile art in that 
"nobody is telling me what I have to do here". However, Rachel also cnjoys the freedom 
of financial support from her partner in order to make and enact the statement above. Her 
concept of work docs not coincide with a strive for ambition and therefore ambition is not 
valued but rejectcd as 'unproductivc'. Ambition is unproductive in terms of not being 
aimed at a search for meaning and purpose in life. The frecdom to creatc textile art using 
quilting techniques is what is considcred to give life meaning for Rachel. She contradicts 
certain middle-class practices (consumption of material goods, the presence of financial 
support) while she engages in her work and continually renegotiates her values. While the 
middle-class practices of many women who quilt in SI. John's were revealed in values, 
they were also revealed in accounts of a gendered craft market. 
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3.4: Women Who Sell Ouilted Ohjects: The Presence of a Gendered Market 
Only three women orthe twcnty·four participants I interviewed sold their quilted 
objects to the public: Vicky, Karen and Rachcl. They also sharcd a common location 
from which to sell their quilted creations in the Craft Council of Newfoundland and 
Labrador's (CCNL) Craft Shop. They also sold their quilted objects in the CCNL gallery. 
When asked to describe the market thai they participate in, it was clear that Vicky, Rachel 
and Karen participatcd in what they defined as a gendered market. Rachel first spoke of 
who bought her textile projects: 
People who buy my work generally speaking are women, like I would say that 
90% of the people who buy my work are women and usually, when the men are 
buying it, it is usually for women. So it's a very female, feminine you know 
feminine, I think it speaks more to women than men I guess because it 
traditionally been a feminine field and urn, I don't know, that women just look at 
it and they have an emotional reaction and it's a very emotional process for me 
and I want people to look at that and have an emotional response. A positive 
emotional response preferably, I think that there is a lot of negativity in the world 
right now ... lt's a female market. Women feci more affinity for craft than men. 
There is a growing market in interior decorating, making houses livable, people 
are into their houses. 
Rachel describes her work as "female" and "feminine" where "it speaks more to women 
than men" for the process of creating textile projects has been "traditionally ... a feminine 
field". The craft market in which Rachel sells hcr creations is clearly gendercd where 
womcn secm to be the ones to have a reaction to it. The concept and ideal of what is 
considered feminine is also specific in that creating with textile mediums has been a 
'traditional' female role. Rachel is also expressing the idea that creating 'home' is a 
female activity. 
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Karen re-affirmed this central assumption that women who quilt were paid less for 
their quilts than male quilters in the market: 
Karen: And people walk by my pieces and think that they are pictures painted. I 
have had in the last show, did you seen the one at Devon 1·louse'? [Jaime: Yes] 
People walk by and think it's just a painting and they have to go back, and some 
of them will stop. Men, men in particular are taken with it. I mean, men go 
through a quilt show and they are bored, I mean not all men but they go through 
and they're going because their wife wants to go through but it's the men that stop 
because they'll say "oh you know, this is" and women too but men particularly 
stop I think because they can relate to it. 
Jaime: Have you ever mel any male quilters? 
Karen: No I haven't. [Jaime: Do you think itsjust..J No, no there are male 
quilters out there, big names and ['II tell ya, [otsofthe men arc big beeause 
they're men. It's on another level. There's Michael James, his quilts sell for 
twenty thousand dollars and there's nothing to say that they should be twenty 
thousand dollars. Ifit was Mrs. James, it wouldn't sell the same I don't think 
because it's a man, right? I think women arc partly to blame because they 
underestimate themselves. 
Jaime: Or they don't demand a certain price or say this is worth that rKaren: 
That's right] and maybe compete. 
Karen: Well, they look at it a lot of times as 'well, that's what women do', I can't 
charge that. I probably say that myself, I mean my husband and malc friends are 
always saying, 'Karen, you've got to get your prices up' and you know, I'm 
comfortable. My prices are not cheap and just think 'oh' you know,? But when you 
say it takes you two months to make something and you charge two thousand 
dollars, that's not a lot of money for two months work. 
Unlike Rachel, Karen notices that men as well as women appreciate her landscape pieces 
for they are more like a "painting" rather than a traditional bed quilt. Karen also makes a 
fascinating observations that male quilters charge substantially more for their quilts and 
that the women are partially to blame for this inequality. The women who sell 
"underestimate themselves" and see what they do in terms of "well, that's what women 
do". The activity of quilting itself carries the burden of a specific gendered practice: the 
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practice of underestimating the material and aesthetic value of their creations. Karen 
hersclfpoints out that women are partially to blame in creating this subordination of their 
opportunity. Even as the value and meaning of a quilt transformed from a utilitarian 
object to an object to be admired in Newfoundland, some women who create and sell 
quilted objects in St. John's do not dcmand largcr prices for they were objects that were 
utilized and required for daily life. Even Karen admits that while her "prices are not 
cheap", her husband and male friends think that she should sell them for more. Karen 
also sees herself as partially responsible for not selling al a higher price. The question 
then becomes: is Karen guilty of under estimating the worth of her pieces and the worth of 
her actions? For Karen, the gender Oflhc quilter can dictate the material value of the quilt 
but the women who participate and negotiate this value laden relationship are also 
partially responsible for the devaluation oflheir work. The women whom I interviewed 
arc thus not isolated, autonomous subjects but rather enact and create culturally specific 
gendered categories and associations in their lives. 
Vicky confirms the existcnee of gcndered practices in valuing the work of quilters 
on the basis of gender in that it "is traditional everywhere ... that women's work is not 
worth as mueh as men's work" where "if you put something in a frame, you can charge 
more for it". Vicky goes on: 
You know, the same thing with knitting, I think you would probably find the samc 
thing if you asked knitters how knitting was valued here because people think they 
can do it thcmselves, they think that you shouldn't charge that much for it.. .. Once 
you do art, people don't think they can do it themselves. 
Like Karen before her, Vicky also communicates the idea that il is the gender of the 
person who creates the quilt thai results in how much the quilt is worth in terms of 
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monetary value. Vicky also communicates the notion that quilting and other textile art 
forms are things that "people think they can do it themselves". According to Vicky, some 
people think that one should not charge as much for a quilt unless they "don't think they 
can do it themselves". Quilting, associated with women's work, is not as valw .. -d as art in 
that its original connotation is repeatedly evoked: many women quilted out of necessity 
and that there this is a skill that anyone can learn how to do. 
It is Lori's narrative that departs sl ightl y from that of her fellow participants. It is 
not only the gendcr of the qui Iter which dictates the value of the quill but that gender 
regulates the type of design that a quilt ean have: 
Jaime: I'mjust asking people that I am interviewing, I have heard, I have heard 
from one gal who actually mentioned that there arc male quilters in St. John's. Do 
you know of any? 
Lori: I don't know them personally. I know that there arc male quiltcrs out there, I 
don't know any. I wish I did. 1 think that would be really absolutely incredibly 
fascinating to get their perspective on it [Jaime: Exactly, exactly] Cause men and 
women are difTerent ... and 99% of life and I wonder 'how do they approach it?' 
and 'what are they thinking?' Why do they pick the colours that they do? Why do 
they pick the patterns that they do? And why in the hell are they quilting? You 
know, that's just the first question. Why aren't you (inaudible on tape) car 
somewhere? 
Jaime: I don't know, I had never heard of that before. 
Lori: The few things I've seen on male quiltcrs besides being quiltcrs, they are 
more designers. Like the male quilters I know of, the big wigs, you know, the top 
five in Canada or the United States or whatever. The big wigs who are making a 
living from this, they are artists absolutely! Their design elements are incredible. 
rhey're very forward, they're very modern, you know? Very contemporary artists 
whereas a lot of women, who are still doing design but still rely on a lot of 
traditional things. 
Jaime: Now that is interesting. What is contemporary and modem to you? 
Lori: Urn, it has a lot to do with colour and shape, just design. Urn, men just don't 
do stutTwith flowers and little square blocks, you know? Like little rectangles and 
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flying geese blocks, what I've seen anyway. It ' s more oflike a picture of modem 
art [Jaime: You mean like eircles and] Like circles and bold colours and 
something that has a hard edge. Almost like an art deco. That kind of thing. Thai's 
what I find men arc morc in 10. I mcan, I don't know a lot, these are things that 
I've seen on TV or in a magazine. You ean always kind of go 'that's by a guy' 
because it just has a different luuk about it. I just think it ' s the male perspective. 
Lori is clear to point out that men and womcn are different on an essential level. The 
large, overlapping associations Lori is making such as female/traditional/quilt and 
male/contemporary/design point to a didactic model of gendered practices with respect to 
quilt creation and in perceptions of gender. This imbalance of power is embedded in the 
a'isumptions of not only potential purchasers but in some of the female quillers 
themselves. Not only arc gendered practices in terms of value socially ascribed and 
negotiated, many women who quilt thus express certain assumptions about the capacity 
for individuals to perfonn the action of quilting. Lori asks the key question of: Why are 
men quilting in the first place? There is the expectation that women are the primary and 
'natural ' gender to quilt because it is in the nature of the qualities of quilting to be 
' female ' . Women who quilt, in tum, negotiate these expectations and assumptions in 
gendered practices and the gcndered activity that is quilting. 
3.5: Dialogues on Women's Ideals of Womanhood 
With reference to the past discussion on quilting as a gendered activity and the 
presence of a gendered market in St. John' s, some guiding qucstions thaI I must confront 
are: what is the interconnection betwcen gender, personhood and community? Are these 
theoretical concepts too bounded to represent or describe the way in which womcn who 
create quilted objects express their 'selves'? How docs this shared activity of quilting 
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contribute (or not) to their multifaceted identities? These questions speak to the problem 
of how anthropologists today go about taking a critical look at the way people see and 
define themselves with reference to their personal identities and in reference to the wider 
spheres of social engagcment around them. My critical analysis of how my participants 
frame their 'selves' by looking at how they frame 'what they do' and how what they do 
informs their multiple 'roles' in life is influenced by Dorinnc Kondo's theoretical 
approach in her groundbreaking ethnography Crafting Selves: Power Gender and 
Discourses of Identity in a Japanese Workplace (1990). The ethnography centers upon 
exploring the problem of how to reconceplualize the idea of the 'self as well as 
'community' in looking at the diversity of expcriences of male and female labourers in 
the Sato confectionary, Tokyo, Japan (Kondo 1990:4). Kondo's critique of notions of 
identity and of "how se/fhuud is constructed" (authors emphasis) centers on 
problematizing the dichotomy of self/community: 
My 'personal' account of the emergence of the problematic ofsclfhood is thus the 
product of a complex negotiation, taking place within specific, but shifting, 
contexts, where power and meaning, 'pcrsonal' and 'political,' are inseparable. 
Identity is not a fixed 'thing,' it is negotiated, open, shifting, ambiguous, the result 
of culturally available meanings and the open-ended, power-laden enactments of 
those meanings in everyday situations (Kondo 1990:24). 
Here, identities and personhoods do not exist in isolation but are embedded in larger 
cultural, historical and political contexts. Kondo also works towards "displacing the 
binary" for the "inner/outer, subject/world dichotomies have been foundational in 
anthropological studies since Mauss himself' and thus stTategizes to write against the 
notion that an individual self does not exist as a bounded, pure, unchanging and isolated 
identity; 'selves' are expressed within social relationships and experiences of everyday 
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life (1990:33,34). If identities and personhoods are in constant flux, how can 
anthropologists reconcile writing about selves and identities at all? If identities are diverse 
and contextual, how can we represent the similarities and shared nuances of our 
participants? 
When considering the various viewpoints of the existence ofa gendered market 
and quilting as a gendered activity, Kondo's argument directly applies to the individual 
cases of my participants in that" 'power and meaning" , 'personal' and 'political,' are 
inseparable" where "lildentity is not a fixt:d 'thing'" (1990:24). Quilting to many of my 
participants is a gcndered activity in that it is simultaneously the creation of a gendered 
object as well as a gendered process. Karen, Vicky, Rachel and Lori's commentaries on 
the diffcrence between maJe and female quiiters, observers and sellers demonstrate that 
gender has the capacity to infonn relations of power in the 'craft' market of SI. John's. 
Their narratives also demonstrate how the women see the value of their work and, in tum, 
how they construct aspects of their personhoods in relation to quil ting. 
There does not exist an unchanging 'scW for many women who quilt in SI. 
John's. And the assumption that there exists a 'quilting self is too simplistic a notion. 
What 1 did discover during my interviews is that women who participated in my project 
talked a lot about quiiting. They also linked this important activity 10 many other areas of 
their lives. In this next scgment, I will attempt to show how talking about the act of 
qui lting also reveals thoughts and opinions on other important facets of my participant's 
lives. 
One of my participants reflected candidly on how she positioncd herself 
personally and politically as a young woman in graduate school. There also exists a 
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tension between her first ideas of what quilting means to her and the expectations of other 
individuals in the quilt making process. Jodi grew up in rural New Brunswick and 
learned how to sew and quilt from her mother during her high school years. She 
remembers her "grandmother always had a quilt on the bed" that she slept in when 
visiting. Jodi was "drawn to that" and wanted to make a quilt for her own bed. Jodi and 
her mother worked on the same quilt top for many years as Jodi lived at home and then 
started working al university. Aller she had finished her Bachelor of Arts degree, Jodi 
packed her bags and moved to T oTOnto and met Ian, whom she married. Jodi continued 
to quilt while completing her Master's degree. Quilting then became a "me thing" that she 
could do "on her own". It is at this point in Jodi's story that I include the following 
narrative: 
Jodi: The expectations, ah, I think, I look back my childhood was very, very, wn, 
I grew up on a fann. It was just like, you learn how to bake, you learn how to cook 
and and even though I don't necessarily, uh, I think I consider myself a feminist 
but the thing is is that I was brought up very much in a traditional, homemaking 
sort of way [Jaime: That's, that's really interesting] I spent a lot of time in my life 
trying to (pause) rectify the two things and I think that even with the quilting 
that's why that's been good for me in a way because the thing is is that it can be 
used positively for me as, as some kind of expression. And for instance, like 
baking, I have only recently started baking 'cause I so often looked at it as 
something that people just expected and you would have to kind of produce it 
[Jaime: Ahhh] So I didn't have the same, and the quilts don't necessarily have the 
same, I don't ascribe the same value to it in that way, public you know? It's more 
of a personal thing that you have more control over. It's not like a task, you 
know?" 
Jaime: I have been finding that if you have family who might not appreciate the 
amount of work that goes into a quilt, that they will pick like the hardest pattern 
and you're just like 'What do I doT 
Jodi: lbis is the thing ... anytime I have tried to make a quilt for someone, she 
(Jodi's mother) has kind of said, 'Are you sure you want to do that because that is 
!>O much work and they won', appreciate i( So you know, every time I am 
lhinking of making a quilt for someone, she kind of you know, she has done so 
much artistic stuff, she knows what its like where you get trapped in a situation 
where your demand is higher than your supply ... and you feel bad cause your kind 
of disappointing people or something. Like 1 think a lot of times things are 
considered to be a feminine ideal, creating a craft, creating a really nice craft or 
baking is considered to be this feminine ideal and if you can't produce something 
for the demand, it' s a lillie bit different than not giving someone a book that they 
asked for. There is more to be read into it I think. I think I take it more personally. 
Like if J bum a batch of cookies, for some reason I'm upset even though you 
would think that J wouldn't care, you know on many levels if you asked me if J 
cared I would say 'no J don ' t but somehow I feel very responsible for, I feel like 
I've kind ofnegJected something there. I don't like to be in a situation where I 
have promised someone a quilt .. 
One must remember that Jodi had difficulty defining and positioning quilting under the 
tcnns 'craft' and 'art'. Her story begins with how she conceptualizes how she grew up: in 
a "traditional, homemaking sort of way". All her life, she has "spent a lot oftime ... to 
rectify" both being a self-proclaim(:d "feminist" and what she perceives to be a traditional 
upbringing. This "traditional" upbringing on her rural farm included learning how to 
bake, learning how to cook and learning how to sew. These two conflicting viewpoints 
influence the choices she makes today in tenns of what kind of activities she wishes to 
pursue. Jodi shares that she just recently started to bake again as she always looked al it 
as "something that people just expected" that would be produced. Quilting is then used to 
rectify her traditional past and her feminist position in that it is a "personal thing" that is 
not expected and that "you have more control over". Quilting to Jodi is therefore not a 
task to be completed for Olhers. 
However, Jodi's ideas fluctuate and create tension with this lasl point as she 
continues about her mother's experiences quilting for other family members. Jodi 
remembers that sometimes "you get trapped in a situation where your demand is higher 
than your supply ... and you feel bad cause you're kind of disappointing people or 
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something". In her next sentence, Jodi points to what she thinks others consider as 
feminine ideals such as ';creating a craft, creating a really niec craft or baking" where "if 
you can't producc something for the demand, it's a lillie bit differcnt than not giving 
someone a book that they asked for". In two sentences, Jodi associates quilling with 
other 'feminine ideals' like baking and making a craft whereas before, quilting had the 
connotation of uniting conflicting ideals of womanhood: being a feminist and dealing 
with one's traditional domestic upbringing. Quilling, creating a craft and baking have 
many things in common in thatthcy are all activities where the final product is made from 
scratch but one needs special skills in order to complete the task. There exists a personal 
e1emcnt which filters through all ofthcse activities. Jodi begins to feel a rej,ponsibilily to 
produce for others as well as guill should she not be able to meet the demand for quilts or 
when she "bum[sJ a batch of cookies". Jodi's definition of what it means to be a woman 
is both constructed by her family (namely her memories of her mother) at home and is at 
the same time contested by her own opinions on the feminist positioning of women. Here, 
the act of quilling is a site where one can rectify a traditional past and present feminist 
positions because quilting as an activity is ambiguous in its value. This point speaks to the 
underlying distinction of the craft/art dichotomy where quilters themselves have a 
difficult lime in situating the nature of the activity in tenns of material and social value. 
Vicky's interview also presented some ideas on how talking about the act of 
quilling reveals a person's ideals of womanhood and approach to domesticity. Vicky, 
like Jodi, has completed her undergraduate degree as well as her Master's degree in 
Religious Studies at Memorial University. She is currently married to her husband John 
and they have an almost year-old child called Catherine. Vicky produces quilts but also 
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creates many products intended for sale at the CCNL gallery as well as the craft shop. 
One of these products is quilted landscapes. During the interview, John and Catherine 
would come in and out of the room. Vieky was demonstrating how she creates a certain 
effect for an iceberg in a quilted landscape. The topic of Catherine and of having children 
were revealed as well: 
Vicky: Iley Catherine, you having fun? 
Jaime: She's so cute. 
Vicky: She's a good kid. If she nurses in the morning, she goes down, like it's 
quarter after eleven now so I get 10 work usually during the mornings, it works out 
wonderfully. 
Jaime: Do you think you might have another? 
Vicky: No. (said without hesitation). We arc quile happy with the one that we 
have. We did really well with this one, we want to quit while we are ahead. And if 
we do have another one, we've talked about it, it won't be until after I have my 
own show, I want to have my own show. I want to gel that part of my life one step 
further ahead. It's a trade off right? 
Jaime: You put things on hold. 
Vicky: And we had her and I thought gee, 1 want to have my first kid before I am 
thirty, you know, the risk of Down Syndrome and all these other things and they 
tell you that you are high risk even ifyou'rc not...1 didn't want 10 be forty running 
after a toddler lJaime: You don't have the same stamina] and you reach a point in 
your life that you actually realize that you want a child. You reach a point where 
you think, gosh, thcre is something missing, you know, you actually have to 
borrow children to do things with them. 
Jaime: That should be a sign .. 
Vicky: Honestly, the funny thing is is that people keep telling you how children 
change your life, how you will never be the same again, and you'll never sleep 
again and that's all bullshit. It doesn't ehange your life that much, we still go 
hiking, we still go blueberry picking, we still do projects. We made those 
bookcases last weekend. These are things we still do. I still do this (motions to her 
landscape quilt on wall). In fael, I think. I get more done now than before she was 
born because you are more possessive of your time. I have a day~planner now, I 
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didn't have a day-planner before ... [Talking about when Catherine was born and 
brought home] She had created a schedule for herself, she had a routine. I actually 
at that point was itching to do something else besides lake care ofCalherine. I 
thought I would have been perfectly happy for the first year taking care of 
Catherine and putting the rest of my life on hold. And actually I was pretty smart 
in that I planned that because then it gave me the sudden relief of 'oh, I can get 
more done' whereas ifllhought that nothing was going to change, and that I was 
going to get oodles of stuff done, I might have been slightly disappointed. As it 
turned out, she is a gem ofa child that will play on thc floor and you know, sleeps 
when she is supposed to sleep and goes down for a two-hour nap in the morning 
and afternoon and urn, I'm really lucky. But when she was about four to six weeks 
old, I started to go a little stir crazy and that's when I actually realized I had to 
develop the coping mechanisms 10 get back to what I was doing. And I think that 
post-partum depression partially stems from not being able to, nOI allowing 
yoursclfto do what you need to do for yourself because you've got to be yourself. 
Jaime: Exactly, you have a new dimension but you are still yourself. 
There are many aspects of life that are integrated for Vicky. This narrative includes 
important dialogue on lifecourscs in tenns of both chQice and change. Creating quilted 
objects is not only associated with being compatible in having a child but also has 
improved Vicky's textile process and became part of finding "coping mechanisms" 10 gel 
back to creating quilted objects while caring for a new baby. At the beginning oflhis 
narrative, Vicky talked about the choice to deJay having another child so that she could 
pursue her career as "a trade oft". However, the 'trade-oW is not all-encompassing in that 
she sees the continuation of the creative process as necessary in her life. Vicky refuses to 
sacrifice this part of her 'seW. Creating in textiles with quilting techniques is thus "one 
way of expressing everything" that is in her life. Vicky'S choices regarding the balancing 
act of having children and pursuing her passion of quilting represents a strong stance for 
women to have the capacity to make infonned choices about their lives. Ilowcver, this 
choice is a privileged one. The choice to stralegize when to have children and when to 
quilt is a middle class practice and privileged choice for Vicky who is supported by her 
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husband financially. The privilege to use quilting as a stress-reducing technique and 
therapy for post-partum depression is made possible by the context of Vicky's middle 
class practices. The ambiguous nature of quilting creates a space where women like 
Vicky can participate in gendered middle class practices and reinforce the requirement of 
this status. 
When I talked to Karen about how quilting integrated her life, her answer 
highlights some of her most imponant decisions about many aspects of her 'self: 
Jaime: Just drawing to a close, I think getting back to my most biggest question is 
what, I guess, what position in your life docs quilting take? How much of your life 
is a part of quilting and how much isn't, or can you make that distinction? 
Karen: Quilting is a lot of my life, it really has become a lot of my family's life. 
My husband is really supportive. All of my three children ... They're always 
supportive, my husband is wonderful. He can't see beyond my work, he just loves 
it, he'll promote me. But backing, you know? I do it between nine to five but I do 
it in between other things. I've thought about getting a studio of my own. But I 
couldn't produce, I wouldn't want to be at it steady, if you had that you'd be 
constantly, I'll go down and put in a load of laundry and )'11 get on the computer 
and I'll work, I usually work steady for a certain number of hours and I'll come up 
and bake muffins for my mother in the nursing home ... Perhaps I would go further 
if I had my own studio, perhaps) would fed more professional, I don't know. But 
I gave up teaching when my first child was born and I've always been home and I 
like to be able to have dinner ready when Dave comes home and my family, it's 
important to me. It's important that I have something to bring in baked to my 
mother in the nursing home and spend time with her and I don't want to have to. 
Now, if I had to make a living out of it, it would be difTerent. I mean, the money 
certainly goes to pay the bills but it's ah not something, ah. Let's say if! were a 
single woman, I would have to be at it, pushing it a bit more. It's a business but 
it's also a hobby and it's also self-satisfaction. 
The first element that appears in Karen's narrative is familial support. Karen accentuates 
the import.1nce of support in that all of her children and her husband "love" and 
"promote" her work. However, this type of "backing" does not leave out f(.·clings that she 
could be more professional. It should be noted here that Karen's quilts and fabric 
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landscapes havc appeared al the Craft Council Gallcry in the council's Annual Member's 
Exhibitions. Karen follows this with a dialogue that concerns her choice to build a home 
for her husband and children. Home in this sense is Karen giving up teaching to 
concentratc on raising her children, the physical care ofthc home as well as providing 
meals for her loved ones. Karen's o.pinions ofthc site ofwherc she quilts informs and 
shapes her idea of what it means to be a woman. Karen creates her objects inside her 
home in order to sell at a gallery but also performs other tasks that speak directly to a 
concept of domesticity: laundry, baking muffins, elc. Home is thus a semi-professional 
space but to Karen, creating within a studio space would be authentically 'professional'. 
While this exposes a tension in Karen's gendered self, it also expresses a freedom offered 
by hcr middle class position to create within a hybrid context: she can crcatc to sell to the 
public but also function within a domestic space. At the end of her narrative, Karen 
reveals how the context of her quilting experience is unique to her in that ifshe were not 
married, "it would be different"' and that she would have to be "pushing it a bit more". 
This quote is most revealing in thai Karen has made choices in how she wants to live her 
life and that these choices created the opportunity for her to create freely in her own time. 
But she hcrself admils that iflhe context or her choices had been different, her experience 
and approach to creating quilted objects would be ditTerent as well. 
3,7: Conclusions 
The most difficult challenge that confronts anthropologists when they try to 
represent shared meanings and experiences in text is showing change and shifting 
contexts of meaning. It is the solid, concrete and pennanent quality of text that presents 
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this challenge 10 writers of anlhrolXllogical research . In this chapter, I analyzed how the 
women whom I interviewed framed and described their expressions of specific identities 
as well as how they negotiated their gendered ideals and practices as ' women ' in their 
conversations with me about quilting in their lives. This discussion was anchored in 
problcmatizing the actual concept of the 'self . The primary question to answer is: What 
is the nature of the ideaof ' woman' for the diversity of women who quilt in St. John's? 
What is the nature of the diverse and shared gendered practices of women who quilt? For 
many women, the act of quilting was a connection to pa.~1 family members through the 
mediwn oftcxtiies. Shelley' s narrative about how her grandmother's last quilt, surviving 
a horrible fire, gave her not only a material but also an cmotional connection to the past. 
The unfinished quilt inspired a sense of conviction and reslXlnsibility in Shelley as a 
person. 
Many women also could not clearly identify whether quilting was an artistic or 
craft activity. Therefore, quilts to the majority of the women whom I interviewed were 
ambiguous in terms of material value. This ambiguity, in tum, allows the act of quilting 
to oc-come a flexible site for women to express, reaffirm and negotiate lheir status and 
identities as predominantly middle class. 
As well, there existed tensions within the narratives of women in that they shared 
their experiences in activities usually stereotyped as 'domestic' such as laundry and 
baking. However, these women also expressed the imlXlrtance of certain themes in their 
lives: family, duty and reslXlnsibility 10 finish what was started, friendliness, comfort, 
home, hearth. These themes were valued by many women who, in tum, also valued other 
aspect .. of femininity. Thesc aspeets arc revcaling ofmiddlc class practices: the 
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availability of the choice over when to have children, the valuing of post-secondary 
education and the choice of when to pursue their creative work, the choice over working 
inside or outside the home and access to both financiaJ and post-secondary educational 
resources. This is not to say that those who do not participate in middle-class practices 
are exempt from such valuing. However, it is true that most women whom I interviewed 
not only valued higher education, but also had access to financial resources and 
conditions (financially supported by a partner) which allowed them, in tum, to pursue 
quilting as creative work. 
Lastly, Lori asked the key question: Why are men quilting in the first place? 
There is the expectation that women arc the primary and 'natural' gender to quilt because 
it is in the nature of the qualities of quilting to be 'female'. Women who quilt, in tum, 
negotiate these expectations and assumptions in the gcndered practice that is quilting. 
The idea that gender is socially constructed, whether one is talking about humans 
and/or objects, can be seen in how the women who quilt situated themselves. For Jodi, it 
is in her continual negotiation of the difference ofwhelher her action of quilting is an art 
or craft wherc one sees a negotiation of how she perceives aspects of her selfin what she 
docs. Also, some women who sell their objects on the SI. John's craft market(s) see 
quilting as a gendered activity and quilts a~ gendered objects. In tum, these expectations 
and assumptions highlight what is ideal to many women who quilt in SI. John's, namely 
that it is a woman's activity. Rachel values the ability to communicate through her 
creations that she is approachable, friendly and comfortable. This aspect of her 
personhood is connected to her quilted creations. Rachel's and Jodi's practices and 
values, like many women in the research, speak to specific gendered ideals of what it 
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means to be feminine: associations with domesticity, caring and personal characteristics 
like taking on responsibility in caring for others. In negotiating the debates of art vs craft 
or work vs leisure in reference to the action of quilting, it is not the definition of what one 
makes thai is of the most importance for these women. It is how one sees one's selfas 
seen by others. Thc activity of quilting for many women in St. John's carries the 
connotation of a specific gendcred practice: the practice of underestimating the material 
and aesthetic value of their creations. 
While gender is only one site where selves are negotiated, ',[i]dentity is not a fixed 
' thing,'" and is "open, shifting, ambiguous, the result of culturally available meanings and 
the open·ended, powcr-Iaden enactments ofthosc meanings in everyday situations" 
(Kondo 1990:24). For many of the women 1 interviewed, their gendered practices in life 
became 'power-laden enactmcnts' which contributed to the appropriation of a working 
class activity for a contemporary and conservative collcction of middle class women. In 
the following chaplcr, I will critically analyze the gendered and middlc-class practices of 
my participants as they were communicated within a specific quilting guild, wilhin 
community. 
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CIIAPTER 4: THE CABOT OUILTERS' GUlL.D: 'COMMUNITY', A RETREAT 
AN)) 'UCENSr. IN RITUAL.' 
In the previous chapter, I explored the theoretical concept of the 'self and how 
the expression and enacting of speci fic gendered practices can communicate gendered 
values. For the majority of the women I interviewed, their status of middle class was 
revealed in their dialogues and in the values and meanings that were important to them. 
Now that the concept of the 'self has been considered, I wish to tum the attention of the 
reader to the problems and strengths of the theoretical concept of 'community'. By 
utilizing my direct experience with the Cabot Quilters' Gui ld, one common social 
denominator! among the women whom I interviewed, I will analyze the purpose and 
function of the community arena they create, participate and negotiate by looking at what 
the women consider as advantages and challenges of the present Guild. Lastly, I will 
present a major ethnographic example of how some of the women I interviewed 
perfonned clements of what Max Gluckman entitled "l icense2 in ritual" at a fall quilting 
retreat. The fall quilting retreat, in tum, also expressed elements of liminality which 
functioned to fonn the pcrfonnative and discursive space in which to enact their license in 
ri tual. The embellished perfonnances at the Cabot Quilters' Guild retreat do not work 
against the accepted social order but rather work to reinforce gendered middle-class 
practices and values. These actions and experiences are evidence that the concept ofan 
'Out of the twenty-four womcn I interviewed, only IWO women were not curremly members of1he Cabot 
Quilters' Guild. At the limc ofour intcrview, one of these two women had bet:n a member ofothcr quilling 
fUilds bm was considering bet.oming a member of the <?abot ~ill~rs' Guild 
Glutkman repeatedly uses thIS spelling of the word "license" In h,s clhnographit ..... ork. 
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unchanging and isolated 'seW and a bounded, whole 'community' are not adequate 
theoretical concepts from which to view the life experiences of women who quilt. 
When looking critically at the theoretical concept of 'community', one faces the 
difficulties of a bounded and inflexible concept. How then does one write against the 
bounded concept of community when many of my consultants have indicated that they 
themselves are indeed a community? Anthony Cohen's main argument in The Symbolic 
Construction of Community (1985) is that the "reality of community lies in its members' 
perception oflhe vitality of its culture" where people "construct community symbolically. 
making it a resource and a repository of meaning and a referent of their identity" 
(1985: 118). Cohen's notion of community is flexible for it takes into account that there 
might exist multiple interpretations of meanings, as well as the existence of a dialectic 
between individual and collective shared meanings. Cohen's strength is the flexibility of 
inter-community meanings. The concept of community, whether bounded or unbounded, 
still brings anthropologists back to analyzing social "differences" and "sameness". In the 
following section, I provide ethnographic examples that speak to this problem. The 
women involved with the Cabot Quilters' Guild do share many experiences but do these 
shared experiences constitute 'community'? 
4.1: The Cabot Quillen' Guild: Shared Experienee.."1 and Tensions in A Community 
When talking about her role as a member oflhe Crafi Counci l of Newfoundland 
and Labrador's Gallery Committee, Rachel tells me that she was "seeking community" 
and that "everyone seeks community". With this phrase in mind, the 'eommunjty' I wish 
to discuss is the Cabot Quilters' Guild that regularly meets in St. John's, Newfoundland. 
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Dfmy twenty-four participants, twenty-one of the women were active members of the 
guild and one of the remaining three attended her first meeting the same night that I was 
officially introduced to the guild. I first learned of the existence of the guild from one of 
my initial contacts in this project. I had first contacted The Anna Templeton Centre and 
received a list of phone numbers for ins\ructors oftextilc arts. Marilyn MacDonald taught 
introductory courses occasionally in quilling at the center itself. After introducing myself 
and my research over the phone, she agreed 10 meet for coffee to discuss the possibility of 
a focus on quilt producers. 
During the course of our conversation together, Wendy Batten (one of the original 
founders of the Cabot Quilters' Guild) shared with me the infonnation that the guild was 
created in 1984 and had a starting membership of twelve women. The Cabot Quilters' 
Guild's Revised Constitution, adopted April 15,2003, states that the purpose of the guild 
is as follows: 
The Cabot Quilters' Guild, (The Guild), is a non-profit organization which aims to 
preserve the heritage of quilting, to be a source of infonnation and inspiration, to 
encourage a high standard of excellence in quilting and related arts, and to provide 
a forum for fellowship and sharing (Cabot Quiltcrs' Guild 2003: I). 
This article points to a collective and official idea of what the 'community' of the guild 
should accomplish and encourage: "i nfonnation", "inspiration" and a "forum for 
fellowship and sharing". It also states that it exists to "encourage a high standard of 
excellence in quilting". I will explore the conOic! and politics or this statement later in 
the following section. 
Almost twenty years after the guild was founded, I stood outside the entrance to 
St. Theresa's Parish Hall on Mundy Pond Road, September 16,2003. I was early as the 
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parking lot only held five CaTS. Nervous for my presentation but excited and hopeful to 
meet new faces, I entered the hall through its large heavy doors. As I turned to my left, I 
entered a medium sized hall /gymnasium wherc two long folding tables flanked cach side 
of the entrance. There were approximately 80-90 plastic stacking chairs arranged in rows 
in front of a head table which had a standing wood podium to its left facing the audience. 
rhe audience sitting area itsclfwas split down the middle by a center aisle. Thc intcrior 
walls of the hall were of dark brick and its windows, located high on the wall near the 
peakcd roof line, were tinted a deep yellow and reminded me of the windows of some 
dimly-lit Italian restaurants. Behind the head table at the front of the audience stood a 
half-assembled wedding archway complete with fake ivy growing up its sides. A lone 
paper bell hWlg from the centcr oflhe hall ' s ceiling indicating that this acted as a 
temporary and shared space for the guild. The tables at the entrance were occupied by 
women who sold draw tickcts for prizes that evening: quiltcd bags and ncedle carriers. 
There was also a table showcasing a plethora of coloured photographs takcn of a traveling 
quilt show (The Quilt 2003: A Breast Cancer Support Project Eastern Tour Exhibition) 
that had come to St. John's in early August. There was also a table where new members 
could pay their fee of$20 and receive infonnation sheets on the guild's newsletter and 
upcoming events such as the guild 's annual fall retreat at Ilurry Heights Camp in October. 
J heard Lori's name being called and saw a slightly frazzled but energetic woman run past 
me to the front of the hall. While patiently waiting for a momcnt with Lori, whom I did 
not want to disturb while she problcm-solved the intricacics and mechanics oflhe near 
approaching guild meeting, I gazed at the photographs. While looking at the photographs, 
I took notice that three separate women approachcd me and asked if I was a new member 
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and if I knew anyone at the guild, After confirming my appearance in the order of the 
guild meeting with Lori, I took a place near the front of the audience and made pleasant 
conversation with a mother and daughter who were both members and waited for my tum 
to speak. 
Throughout many intervicws with womcn who wcre active mcmbers of the guild, 
it became apparent that there were many social products and benefits that were a result of 
their interaction within this negotiated community. One of these benefits is access to 
information and education. Lori Shortall describes what the guild offered to her as a new 
member: 
Jaime: Now why join? What do you get out of the guild? 
Lori: Well, I was joining with the hopes that I would learn to quilt and you do 
informally but there's no, the guild doesn't teach you how to quilt, it offers you 
teaching opportunities, learning opportunities. We do a program where sometimes 
you'lIleam techniques, sometimes you']) see a quilt show or like a slide show 
kind oflhing. Urn, sometimes we just have a guest speaker and that's certainly 
educationallhere kind of thing. Plus they offer opportunities, like guild members 
will offer workshops and workdays, that kind ofthing. You branch out and its not 
guild run as such. It's a venue for learning. The guild doesn't teach specifically, it 
offers you the opportunity to see [Jaime: Or to meet these people that will be 
hosting it] I learned that you could take this and take that and that's what I did, I 
just signed up for stuff, that's how I learned. I've only been, I joined I guess in 
'97. 
Lori's narrative reveals that the guild acts as a nexus of individual networks of women 
who quill. The gui ld therefore is a sile of conlact where one receives opportunities to 
extend their skills through taking "workshops" and '''workdays'' offered by gui ld 
members. The way that Lori furthered her interest and augment her ski ll (base) in the 
guild was to take advantage ofthcsc offers and started to "just sign up for stuff'. Donna 
Howell also suggested this type of benefit in that one "has access to information" as well 
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as "pcople to call" for advice. Ethel Isenor joined in order to participate in a common 
activity wilh her friends: 
I had friends in guilds in many places that I have lived. I try to surround myself 
with people who enjoy sewing crafts. Some sewed but not quilted. Here, few 
sewed so 'I will have to learn and do more quilting'. I said to myself if I wanted to 
continue in good company, those who enjoyed working with nCI.-d1c and thread. 
For Ethel, women involved in guilds share many characteristics where they not only 
enjoy either "sewing crafts" or quilting but also share valucs in that they are considered 
by Ethel to be "good company". 
The social benefits of belonging in the guild arc sometimes seen as an outcome of 
being wilting to participate in a system of 'sharing'. It is Marcel Mauss who illustrated in 
The Gift: Foons and Functions of Exchange in Archaic Societies (1968 1I 954]) that 
"contracts are fulfilled and exchanges of goods are made by means of gifts" where in 
"theory such gifts arc voluntary but in fact they are given and repaid under obligation" 
(1969: I). Therefore, one must consider thc possibility that when women in the guild 
participate in their specific system of sharing, what are the dynamics of the interaction? Is 
there a presence of obligation and what non-material value is accrued by the giver? For 
example. Ethel participates in the guild experience for one gets a sensc of "camaraderie" 
but also a "sharing of ideas". She states thaI if you were always on your O'tVTl, then you 
may "cut yoursclfinto a comer" versus being in the presence of women who have similar 
goals where they may otTer assistance like "I have a pieee of fabric that might match". 
This idea of sharing extends not only to advice and help on projects but also to the 
sharing of supplies. Ethel cspecially considers her bag of fabric and supplies "public 
property" when attending a retreat or workshop event where "you anticipate to share". 
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This notion of sharing regulates behaviour in that it is expected that you share; one must 
be aware and plan ahead for sharing as well as supplies at the event itself. 
This important aspect of 'sharing' develops further into creating a sense of 
selflessness in the guild members and the sense of an obligation to share. For example, 
Shelley Bauer shared with me that she has an abundance of material set aside for many 
projects. In one instance, she told many guild members and her mother that her current 
"pattern would look good in hand dyed fabric". No sooner does she casually mention this 
fact but her mother then sends in the mail a fat quarter} of material. On her trip to Ottawa, 
a fellow guild member bought Shelley some more hand dyed fabric as well. Shelley 
received even more fabric from another guild member. When speaking to Shelley, I had 
the sense that this exchange of gifts was ambiguous in that she was giving me this 
example to illustrate the workings of the guild and to show thai this type of exchange was 
expected. However, if one were giving material to another in a selfless act, then the 
exchange would have to be unexpected. Now that three separate women have given her 
'gitts' of material, Shelley's participation in the exchange relationship has shined from 
'giver' to ' receiver' and thus she is now active in a system of exchange, obligation and 
rounds of generalized reciprocity. Illis specific system of exchange is both an interaction 
and a "creative process": 
... exchange isjust as productive, as creative ofvalucs, as is so-called production. 
In both cases it is a matter of securing goods at the cost of others which one gives 
up, and in such a manner that the end result yields a surplus of satisfactions over 
what [wasJ obtained before the action (Simmel 1971 :47) 
l A "fat quartt:r'" is a piece of fabric that had bc.--en cut Into a perfect squa.-t: instead of along the length ora 
bolt of fabric. 
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The women who participate and share gifts in the fonn of advice, knowledge and 
matcrial, gifts of fabric and supplies, enter into an exchange that 'yields a surplus of 
satisfactions' for the giver and a sense of obligation for the receiver of the gifts. This 
system of exchange ultimately perpetuates the important theme and element of the guild 
itself: active and continual participation. 
lbrough participant observation, I also learned first-hand from fellow members 
that the most important aspect in the guild was the clement of participation. For some 
members, participation is an 'all or nothing' event: 
Lori: ... I've been on the executive for four years. I'm the type that if I'm in it, I"m 
in. 
Jaime: ·fltat's interesting 'cause I was going to ask how much do you participate? 
Lori: I ju.~llhink it's my personality. If I'm in, I'm in, I'm in deep, I'm in full, but 
if I'm nol in, I'm nOI in. There's a couple of things otherthan quilting that I'm 
trying to stay away from because I know iff put my toe in it, I'll put my whole 
body in it. For example, I used to be on the music committee but I had to get off it 
this year because I have the guild. I can't do everything and I can't do half'n half 
because I'm not satisfied with that, that sccms to be my choice. I am thc president 
ofthc guild this year and that seems to be my choice. 
Lori's description of her participation demonstrates the degree in which quilting and the 
guild have penncatcd her lifeways. Her sense of participation also has the recurring 
clement of choice discussed at length in Chapter 3. To participate completely is a 
personal choice that is derived tTom her personality. But Lori's narrative also reveals the 
theme of obligation in that once she begins, Lori concludes that she will 'put her whole 
body in it'. There is a compulsion to participate and a tension in the definition of Lori's 
participation. It is a choice but also a compulsion at the same time. The system of 
exchange, the sense of obligation and the specific notion of complete participation for 
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many members of the guild perpetuates both the exchange of materials and this 
contextual middle class practice of'giving'. 
The current executive and fellow committee members of the guild also perpetuate 
certain activities in order to encourage a high level of participation among guild members. 
During the first annual meeting of the guild. I observed two events that members referred 
to as "Show and Tell" and the "Swnmer Challenge". In the meeting that I attended, the 
Summer Challenge occurred within the Show and Tell event. During the summer months 
of July and August, the guild does not hold any meetings. At the last meeting of the 
guild"s year in June, instructions and materials for the Summer Challenge are offered to 
the guild's members. The products of the Summer Challenge share certain elements but 
also oITer the quilter a chance to be creative and express their individuality. In June 2003, 
the Summer Challenge consisted of a piece of printed fabric (same print for all members) 
and the theme of "china". Members then took the fabric and theme and were expected to 
create a quilted object with the fabric that was inspired by the theme. When the time for 
Show and Tell came along, 12-15 women proceeded up to the front with their creations. 
One woman created a wall hanging where she quilted and embroidered a detailed map of 
China. Other women interpreted the theme as that of ceramic material where scenes of 
teaJXlts and cups were JXlpular. One unique creation was a three dimensional quilted 
teacup and saucer. It was explained that the theme of china came from the fact that the 
guild itsclfwas celebrating in 2004 its twentieth anniversary which is described a" the 
'china' anniversary. 
There are also similar events that focus on individual creations such as "The 
Mystery Quilt" One can sign up for the event and receive monthly inst.'lIlments of fabric 
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and instructions on how to complctc the project. The difference between the Mystery 
Quilt and the Summer Challenge is not only the time of year thc task is accomplished but 
participants in the Mystery Quilt must keep their own creations secret lUltil the end of the 
project itself. I contend that activities such a<; the Summer Challenge and the Mystery 
Quilt serve to reinforce dedication and participation in the guild itsclfwhilc celebrating 
the creativity of individuals at the same time. 
A guild member might also choose to belong to a number of the guild's many 
committees: the Social Committee, the Executive, the Program Committee or volunteer 
with the guild's own library resources. However, the process of joining a committee may 
be voluntary and pressured simultaneously. I asked Ethel how she became involved in 
the Social Committee4 . While sitting in thc meeting's audicnce last year, sign-up lists for 
each of the committees were being passed around. Ethel had already signed for other 
committees but two of her friends were sitting in front of her. One of them "turns around 
and says' Yuu will sign' and Ethel saw that while there were six spaces, only her two 
friends had signed up. One of Ethel's friends had been her daughter's grade one teacher 
and Ethel said she "had helped her in the pase and '''-.. hen a teacher tells you to do 
something, you just do it". In the end, Ethcl"saw only two people" on the list and "felt 
bad"' and decided "ok, I'll do it". While Ethel had openly vollUlteered for other 
corrunittees in the guild, there is an element of peer pressure. It was Ethel's own decision 
• The Social Committee is primarily responsible for organizing the refreshments that are served during the 
"Social" part of the general meeting. This includes establishing who will Sd up the serving area itself as 
well as who is bringing what refreshment (eg. Cakes, cookies, squart-""S, etc.) and that there will be enough 
for those who are present at the meeting. 
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to join but she also felt guilty at the sight of a lack of participation of other members in 
the guild. 
While the majority of the guild's members arc "encouraging" and 'motivational", 
it is in the very acts of 'participation' and 'sharing' which are expected from guild 
members that cause tensions and areas of conflict in the guild. These tensions and 
conflicts reveal that the guild's experience of 'community ' is not an isolated, bounded 
and unchanging idea but rather exists in contested social relationships and negotiated 
practices. When I asked my participants about were the disadvantages of being a member 
of the guild, one woman responded that she would not use the word "disadvantage" but 
rather thought of the question in reference to "challenges" that the guild faces. The first 
challenge thatlhc guild faces according to some members is the number of members 
itself. I have already stated that the guild started with twelve active members and has 
now grown to encompass more than 150 members. Some women were concerned about 
how to "accommodate" such "high numbers" in terms of the program. According to 
Ethel, the membership had never declined and yet she feels that a challenge to the guild is 
to "keep it going" and to provide "continuity". She also thinks the guild should 
"encourage others to do more" in that "how do we keep them staying and doing?". 
Another question Ethel asks points to a tension that exists within the guild itself: 
"With so many, why fdo] only two people sign up on the Social Committee'!". This idea 
that there are members not contributing their 'participation' and 'sharing of ideas' is 
repeated again in Shelley's narrative on challenges for the guild: 
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Another drawback happens when you get into a group of people who are grumpy 
about things no matter what. They don't involve themselves. What you get out of 
it is what you give. For example, joining the Social Committee or ok, I can't do 
much but I can do that. Some people are not willing to put one foot forward. Like 
simple things, like getting through the reading (on internet websites). I don't have 
time but they don't have any suggestions, they don't stick up their hands. One or 
two words, just say something! 
Again, there is a tension between those members who participate to the best of their time 
and ability and those members who "don't involve themselves", "are not willing to put 
one foot forward·' and "don't stick up their hands!". By attending the meeting itself and 
enjoying the work of others, these members who do not participate by choice are, in my 
view, 'getting something out of the guild' withuut pUlting anything in'. They are 
essentially not participating in an expected code of conduct that is a community practice. 
Another challenge to the guild that can create contlict and tension between 
members is the issue of criticism on one's quilted projects. As mentioned before, many 
women join the guild for access to infonnation and learning techniques. This entails (of) 
help with problem areas and skills as well as suggestions for colour and pattern choice. 
The incidence of negative criticism very rarely exists but docs appear from time to time. 
Lori describes that some members arc am."Clionately lenned "the quilt police": 
Jaime: Now that is interesting, the 'quilt police', is it indirect or direct or a kind of 
feeling? 
Lori: It's both, quite frankly. There are people who arc really particular and they 
have a right to be particular I feel with their own work. Urn, when it comes to 
critiquing other people's work, there's a difference in constructive criticism 
(pause) urn, not being nasty, that's kind ofajuvenilc word, you know if you want 
to offer somt:Qne some critique because you think that they maybe don', know 
something or you can help improve something, that's fine. But to just kind of 
deface someone's art because their points aren't perfect, their seams aren't 
straight, their lines aren't completely flat. Again, we're not pcrfl."C1. And if it's the 
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best that you can do, then that ' s great. But some people are real picky about that 
and like I said, they have one hundred percent right to be with their own work. 
Jaime: Oh definitely. 
Lori: It's very discouraging for some people to have comments put forth in a not 
so constructive light. And not everybody does so please dun '( think that LJaime: 
No] it's just sometimes you'll here the odd remark and go (to oneself) "Oh, that 
wasn' t very considerate". [Jaime: Stung] There's a little ouch behind that. Like a 
criticism, and it's not constructive, just a criticism of someone's work (pause). 
You know, if you don't like the pattern or you don't like the design, that's fine. It 
doesn't mean that you can't appreciate it, that there's no validity to it just because 
a point doesn't match or your seam doesn't match. I don't understand that, so I 
find that really disconccrting when I hcar people say things like that. And I know 
a lot of people won't bring things to the guild because they are afraid of that and 
they do the best work that they can do but they really truly believe and they are 
right in some respect that some people will not appreciate it and will criticize it 
therefore they're not opening themselves to that, that's not why they go to the 
guild. They go there to get help, assistance, a social thing. And they don't want 
the criticism that might come with that so they don't bring their products 
JlI.ime: And as a president, how do you work around that? 
Lori: It's difficult cause you don't want to pressure people. But I keep trying to 
tell people, I have a friend in particular whose name I will not mention, I'm trying 
to get to bring one particular piece that she has done that is fabulous,fabuluus. 
She won't bring it. And she keeps saying "I won't subject it to that" and that's her 
right, I totally respect that and that's what frustrates me. NOlthat she won't 
subject herself to that because nobody shouldn't but the fact that it's even there, 
that its even an issue that you can't bring something because somebody might 
criticize it. There's 99% of people who won't and will tell you how fabulous it 
is .. .like, thai's what's mostly in the guild, really a lot of positive people who give 
excellent feedback and who want to help if you need help. 
Here, the possibility of negative criticism influences some women not to bring in their 
creations. As president of the guild, Lori finds herself in a bind. It is difficult to try to get 
members participating and bringing in their creations but "you don't want to pressure 
people" and it is considered their right to choose not to subject their work to that type of 
criticism. I observed the audience during the Show and Tell segment of the guild meeting 
where there were encouraging comments from the audience to every woman showing a 
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piece. While I did not witness any negative criticism during my fieldwork, Lori's 
narrative is evidence that not only she has witnessed its presence but so has her friend. 
This tension that exists between some guild members points to my original argwnenl that 
it is the presence of tensions that reinforces the sense of a flexible. unbounded and 
negotiated community. Community in this sense is created and expressed within social 
relationships and shared practiccs. 
4.2: A Fall Retreat: Liminality and License in Ritual 
"You know those anthropologists, they weave in and out of society." 
-Carol Ann Hennebury, qui Iter at the retreat 
"We're like a cult. .. Eat, Drink, Quilt!" 
-Jennifer Gill. quilter at Ihe retreat 
4.2.1: Part One: Social Interactions 
It was during the guild's first mecting that Lori Shortall extended an invitation for 
me to attend the Cabot Quilters' Guild 2nd Annual Fall Relrea!. The annual meeting's 
fonnal conference atmosphere had ended and the social time of the evening had begun 
with coffee, tea, refreshments and baked goods being served. The quilters who attended 
the meeting had left their scats 10 congregate at the right side ofS!. Theresa's Hall to talk 
and lislen in small groups of women. As I devoured yet another delicious brownie, Lori 
handed me a one-page infonnation sheet about the retreat itself. I thanked her and 
tentatively 'booked' the Saturday to observe and participate for a day althe retreat. The 
retreat itself would be spread overthree nights and four days from Thursday, October 2, 
2003 to Sunday, October 5, 2003. The infonnation sheet itself intrigued me in lenns ofa 
central question 1 had been asking during the meeting: What do quilters do at a quilting 
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retreat? The sheet stated that one could choose a roommate at this September meeting and 
one would have to indicate which meals you wanted provided over the weekend itself 
(offered at a cost to be covered by the attendee). Other stipulations that were included 
instantly reminded me of my old Girl Guide camping list: "favorite pillow, towels, 
toiletries, raincoat". Other items included were "extension cords, small ironing board and 
a lamp". The information sheet also outlined some events that were to take place over the 
course of the weekend. I was told by many women at the retreat that the central focus of 
the weekend was to get some sewing/quilting done. Nonetheless, the sheet before me 
promised the 1st Annual CQG Retreat Talent Show on Saturday evcning. One could pul 
together solo or group acts, skits, songs and other talents and "keep it a secretlUltii the big 
nigh!!". I left the meeting excited with anticipation. 
The drizzling rainy Saturday morning of October 4th greeted the anthropology 
graduate student who drove nervously out ofSI. John's on the Trans Canada lIighway. 
The quilter's retreat was being held at Burry Heights United Church Camp which is 
located on Salmonier Line, a fifty minute drive west ofSI. John's on the Avalon 
peninsula. Through the twists and turns of the asphalt road, I realized that I was heading 
into rural Newfoundland. Huge boulders resembling standing stones stood at sporadic 
intervals. The highway coiled to the rocky horizon. After leaving the highway, I drove up 
a long, dirt road to arrive at the camp itself in mid-morning. Not knowing exactly where 
the women were, I saw peoplemoving in a large, white boarded central building to my 
right. This building was a large lodge joined by a front entranceway and then a smaller 
building attached to the end which sported on its corner a faded Canada nag and a black 
cross above the door. Inside, J could see women bending ovcr tablcs in the shadows of the 
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-reflection of the outside light. I gathered up my courage and stepped through the front 
door. 
The front entranceway divided the large lodge into two rooms. The entranceway 
itself displayed a large portrait of the founder of Burry Heights. The inscription under Dr. 
Stella Burry 's portrait read, "In Whose Honour Burry Heights is named, A Strong 
Lcader-A Humble Follower". Her smile extended across her aged lined face and she wore 
a black suit coat. After locating Lori to tell herofmy arrival, ilook notice of how the 
quilters themselves were physically organized in the space of the lodge. The workspace 
of the first room functioned with the majority of quiltcrs individualized within a personal 
space. Yet these quilters were gathered in a group as centers of action that were situated 
within the room itself. As I entered, there three tables joined to fonn a square and there 
sat one sewer to my left. She sat at her machine piecing together a square for her quitt: a 
purple star with a background ofa night sky material. Continuing on that outer wall was a 
sort of eoffee/tcalsnack station where a coffec maker and white ceramic mugs, tea bags 
and hot watcr were offered to the quilters. I also observed that the quilters had not only 
brought their own snacks but their contributions were grouped together so that anyone 
could help themselycs to crackers, chips, bags ofCheesies, com chips and salsa, water 
crackers. melba toast, Crispers, a yegctable dip plate as welt as peaches and apples in a 
garden basket. A centcr of pop drinks in bottles and jugs (Pepsi, Canada Dry) followl."<I.. 
The room also bordered the camp's kitchen arca where there was a huge hole in the wall 
so smells and action alike were seen by all in the room. The wall opposite the snack 
station featured ceiling to floor-like windows that proyided natural light. Long tables 
were butted together in a horseshoe fashion where each quiltcr on these borderlands was 
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facing inside the fonnation. In the center there were IwO rows of tables that faced each 
other again so that the quilters on each side were facing each other. The observation I 
noted was that no quilter was solitary. Even quilters located on the sides of the room were 
sitting side by side and facing the center of the room, where other quilters worked through 
the hours. The individual spaces were similar to each other in that some women were 
concentrating under the desk lamps on their work while others were walking around 
looking and discussing ideas of quills that other women were doing at their station. 
Others still were sitting in the windows of the back of the room with large quilts placed 
on plastic frame racks and hand quilling their quilts. This first room gave me the 
impression of constant action and interaction in the group while their personal desk space 
was occupied with projects of their own. 
The second smaller room housed fewer quiltcrs but displayed a different dynamic 
altogether. This room was a little larger than the first room and much brighter in tenns of 
ceiling lighting. On the opposite wall of the central entrance stood a huge stone and brick 
fireplace. This room had two centers of action. Two women had positioned their tables 
facing each other under a side window, while another threesome created a square of four 
desks; one operating as an ironing station. This second room evoked a different dynamic 
in that I recognized onc ofthc womcn in thc sccond group as Carol Ann. I noticed that 
her sister Paulette and her sister's childhood best friend Sarah5 worked side by side with 
hcr throughout the rctrcat. The first pair of women wcre Marilyn MacDonald and Jennifer 
Gill, both of whom I had spoken with before. Later on in the evening, Carol Ann and 
, t have slIbslillllOO pseudonyms for womel1 whom t observed during the rcU"eal but did not have the chance 
10 fonnally il1\erview. These womel1 were infonned from the bcginningoflhe retreat of the nature ormy 
visitation and the n8tllrc of my rcsearch and of their individllal righlSto declinetopanicipate 
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Paulette's mother joined this group so there was a familial connection throughout the 
second room, The sleeping quarters of the camp were located off of this second room 
through a ramp-like corridor. These rooms in particular highlighted the camp-like 
atmosphere of the retreat and this spatial element contributed to the construction of a 
liminal space for the women on the retreat. Each sleeping room housed two bunk beds 
with plain blue mattresses. The linens were provided for the women over the weekend for 
a small fee affive dollars. At the end of the room stood a small desk and to the left afthe 
desk was a sink to serve the occupants of the room. Therefore the women on the retreat 
could return to their rooms for personal space during the day but even shared conununal 
sleeping space. This communal sleeping space contributed to both constructing liminal 
space as well as the fceling of community among the women at the rctrcat. 
What do quilters do at a quilting retreat? What kind of social interactions occur in 
this liminal spacc? At the retreat, I observed many unique social interactions that 
transpired between quiltcrs. The first interaction was a type of 'visiting' action of which I 
directly participated in, My first action after coming to the retreat and making my 
presence known to the organizers was to start circulating and talking to the women who 
were quilting in the first room described above, I first came across Rosalie, an older 
woman who was busily constructing an anniversary gift for her daughter and son·in·law. 
The wall hanging was gradually becoming a picture of a gathered bunch of white lilies. 
Rosalie stood with her hands clenched and rested on her hips and her eyes surveyed a 
green picce of the hanging itself. Aftcr enquiring as to what she was doing, shc told me of 
her frustration over a mistake. She had done some of the green leaves out of sequence and 
this put her "back two hours". Another woman sat at what she described as a quilt rack 
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which had plastic sections of a square holder that stretched the quilt taut enough to quilt 
the three layers together. Lori Shortall sat at her workspace in the center of the horseshoe 
table fonnalion and paper pieced a quilt top in assembly-like fashion. When J entered the 
second room, Jennifer Gill, one of my key participants and a retired school teacher, saw 
me taking notes of the movement of the quilters and directly instructed me to record the 
observation, "We arc nomadic". Jelmifer would repeatedly tell me to "write this dov,,"" 
throughout the retreat itself so the women of room two were used to my having a small 
pad of paper and a pen al hand. Quilters at the retreat are indeed 'nomadic ' in many 
ways. Their freedom of movement is the method by which they negotiate their labour and 
social space throughout the retreat. Paulette and Carol Ann' s mothcr moved her entire 
workspace (table, desk lamp, chair, sewing machine, quilt blocks, quilt patterns, sewing 
kit and fabric supplies, etc.) from room one to room two as she felt the presence of the 
kitchen contributed the odor of food to the room and that the room itself was crowded and 
noisy. She placed her sewing center, with the help of two other women, to bank the tables 
of Jennifer and Marilyn under a side window. 
Another 'nomadic' action was that quilters often stopped for a rest from the whir 
of their sewing machines to periodically travel around the two rooms. When this occurs, 
quiltcrs get to "see what others are doing". It is also a time to socialize but also ask 
questions of those who have specialized knowledge. Some quilters shared that there arc 
women in the guild who '1ust know" how to pick colours for a quilt square and others 
who are "keen on borders". I accompanied Lori on one of these visits when we both were 
admiring Katherine's unique quilt lOP that she was beginning to assemble. Many quilts at 
the retreat are built by joining individual squares together to fonn a quilt top. Katherine's 
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quilt, in contrast, was made out of long strips of fabric where each strip was constructed 
out of one, two or three joined pieces. When Lori admired the interplay betwecn the light 
and mcdiwn blues, Katherine stopped her machine and proceeded to show us a picture of 
what thc finished product would look like. A small glossy page showed a quilt top that 
was marine inspired; we were looking at a complete underwater scene where thc pieced 
background emphasized a vertical effect. Katherine later would ask Lori and two other 
women their opinions on the placement of other elements in the piece such as wave 
pattcrns and actual fish. She was unsure of whcthcr to placc all ofthesc clements 
horizontally, but in the end two of the three women suggested that she not sacrifice the 
wondcrful vertical effect of the blue water colwnns. 
I also observed another woman placing her completed blue and white center panel 
upon two large tables and standing on a chair to obscrve it. While looking at one's quilt 
top to see if the strips or squares are flat and straight is no irregular occurrence, Marjorie 
was staring for a long time and did not pull or tug the fabric at all. As I watched her place 
her hand pensively under her chin, Carol Ann and Paulette approached and began to place 
two to three bunches of folded fabric beside the quilt top itself. This fabric was hidden on 
the seat of a chair under the table. Carol Ann liked a border made of a small band of blue 
saddled by a large band of white and ending with a dark band of blue on the end. Paulette 
stood quietly while Jennifer Icft her table under the window and looked at the suggested 
border. At least seven women were surrounding Marjorie's quilt top when one woman 
said that the large white band would take away from the center patterns. Marjorie paused 
and then announced, " I've decided" and many praised the top as 'gorgeous' . Later, I 
asked Paulette if this interaction happens a lot. Paulette shared with me that Mrujorie was 
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"auditioning" fabric for a border. I remembered that in many interviews, some women 
who quilt pointed out that a border "makes or breaks a quilt". It is important to have an 
effective border to frame the center and that in the end, it was "entirely Marjorie's 
decision" whether she would take into account the opinions shared at the auditioning. 
Here, Marjorie is not only auditioning fabric combinations, but also auditioning opinions 
and input from others. The social implication of this is if she chose to display her 
finished piece at a future show and tell, the women who were at the auditioning will know 
whose suggestion Marjorie adopted and thus evaJuated who she would consult on 'border 
knowledge' . 
As the afternoon shadows lengthened on the linoleum flooring of the camp rooms, 
I wondered when I should depart. My pen and notes had been flying as had my 
embroidery needle. I had thought ahead of time that I did not want to just sit or 
continually take notes and segregate myself so I brought one of my own projects: an 
embroidered crest intended for my Halloween costume. It was in my mind to be 
Hennione Granger from the very popular Harry Potter series and I needed to complete a 
"Gryffindor" crest for my magical cape. The crest was a fruitful strategy, for as women 
left their stations for breaks and to talk to others about their projects, they would come to 
view what I was making. When one woman said she wanted to see the back, I asked her 
why as I handed it over and she said that the back of a quilt is just as important as the 
front. When looking at my crest's back, she smiled and said "this is a good back, lots of 
hard work" . This was when I began to reluctantly pack up my things but Lori popped into 
the room and said with a kind expression of disbelief, "You ' re not going to drive home 
now arc you? Come spend the nigh!!". I accepted the invitation without hesitation as the 
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Talent Show would be starting later in the evening. Carol Ann and Sarah invited me to 
stay in their room as there was a free bunk. 
The beginning of dinner was signaled when Carol Ann began to clear off her large 
basted quilt from one of the tables. Knowing that the women had paid for their meals, I 
brought my own food which consisted of two pieces of buttered bread and a sad, limp 
orange. Lori again showed her kindness and said that she had already arranged for me to 
have dinner and breakfast courtesy of the guild. For the dinner, I decided to sit at a table 
where I did not know any of the women in order to meet some new faces. Everyone ate 
quietly and feeling my presence might be slightly awkward, I asked everyone about the 
upcoming winter. Was it true that the amount of dogberries would signal a hard winter? 
One woman whom I will call Mary commented to the entire table without looking at me 
that there were many years when the dogberries were thick and the winters were mi ld and 
others the other way around. Another woman began a conversation about her Girl Guide 
group and whether or not Guides still complete an All Round Cord. Mary reminisced on 
how she had been a Girl Guide leader when her daughters were in that age group. 
Without being too intrusive, I made a quiet comment that I had been a Girl Guide but as a 
Pathfinder, had earned my Canada Cord. Mary looked at me, smiled and said, "You were 
a Girl Guide?". These were the first words Mary had spoken to me; she had been quite 
silent towards me during the afternoon when I was wandering. I felt that in sharing my 
experience in Guiding, I found common ground with Mary and many other women at the 
retreat. I was soon to know that the majority of the twenty-five altendees had been either 
Guides or Brownies and leaders themselves. However, they would revisit these 
childhood roles in a different context at the end of the Talent Show. 
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4.2.2: Part Two: Gendered Practices, Performances and Commentaries on 
Womanhood 
Of course the anthropologist should participate with their fellow friends at cultural 
events. After dinner, many bottles of red and white wine were opened and cheese and 
crackers were served. A mild panic set in though when after dinner Lori informed me that 
she expected me to perform in that evening's talent show. While staring at my crest, 
desperately trying to think of a talent I could do without making a fool of myself, Sarah 
(to my right) was talking about how she had just been through a divorce and how, in 
trying to do new things, took up belly dancing at the local YMCA. This was a stroke of 
luck as I had just begun taking belly dancing lessons from my good friend Andrea Kitta in 
the Folklore Department. I quickly shared this knowledge with the group of women 
arowld me. Sarah turned and said, " It would be wild. I'm game". I, not knowing the 
extent of what I was getting myself into, responded vigorously, "Let's do it." Carol Ann 
then jumped up and began to take large pieces of fabric from her "stash". All three of us 
ran to the back bunk room where Carol Ann fitted us with costumes: 
"You need something red, here's a red sash." 
"Docs this fit? I hope it doesn' t fall off." 
"Oh my god, I can't believe we are doing this." 
"We need tojingle." 
"Pin your keys to your hip." 
"You're going to be wild women." 
The talent show itse1fhighlighted everyone's uniqueness from flute solos to 
drama skits and quilt tips from many women. When Sarah and I were up for our 
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performance, Lori had kept our -'talent' a secret. As the music (from Sarah's car 
repertoire) began, Sarah led the way into the open, into the center of the audience. Before 
I knew it, she told everybody to get up and follow her moves in a circle. It was quite a 
rush to see 24 women try to belly dance in a circle. Some just moved to the beat while 
others had their hands in the air and were adamantly trying to copy Sarah. As I was a 
novice, I rc1cgaled myself to a 'sidekick' position while Sarah yelled out, "Love your 
bodies", "Let your belly hang out" and "We're women, love your curves". After the 
dancing was done, Sarah and I quickly retreated back to the bunk room and dismantled 
our costumes. Carol Ann pulled me aside and told me that she had this pattern for a wall 
hanging called "Wild Women". Now that Sarah and I had worn the bright red fabric 
pieces as sashes, she was going to use it in the wall hanging itself. Our perfonnance had 
given the fabric a personal meaning for Carol Ann and our collective experience as 'wild 
women' would be captured in a quilted piece. 
The last 'act' of the show proved to be the most revealing in lenns of looking at 
how the women at the retreat negotiated opinions and ideas of morality. After all the acts 
had performed, Jennifer Gill was responsible for ending the show. We were all instructed 
to place OUT chairs in a circle. Jcnnifer then handed out individual squares of brown or 
blue to each woman which we pinned to our clothes. Then she placed a mock campfire 
made of loose logs and red fabric in the middle of our seated circle and told us that we 
were now Brownies and Guides and that we were going to have a campfire evening. This 
campfire setting was to mimic campfire settings that one experiences at Girl Guide 
campouts. Memories of songs and stories came flooding back to me. 1 also remembered 
actions of resistance that I had done when at camp around the campfire such as 
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strategically nying a leader's hat on the camp flagpole so she could not find it or hiding 
everyone's sleeping bags ten feet into the forest which ensured a short panic. I was 
fascinated that my girlhood nature of camp 'acts of resistance' would be recalled at this 
Guild campfire. Throughout the next half hour, the brownies and guides took turns 
standing around the center fire and either singing familiar songs from the Guiding 
musical canon or performing "Simon Says", "Head and Shoulders, Knees and Toes". I 
quickly made note to remember that many women would act a character and perform 
these actions like young girls, perhaps the way they did at campfires of their girlhood 
youth. One twirled like a top on the spot and then speedily ran around the circle until 
someone shouted, "Hey, that's the ADHD kid". Others would purposely place swearing 
in the songs, repetitively signaled the leader's instructions with their middle finger if they 
were told to do something and utilized sexual innuendos. Instead of calling Jennifer her 
proper leader name of Hom Ow16, they would call her Horny Owl and repetitively asked 
her throughout the campfire: "Are you horny, Ilomy owl?,'. The campfire closed with 
much laughter and while some turned in for the night, others continued to quilt until 2am. 
I was exhausted but happy. 
4.3: Conclusions: Retreat Reflections 
The conversations I conducted with Jennifer, Sarah and Carol Ann the following 
morning illustrate some interesting perspectives on how they categorized their actions and 
identities and COllUl1Unicated certain gendered middle-class practices. After handing 
6 Brownie and Girl Guide leaders often have leader names that are inspired by nature. The head Brownie 
leader is most commonly known a~ 'Brown Owl'. 
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Jennifer a eup of eoffee from the refreshment tables, she looked up from her machine 
with her eyes lightly squeezed shut, "Are we like a cult?". Knowing Jennifer's taste for 
the sarcastic, I laughed and surprised at the question, I responded, "Who accused you of 
being a cult?". Jennifer continued with wide eyes open, "Our children. Think about it. 
We're in the middle of nowhere, frightened to death, making things all day long and 
giving them up. We're followers like sheep, embedded with quilters. EAT, DRINK, 
QUILT!". Then she, like so many times before, instructed me to write this down. After 
dutifully taking some notes oITto the side, Carol Ann commented to Jennifer, "You 
know, those anthropologists, they weave in and out of society." My conversation with the 
women in mom two continued: 
Jennifer: So, taking all those notes, what is your analysis? orus? 
Jaime: Right now, it looks like everyone gets to know each other better when 
coming to a retreat. You can get help on your projects. 
Jennifer: Anything deeper? (pause) We support each other as women. We 
understand each other. Things or issues are reaffinned. Problems with husbands, 
like our roles at home are different [Mu:ilcne: There's no judgment]. The retreat 
is an escape. 
Sarah: It's a community. You get the whole spectrum. Women are intuitive. You 
know, the quilt fabric didn't talk to me, I put it away. Or picking out borders, it's 
part of women's intuition. 
Both Jennifer and Sarah discuss an idea of shared womanhood that is understood. 
Opinions and ideas on problems with their husbands or children are "reaffinned" at the 
retreat among fellow quilters. Sarah also stated that being a quilter, a member of the guild 
and a participant of the retreat is "a community" where "women are intuitive". 
Maxilene's comment that "there is no judgmenC' points to the connotation that there is no 
moral judgment on how her fellow friends deal with their families and family problems. 
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The community is responsible "to support" one another but consists of "the whole 
spectrum". The women in room two framed themselves as a supportive community but 
that this community is based on their shared experiences of being female and enacting 
women's intuition. 
Lastly, Carol Ann continued that quilters "should reinvent themselves" and 
"revamp their image" by "going on the road" and "dyeing their hair". Carol Ann wanted 
to do this in order to "show [that] we aren't boring". This comment points to the fact that 
Carol Ann is perhaps self-conscious of certain stereotypes of women who quilt: that they 
are boring. It also points to the notion that Carol Ann thinks others see her as a 
responsible individual in that her change of image suggestions consist of the exact 
opposite: one of pushing image boundaries by acting rebellious; by "dyeing their hair" 
and promoting a more exciting look. However, this idea was never enacted by any of the 
women and would have been a safe rebellion in that there would be no violence, no 
political or social consequences and the women would not be seen by their families, 
friends and peers not involved with the guild. 
Can a community of people who share meanings exhibit and perpetuate social 
change and a consideration of larger contexts while still illustrating local , culture-specific 
meanings? In Chapter 3, I analyzed how the women whom I interviewed framed and 
described their expressions of specific selves in relation to quilting in their Jives. In this 
chapter, I considered the other extreme of the spectrum by investigating the purpose and 
function of the Cabot Quilters' Guild, a common affiliation among the women whom I 
interviewed; a community they create, participate and negotiate. The Cabot Quilters' 
Guild expressed many shared experiences and tensions within their community practices. 
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The Guild was described as a venue for learning and teaching while offering 
opportunities to share one's expert knowledge with others. It also provided an arena 
where women who quilt could access information. The Guild also provided many social 
benefits in membership: a system of sharing and exchange of gifts that creates a sense of 
sclnessness in members that in turn, perpetuates relationships. This system of exchange 
also perpetuates the important theme of the guild: active and continual participation. 
Tensions also exist within community practices. Some women revealed that there 
was a pressure, either from peers or a personal sense of obligation, to join and be a part of 
guild committees. There also existed the issue ofnon-contructive criticism in the 
mentioning of the "quilt police". While extremely rare in occurrence. some women 
expressed that they felt intimidated in showing their work for fear of negative criticism. 
It is the presence of these tensions that reinforce the sense of flexible. unbounded and 
negotiated community in their actual practice. Community in this sense is found and 
expressed not so much on a symbolic level but rather within social relationships and 
shared practices. 
Lastly, I presented a major ethnographic example of how some of the women I 
interviewed communicated and reaffirmed their membership in the community that is the 
Cabot Quillers' Guild. However, the women at the retreat with whom I interacted also 
demonstrated diverse ideas of what it means to be a woman who quilts in the guild in 
their performances and comments at the retreat's first talent show. The retreat, in the 
middle of "nowherc", provided a liminal space where many women oflhe guild felt a safe 
space in which to quilt, socialize and role-play extensions of their 'selves' and their 
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'community". Experiences of self and community arc performed socially at group t:vt:nts. 
These collective evt:nts can also be purposely situated in liminal spaces. 
Van Gennep discussed how there existt:d "ceremonies, acts of a special kind, 
derived from a particular feeling and a particular frame of mind" (1960: I). An 
individual's lifeway comprises of"a series of passages from one age to another and from 
one occupation to another" where the "progression from one group to tht: next is 
accompanied by special acts" (Ibid.:2-3). These rites of passage are "a special category" 
where they "may be subdivided into rites of separation, transition rites and rifes of 
incorporation" and are "recurring" (Ibid.: 11 ,13, author's emphasis). Victor Turner in 
"The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure" (1969) elaborated on Van Gennep's 
transitional stage by exploring the characteristics ofliminaJily. Within this "liminal 
period", "the characteristics of the ritual subject (the 'passenger') arc ambiguous" where 
the individual "passes through a cultural realm that has few or none oftht: attributes of the 
past or coming state" (Turner 1969:94). The individuals within the liminal state are 
"neither here nor there; they arc betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed 
by law, custom, convention, and ceremoniar' where liminality is "likened ... to the 
wilderness" (lhi4,.:95). For the members of the Guild on the retreat, thc isolatcd space of 
the camp in the middle of the Avalon peninsula, rural Newfoundland worked to separate 
the women from their usual living spaces and urban surroundings. The women became 
egalitarian in the sense that they shared communal work, eating and sleeping space. 
Individuals within the liminal or transitional space "tend to develop an intense 
comradeship and egalitarianism" where secular distinctions of rank and status disappear" 
(lhi4,.:95). Lastly, when individuals are participating in such a state, there is a " 'moment 
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in and out of time" and the "recognitions ... of a generalized social bond" (lbid.:96). My 
ethnographic example departs from Turner's state of liminality in that there were women 
who did have a special rank in that they had specialized knowledge (i.e. "just know how 
to pick out colours", "keen on borders'" etc.) This retreat was not religious in nature but 
rather a community event held annuaUy. The women who attended the retreat did not 
indicate in either their dialogues or in their actions that the quilter's fall retreat was 
religious in nature or a process/rite of initiation for new members. The positioning of the 
retreat activities that occurred during its gathering points to the important power of 
liminal space in how the quilters themselves reaffinn their participation, commitment and 
social values of their guild and gendered middle class cultural practices. 
I argue that there was also an expression of; license' in ritual at the retreat. The 
25 women at the retreat were not rebelling against the social order of the community but, 
through their loud and often shocking perfonnances, reaffinn the gendered and middle-
class practices of the community itself. In his 1959 work Custom and Conflict in Africa, 
Gluckman specifies a phenomenon which hc tenns the 'license in ritual'. Gluckman is 
refcrring specifically to "rites of reversaJ" where there is "protest against the established 
order" and their protests "arc intended to preserve and even to strengthen the established 
order" (1959: I 09). This protest "is licensed and even encouraged" where "the ritual is 
socially valuable" Q!:lli:L.: II 0). 1n his work with Zulu and other South African tribes. 
Gluckman "found in them items or. .. lewd and other protests by women against the 
cstablished order" where these "obscene and domineering acts by the women were 
encouraged" Q.hi.4,:111). These rituals, "by allowing people to behave in normally 
prohibited ways, gave expression, in a reversed fonn, to the nonnal rightness of a 
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particular kind of social order" (Ibid.: 116). While the quilters' fall retreat was not a 
mystical rite, it was a specific experience of a social gathering of quilters within a 
separated, liminal space. When Sarah and I and the cntire group of Guild members were 
"wild women" and belly danced in a circle during the Talent Show, we were all acting 
against the usual order: sitting at one's work desk and quilting or casually visiting others 
during a break. By doing so, the practice that was reinforced was that all were 
participating. Also, the various comments, suggestive hand gestures and sexual 
innuendos, while against the usual discussions of borders, happenings of home and 
partners, speaks to the women's shared experiences in Guiding. In Guiding, one is 
ultimately building the values of citizenship, respect for others and women who wiU"do" 
for others. These actions, the quiltcrs' own license in the ritual of the campfire and talent 
show space, reaffirmed their community middle class values and practices. The social 
order continued the next day as it had before the Talent Show space. 
One problem with Gluckman's thL'Ory of a license in ritual is that there is the 
assumption that it only occurs within formal ritual space. I contend that the reversal of 
roles, which demonstrate and reaffirm in their performance common values of a 
constantly shifting and negotiated community, can be seen in events that are not 
considered specifically rites but events of play. This is not a necessary condition of a 
license in ritual as evidenced by the quilters' actions at the non-religious retreat. 'Ibe 
protests against the social order during the Talent Show were safe in that no outside 
family, children, peers or friends saw their action. The next morning after the Talent 
Show, it was both Jennifer and Sarah who confirmed the idea that community exists in 
practice: "Things or issues are reaffirmed" and "It's a community". 
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In this chaptcr I have provided narrative and ethnographic evidence to illustrate 
that in this specific context, the concept of an unchanging and isolated 'self and a 
bounded, whole 'commWlity' are not adequate theoretical concepts from which to view 
the life experiences of women who quilt. In the following chapter, I investigate in greater 
depth how many women who quilt in St. John's choose to communicate what is valueable 
in their quilted objects in terms of their gendered personhoods. By considering how these 
women frame their specific pieces, one can see their engagement within and negotiation 
of gendcred and middle·c1ass practices. 
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CHAPTERS: 'PIECING' NARRATIVES WITHIN QUILTS 
The women whom I interviewed repetitively expressed in their narratives how 
they communicated and embedded meaning in the quilts they produced. They also 
expressed the idea that a quilt can have an 'essence' of its own. This 'essence' of a quilt 
resonates with another powerful metaphor in quilter's narratives: the importance of the 
expression of the 'voice' of a qui Iter and the 'voice' of the piece itself. In this chapter, I 
will explore in detail this phenomenon of 'voice' by considering how and what women 
who quilt are communicating through their pieced creations. The narratives that are 
embedded within quilts fall into three topical themes that arc attached to the purpose of 
the quilt: motivation and encouragement to family members, the expression of a chosen 
spirituality and the communication of a specific Newfoundland identity or ·essence'. I 
will argue that thest: three topics of conunurncation demonstrate the presence of an active 
personal agency in quilters. 
In the initial stages of this research project, I was presented with a difficult 
dilemma. In order to make the project feasible, I was required to decide between focusing 
on the producer or the product. This choice was difficult as both producer and product are 
intimately connected. While my decision restt:d with the producer (or quilter in this case), 
the relationship that exists between a qui Iter and their fiber creations is a complex one. If 
one were to only consider the product. tht:n the search for the product's embodied 
meaning would be deductive and thus subject to the observer. My analysis on how 
quilters demonstrate active agency through their quilts must then take into consideration 
the meanings that arc constructed by the producers themselves. During our interview, 
Rachel revealed that fiber art is "all deconstruction and reconstruction". Therefore, 1 
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contend that quilters are making the immaterial material. By producing and thus 
communicating through quilts. women who quilt corporealize human experience into 
fabric with the intent of communicating motivational. religious and personal identity 
messages. Quilts thus become evidence of a material locus of agency. It is in this 
dynamic relationship between creator and creation that one can see active agency. 
5.1: Siluating Power and Agency 
In order to demonstrate the existence of personal agency for women who quilt, 
one must first situate the theoretical concepts ofbothpolVer and agency. Eric Wolfin 
Envisioning Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis outlines the concept of power in 
four modalities (1999). Power "works difTerently in interpersonal relations, in 
institutional arenas and on the level of whole societies" where it is "useful to distinguish 
among four modalities in how power is thus woven into social relations" (Wolf 1999:5). 
The first modality is "the power of potency or capability that is seen to inhere in an 
individual" and the seeond modality of power is "manifested in interactions and 
transactions among people and refers to the ability of an ego to impose its will in social 
action upon an alfer" (Wolfs emphasis, Wolf 1999:5). The third and fourth modality of 
power are as follows: 
... A third modality is power that controls the contexts in which people exhibit 
their capabilities and interact with others ... But there is still a fourth modality of 
power, which I want to focus on in the present inquiry : structural power. By this I 
mean the power manifest in relationships that not only operates within settings 
and domains but also organizes and orchestrates the settings themselves, and that 
specifies the direction and distribution of energy [and infonnation] flows (Wolf 
1999:5). 
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Wolfs emphasis on structure is problematic. In the first two modalities of power, Wolf is 
careful to include that there is the capability for an individual to have power in oneself. 
This power can be mobilized by that individual 'in social action' upon another individual, 
institution, etc. However, I argue thai the third modality of power gives agency to the 
power itself. This frames 'power' as an independent entity that is manifest on its own 
which then controls the contexts 'which people exhibit their capabi lities and interactions 
with others'. Wolfs fourth modality, the structures that we as humans create, in tum, 
create power in that it 'organizes and orchestrates the settings themselves'. I contend that 
power is created and exchanged through individuals and groups of individuals 
(institutions) and is not an autonomous entity. 
It is Michel Foucault who provides a more dialogic and relational concept of 
power which proves more useful in considering how women who quilt demonstrate active 
agency through the production of their quilts. In Discioline and Punish: The Birth of the 
Prison, Foucault utilizes the example of the production of ' docile bodies' in soldiers in 
order to illustrate his notion of relational power (1977). Power over a body changes 
historically from a classical notion of an "analyzable body" to a "body [that) is docile 
[and] that may be subjected, used, lransfonned and improved" (Foucault 1977: 136). 
During the eighteenth century, power over the body becomes "a subtle coercion, of 
obtaining holds upon it at the level of the mechanism itself-movements. gestures, attitudes 
and rapidity" (Foucault 1977: 137). This subjection of power "imposed upon [the bodies) 
a relation of docility-utility" (Foucault 1977: 137). Ilere, power is not an all encompassing 
entity but rather is 'coercive' and is manifest in 'a relation of docility-utility'. It is an 
element in the relationship between individuals in control of the soldier's bodies and the 
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soldier's themselves. The fact that power over the bodies of the soldiers must be made 
subtle points to the existence of individual agency. The employment of direct power 
carries the possibility of the choice of direct resistance by the individual soldier. This 
resistance would be a manifestation of personal agency. When considering the personal 
agency of quilters, this agency exists because the quilters themselves are embedded in 
relations of power in their daily lives. Women quilters work inside and outside of the 
home, pay taxes and purchase goods in order to create their expressive objects. But like 
Foucault's eighteenth century soldiers, women also have the capacity for active agency. 
In order to contexlualize agency, I would like to tum to Gerald Sider's notion of 
'experience' in "Cleansing History: Lawrence, Massachusetts, the Strike for Four Loaves 
of Bread and No Roses and the Anthropology of Working-class Consciousness" (1996). 
Ilere, Sider considers the cultural politics of memory: remembering and forgetting 
histories. Sider observes that: 
... there is laJ view that 'experience' under-lies agency, and that agency is 
inherently-rather than only potentially-progressive, rather than also potentially 
self-destructive or, like a trip to Disneyland, just diverting. )fwe understand that 
'agency' has the potential to be self·destructive as well as liberating then we can 
see that the 'repressive mechanisms which destroy historical memory', could 
equally as likely be a significant aspect of how we come to tenns with our 
experience, or the ends to which experience is put, or how specific experiences are 
put behind the person who had them (1996:59). 
Sider goes further than this construct of experience in that there is a reconceptualization 
of agency. Agency becomes at the same time both 'self-destructive' and 'liberating'. 
Forgetting historical memory or repressing it can be the key to understanding how 
experience operates within our daily lives in how we interact with it, how we utilize it or 
how we move on from our experiences. Experience now is the arena where people 
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negotiate the encounters of their everyday lives, both publicly and privately. Therefore, 
the personal agency expressed by women quilters has the capacity to be constructive. It is 
their 'experiences' that will dictate when this agency is 'liberating ' . In the following 
section, I will demonstrate how quilters utilize quilts as vehicles of communication in 
expressing motivation, religiosity and Newfoundland identities. Ultimately, the women 
quilters with whom I worked in St. John ' s expressed an agency that is progressive and 
liberating. 
5.2: Ilart I: Voices Within: Quilts as Vehicles of Communication 
S.2.1: Voices of Motivation 
It was a bright and sunny fall day when the Metrobus dropped me off in what 
seemed to be the middle of nowhere. Deep in the suburbs of Mount Pearl, stately four 
bedroom two-storey houses stood finn in their foundations of stone while the yellowing 
autumnal faded grass lawns showed no movement. I made note that nothing seemed to 
move. There were no humans, no birds, no animals of any kind outside of the buildings 
that paraded in organized rows as far as the eye could see. After a short walk, I 
approached Ethel's address and rang the doorbell. The front door opened and I was 
greeted not only by Ethel with a smile but also by the mad barking of Gismo, the small 
but feisty family dog. I entered the front hallway where a large staircase led upstairs and 
large clear plastic bags of root vegetables lined the walls. After taking off my heavy 
backpack and shoes, Ethel led me first to a formal front parlour that sported pink walls 
and dark forest green rugs. Ethel lcft to attend to Gismo' s excitement and J had a chance 
to look around. While sitting on a low couch, I noticed that throughout the rooms I could 
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see (the parlour, dining room, kitchen), there was a sewing machine and sewing inspired 
objects everywhere. Quilted cushions or "quillows" adorned the couch and chairs while 
an old Singer sewing machine on an antique stand stood guard in the comer of the dining 
room. Ethel and I adjourned to the dining room where I promptly set up my recording 
equipment and she served tea. I noticed during the interview that even the teapot was in 
the shape of a sewing machine. After approximately fifteen minutes of calmly talking to 
Gismo as he barked (at my presence) and hc then was finally relegated to the other side of 
the house behind closed doors, Ethel and I sat down to little caramel coffee cakes and tea 
and began our interview. Ethel is very passionate about everything that has to do with 
quilts and she shared many evocative narratives. The following narrative refers to a quilt 
that she made for her second daughter. What I find compelling about the narrative itself is 
how Ethel describes how she wanted the quilt to be motivational for her daughter. 
Jaime: Do you take people who say "I want you to make a quilt" or have 
expressed interest that you, that they want you to make ... [Ethel:! don't usually 
sew for the general public] Oh, no, or even your family members, as you were 
saying that they like this fabric, arc they there with you at the store of do the}' just 
kindof. .. 
Ethel: No, there is like a cross or a skull on all fabric stores, my children don't go 
in them anymore (Ethellaughs) ... 'Ifyou don't behave, we're going to go to the 
fabric store' .. 
Jaime: And you will have to carry everything .. 
Ethel: Since they were in a stroller, since they could breathe, we have to go with 
mwn to the fabric store, and that was playtime when they were younger. But now, 
no, they don't as a general rule go to fabric stores though I'll use big swatches. 
Many ofthc things I do are surprise quilts that they don't know what I'm working 
on or what I'm doing but they expressed an interest in a colour pcrhaps.lJaitne: 
ok, ok.l Or I'll, say for example, my second daughter, she loved stars ... everything 
has stars, she signs her name and it has a star crossing the 'j'. So I had seen an 
accumulation of fabric that was all coordinated by a particular fabric company so I 
thought 'Katie loves stars', I will make for her a quilt, a motivalional quilt for 
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Katie, 'Reach for the Stars'. [Jaime: Neat!J E: She was struggling in the academic 
world, in school, until recently and that was, for me, that was the motivation and r 
don't know if she got the gist of it, that mother is now subliminally or very 
directly saying 'Reach for the Stars' but that was the motivation for this quilt. It 
started as a wall hanging. By then she decided (Ethel lowers her voice) 'Its' too 
small, I want a quilt for the bed' (both of us laugh at Ethel's rendition of her 
daughter's voice). So mother ripped everything, besides the bottom part and 
started adding but it was the joy of quilting though. It's not like making a short 
dress and then deciding, ugh, 'excuse me, I wanted a gown' .. Quilting .. youjust 
add more blocks. 
Jaime: Editing .. 
Ethel: Yeah, delete. Edit. 
When talking about creating quilts, Ethel first indicates that there can be an element of 
surprise where the individual for whom the quilt is being created may not know of the 
creation itself. Ethel's children no longer accompany to the fabric store, therefore 
heightening the element of surprise. It is thus Ethel who is in control of what she will 
communicate through her quilt. The recipient, in this case her second daughter, may play 
some part in the creation by giving their opinion on "big swatches" of coloured fabric. 
Secondly, Ethel's narrative reveals the complexity of purpose that comes with the 
creation of a quilt in that it is intended to communicate a message. The purpose of this 
particular quilt was "a motivational quilt for Katie". Here, the qui Iter pairs the purpose of 
the quilt with the intent on what meaning is to be conveyed. The theme of the quilt 
'Reach for the Stars' is both a motivation for Ethel to make the quilt as well as Ethel 
wanting to communicate, through the fabric design, the emotional element of motivation 
and encouragement to her daughter who is struggling academically. Also, there is direct 
oral evidence for the quilter's intent of communicating a meaning. Ethel admits in her 
story that she doesn't know "if she [Ethel's daughter] got the gist of it, that mother is now 
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subliminally or very directly saying 'Reach for the Stars' but that was the motivation for 
this quilt". The qui Iter is framed as either "subliminally" or "very directly" saying 
something through hcr quilts. Ethel is ultimately demonstrating to her daughter through 
the actual production of the quilt, her motherly love and support for Katie. Ethel is even 
willing to alter the quilt in order to please Katie in that "mother ripped everything, besides 
the bottom part and started adding" to the quilt in order to make it bed-size. Ethel's 
production of Katie's quilt demonstrates active individual agency because it is Ethel 
herself that admits to mobilizing the purpose and function of the quilt : to communicate 
and activate emotional motivation. 
Throughout my fieldwork, I noticed that women who quilt were utilizing the quilt 
as a medium of communication that was motivational but also commemorative and 
acknowledged certain events that were framed as a trial or a period of struggle. One 
example of this was Karen's son's graduation quilt intended to commemorate his 
undergraduate degree. Not only was the quilt a commemorative piece to celebrate his 
accomplishment, but the quilt itself communicated an important message from mother to 
son. This message was an acknowledgement of how the son had successfully, in Karen's 
eyes, negotiated a difficult situation and survived. 
The light from the front windows in Karen ' s living room faded in and out 
throughout our interview that August morning. The bright room, accented in yellow 
flowered drapes, had its walls covered in art of all shapes and designs, forms and 
mediums. Her father' s painting of the fiords of Gros Mourne was reminiscent of the style 
of Tom Thompson and hung over our heads with great presence. My cup of tea rested on 
a green frosted ctched Celtic Cross coaster with a plate of store bought gingersnaps to 
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assuage my hunger. With our interview completed, Karen began to show me her finished 
quilts that she either kept for her family or was waiting to give them to their new owners. 
After granting me permission to take some photographs, I was intrigued at the stories that 
surrounded certain quilts. Many quilters will argue that one should not place black in 
one's quilt. When Karen draped her son's graduation quilt over the large sofa in the living 
room, my eye was drawn not only to the dark but vibrant colours but also to the 
asymmetry of the piece. Karen looked at me and then asked what I saw. After a few 
moments of deliberation, I responded that I saw a school of brightly coloured fish that 
were framed with blocks of deep marine blue and a border of black and sea gr(.'Cn. Karen 
smiled and asked if I could sec something that was different in the quilt. I admined defeat 
after a few more minutes and this is when Karen began her story of why she made the 
quilt in this particular design. 
Karen explained that she made a quilt for each child when they graduated from 
their undergraduate education at university. The idea for this particular quilt came rrom a 
difficult situation her son encountered. Jonathan was completing an undergraduate degree 
in marine science and had to complete a certain course that had a professor with a 
reputation for being an extremely difficult marker. On the first day of classes, the 
professor announced that he 'didn't give out A's' no matter how hard one worked for it. 
Karen continued that Jonathan, in her opinion, put 110% into everything ror that course 
and at the end of it, he officially achieved a high B+. Karen's quilt carries the marine 
theme because of the research focus of her son in his undergraduate career. She also 
showed me that the school of fish was representative of the undergraduates who were 
finally graduating and leaving school. However, there was one fish in the school that 
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faccd the opposite direction of the flow of action within the quilt. Karen shared that this 
lone fish was her son as he was poised to re-enler the university for graduate school and 
was thus swimming out ofthc graduating school offish. Thc title of the quilt appearcd on 
the back label: "A is for Ichthyologyl" . Karen finished her description by saying that she 
wanted to show Jonathan that, in her opinion, he got the A in that course. 
Karen's quilt "A is for Ichthyology" is an excellent example of how a quilter 
communicates through the medium of quilting and in so doing, employs active agency in 
the fonn of acknowledgement and parental encouragement. While Karen admitted that 
she had seen a similar pattern of a school of fish, it was her choice "for originality" to flip 
one fish in the opposite direction. This decision in design created an interaction between 
me (the observer) and the quilt. The material expression of the outcome of the story (i.e. 
that Jonathan would pass the professor's evaluation and continue on to graduate school) 
sparked the sharing of the narrative itself. The quilt "A is for Ichthyology", while an 
object of material culture, sponsors an activeness and sense of participation from the 
admirer. Humans endow material culture with meaning socially. 
However, Karen's quilt should be viewed as a personal communication. Here, the 
use of 'pcrsonal' denotes that the meaning and full context of the purpose and message of 
the quilt remains within the social sphere of the family unit or until its meaning is directly 
conveyed to an outsider. Someone who would just observe the quilt, even in looking at 
the label, could not comprehcnd its cntire meaning and story of inspiration without 
Karen's evocative narrative. Karen's conunurucalion of support and congratulations to 
I Karen explained as 1 was copying down the spelling that ichthyology is the study of fish hence the topic of 
the quilt and Jonathan's academic research focus. 
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her son is 'pieced' and embedded in the quilt but also demands one have insider 
knowledge of the quilt which includes the content of the label. While similar in its 
communicative purpose, Ethel's motivational quilt for Katie is more direct in its 
communication where the theme of 'stars' in the fabric and the label on the quilt stating 
'Reach for the Stars' present the possibility of coming together in subjective 
interpretations but exists without a larger narrative context like Karen conveyed to me. It 
was Karen's active decision to design, create and illustrate her message of encouragement 
to her son Jonathan and to communicate her opinion that he did earn that 'A'. For Karen, 
the creation and distribution of this gift is evidence ofpcrsonal positive agency in her life. 
However, this agency is also limited structurally in that Karen may emotionally effect and 
influence her son but the final grade of B+ will still be present on his report card. 
5,2.2: Voices of Spirituality 
Karen and Ethel's inspirational quilts to their children illustrate that a qui Iter can 
utilize an artistic medium for communicating meaning. They are thus enacting agency in 
their lives and in the lives of others. Both familial quilts were agents of personal 
communication. In the next two narratives, I will demonstrate that women who quilt in St. 
John's also communicate personal messages in quilts intended for a public context along 
with the intent to sell. These personal messages arc specifically expressions of the 
quilter's ideas on their own spiritualities. 
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Rachel and "The Guardians" 
Rachel greeted me at the door of her apartment with a warning. She said, "I just 
wanted you to know that Bouncer (her black Labrador) has gone to get his headless teddy 
bear to show you." Sure enough, Bouncer literally bounced back with a large, black 
fuzzy and quite headless teddy bear in his jaws. The speed at which his tail was wagging 
told me, a veteran dog owner myself, that Bouncer was very proud to show me his bear. 
I, in turn, was honoured at this special gesture and proceeded to follow Rachel into the 
living room. Rachel is in her thirties and has created in the fiber arts ever since she 
graduated from high school. A popular question which elicited interesting exchanges was: 
describe how you were inspired to begin selling your product? The majority of my 
participants admitted that they did not produce for the general public but for their families 
and friends. In contrast, Rachel does in fact produce for the public and sells her works at 
the Craft Council Gallery and Craft Shop located in Devon House. The following 
narrative was particularly evocative as it brought to the forefront the expression of 
Rachel's spirituality. 
Jaime: How did you get involved in selling your stuff? Was it just through 
volunteering and then you thought 'hey, maybe I can make a living out of itT 
Rachel: Well, urn, like I was saying, about the first show I had, it wasn't that 
successful in terms of selling. I had a show a couple years later again, a joint 
venture with another person and had their work there as well. And I started doing 
these little, well, I said rather than have everything on a larger, larger scale, why 
don't I do a few little ones and to kind of compliment the larger ones and that 
happened to be urn, I did a larger piece that happened to be called 'Sea Cathedral' 
after a poem written by EJ Pratt and it was an iceberg and but it was a larger 
piece. Two hundred and fifty dollars or whatever it was and so I did a few little 
ones to go along with it. Just little icebergs, they're called 'Bergie Bits' which is a 
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traditional tenn, I guess, used for pieces of icebergs, they're called 'Berg., 
and that was just for fun. And also 10 have a few lower price things in there, a.. 
oh, I also did a larger piece which I called 'The Guardians' which had a tree right 
in the center and a nwnbcr of trees around the outside part and then women in 
cloaks. [Jaime: Oh] behind the trees and so I kind of, the statement I guess that I 
was making about it was that these people were guardians of knowledge and wn, 
you know, during the witch burnings, and stuff like that in Europe, a lot of the just 
very practical knowledge of childbirth and [Jaime: the woods] healing, herbs and 
stuff like that was squelched you know and uh, and it was dangerous to know 
these things but here are people who despite the burnings that there were people 
who retained the knowledge. And again, like I said, very practical stufT and uh, so 
it was a piece like that and the tree was supposed to be a symbol of the 
knowledge. So I did a number of little trees on smaller pieces and I called them 
'Brilliant Trees' and as it turned out, I sold everything. 
Rachel's narrative begins with the account of a strategy that did not work out in tenns of 
the selling aspect of creating fiber art. When Rachel only produced larger pieces for a 
show, they were admired but not purchased. The narrative continues and illustrates a 
design strategy that did work for her: Rachel produced one or two large pieces along with 
smaller pieces which were lower in price. Rachel titled one piece "Sea Cathedral" and it 
was accompanied by smaller pieces afTectionally titled "Bergie Bits" . According to 
Rachel, the tcnn 'Bergie Bits' is a "traditional tenn". 
This theme of 'traditional' carries the narrative on to her description of another 
larger piece for the show called "The Guardians". It is in Rachel's description and 
explanation of "The Guardians" where one sees an expression of spirituality. This piece 
is a representation of a gendercd view of h.istory. It is about the role of women in 
societies in late Medieval and early Renaissance Europe at the time of the great witch 
burnings. The history conveyed is that the women were "guardians of knowledge" which 
was "very practical knowledge of childbirth, healing [and) herbs". lltis knowledge is 
"dangerous" and the burnings were auempts to "squelch" it. To Rachel, this knowledge 
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was "retained" and in her piece, is represented in symbolic fonn. She states, "The tree 
was supposed to be a symbol of the knowledge" with the cloaked women surrounding it 
in the forest. This piece is a representation of Rachel's idea that it is important to show 
that a) women were and sti ll are the guardians of practical knowledge and b) that this 
knowledge of a particular phenomenon in history is still known. Rachel carries this theme 
of embodied 'knowledge' in her smaller pieces with a play on words. Her smaller 
"Brilliant Trees" arc brilliant because of their vibrant colours but also in the idea of being 
brilliant is the same of being knowledgeable. 
Throughout the narrative, there are many themes that intersect. The theme of 
practicality is demonstrated in the practicality of her new design strategy and the 
practicality of the knowledge of the guardian women. There is also the theme of tradition 
in that "Bergie Bits" is a traditional tenn for small pieces of iceberg and the idea that the 
guardian women protect a knowledge base that is traditional in nature. The questions that 
I now ask are: is "The Guardians" specifically a communicative expression of Rachel's 
personal thoughts on spi rituality? Docs the clement of selling influence how Rachel 
represents these thoughts? 
On re-readi ng the transcript notes of Rachel's interview, I found a passage that 
provides potential solutions to the above questions. Earlier in the interview, Rachel 
shared with me that she feels her work specifically speaks to women: 
Rachel: It just speaks to women more than men, I guess because it's a 
traditionally feminine field. I don't know, women just look at it and they have an 
emotional reaction to it. And ah, it's a very emotional process for me. I want 
people to look at that and have an emotional reaction to it, a response, a positive 
emotional response preferably. I think there's enough negativity in the world. 
Now I'm not Pollyanna about it you know. (Rachel increases the tone oCher 
voice) 'Everyone has to feel good'. lJaime: or lets make an apple pie .. ] but I think 
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there's enough negativity in the world, what I talk about in my work I guess is my 
own spiritual connection to my natural surroundings and I feel very much so that 
nature and the earth should be protected and not trashed so what I guess I'm 
speaking about mostly is how I feel when I'm out there, next to the ocean or next 
to a bonfire with my friends and family or in the forest where everything is quiet 
and you can see the full moon and all that stuff. To me, it's almost religious. 
I argue that Rachel wants people to have "an emotional reaction" to her work and that this 
element has the capacity to influence her decision on what to create in her pieces. Now 
the fiber artist has a creative intent. Not only is Rachel trying to conununicate through 
her piece but she wants to communicate something specific in order to elicit a reaction. 
In the narrative above, Rachel clearly indicates her spiritual beliefs in that "I talk about in 
my work I guess is my own spiritual connection to my natural surroundings and I feel 
very much so that nature and the earth should be protected and not trashed". She goes on 
to share her direct experiences in nature that "out there, next to the ocean or next to a 
bonfire with my friends and family or in the forest" are "almost religious" experiences. 
Rachel clearly indicated to me that she aligns her spirituality with her experiences in 
nature and that nature is to be protected like the knowledge of the women in "The 
Guardians". While I find no evidence to answer the second question that I posed, the 
element of selling these very personal and expressive pieces must somehow come into 
consideration within the decision making process in terms of theme and content. Rachel's 
show is a selling show so one can assume that there is a market for her spiritual 
expressions. In the end, Rachel's decision to express and communicate her deep spiritual 
beliefs through her work illustrates the use of active agency in her life. 
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Vicky and "The Magi" 
In a similar example to Rachel's piece "The Guardians", I would like to discuss 
Vicky's expression of spiritual beliefs in her selling work "The Magi". Vicky is a women 
in her early thirties who has a family that consists of a husband Charles and an almost 
year-old daughter named Catherine. For the interview, all were present in the room for 
most ofthc time we discovered quilting. The living room itself had an entire wall 
dedicated to books as well as Vicky's sewing and cutting table and the couch which I sat 
upon. Above my head hung a stunning black, red and blue Amish quilt; Catherine and 
one of the family dogs (who was named after an Ewok in Star Wars) played on the floor 
in front of me. Vicky, who has completed a graduate degree in religious studies, shared 
with me her experience of creating "The Magi". In retrospect, it was I, the 
anthropologist, who introduced the piece into the conversation for I had viewed it at 
Devon House a week before the interview. 
Jaime: Do you always do scenes from Newfoundland? 
Vicky: I typically do. 
Jaime: I saw one of your pieces and I think it is called ;The Magi', the standing 
stones? 
Vicky: Yeah, that one. lJaime: I looked at it and thought whoa! Stone Circles.] 
Yeah r thought that myself. r was tidying. urn John's parents had just come back 
from Scotland about a year ago and I had been fascinated by old architecture. I 
was studying old monasteries, you know, it was sort of a hangover, hangover? 
Coldover. (We both think of the double entendre here) [Jaime: a little slip there .. ] 
llangover from a Master's degree. I have always been fascinated by stone circles, 
I mean, who isn't? [Jaime: My tattoo is a standing stone circlel r mean, who's 
not? r was experimenting with rocks at one point, I was doing pieces with rocks. r 
went to a guild meeting and we were supposed to do a Halloween piece right, and 
they were all putting little cats, moon and tombstones and, urn, (Vicky's eyes 
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twinkle at me, I release a hearty laugh at the anticipation of what is to come) I 
don't do that. I do these .. (Vicky takes out a fabric landscapes of rock-like standing 
stones bathed in moonlight) and people were looking at the Guild meeting 'what 
the hell are you doing?' [Jaime: Ah, 'I'm being unique'] I did this and it sorta 
looked like a graveyard, and that was sort of the approach I was going for. 
Jaime and Vicky: Or it could be standing stones (this we said together in unison). 
Vicky: And J looked at that and this was in October for Iiallowe'cn and Sharon 
wanted something for the Comfort' and Joy show she has every Christmas and I 
thought, I don't want to do a stupid Christmas thing (Vicky laughs) .. 1 don't do cut 
and dry, cozy woozy, cutsie Christmas stuff I'm not that kind ofa person. Urn but 
I thought I'm still working with these stones and J was making bigger one at that 
point and they became the ones in 'The Magi'. And I had these three stones done 
and I had this marvelous sky and I thought, ifI just laid them on there, actually, 
just accidentally laid them down there one day. I was working on two separate 
pieces. Stones were on and the sky and land were another one and I just laid them 
so Sharon was looking for something for the Christmas show and I had a tree skirt 
done up, with buildings ofSt. John's on it, sort of stained glass style urn, but t 
thought I want to do something different, I want to do a landscape quilt but its 
hard to do a landscape quilt for Christmas right? So I did some research and I 
found out what the constellations would have been like at Avebury urn, 3 BCE, 
which is the estimated dale of the birth of Christ. Urn, and I found out which 
direction of the sky I was looking. Did the research and the constellations in that 
piece are the ones that would have been in the sky at the time that the Magi would 
have been following and found out all about what the star could have been that 
they were following ... You know, I'm not actually Christian myself, for me, 
putting some sort of Christmas theme, it had to take on sort of a neopagan attitude 
[Jaime: Yeah, something in nature] Exactly, it has to be ajuxtaposition of two 
cultures because I wanted to show that these stones were there and even then they 
were old, even so at that time. So I took just three of them and thcy looked like 
they were leaning towards the moon and to the sky and it was very eerie, and I 
looked and and said 'gee, they're old, those are wise in their own way. So they 
became Magi. So there is a lot of research that goes on behind these sort of things, 
urn, ifI'm trying to portray something, I will research the star constellations, the 
meaning of them for instance urn, the star constellations in the sky at that time 
actually had significance for wise people or astronomers of the time. The reason 
why the Magi specifically went to the cast was because they saw two 
constellations of stars that preordained the coming of a king. And these people 
were not even the same religious or cultural background. You have three culturcs2 
1 Here, Vicky's historical references 10 the identity of 'cultures' that existed around the birth of Christ are 
confusing. There can not be a Christian culture before or at the birth of Christ in terms of the sequence of 
historical events: Christ is born and then Christianity follows. As well, the Islamic faith was introduced 
after 600 A.D. with the writings of Mohammad who was born around 570 C.E. (Ahmed 1992:43). Lila 
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there. You have Judeo Christian because of the Jesus thing (Vicky laughs at her 
own phrase) I'm sorry. You have Mideastern probably Islamic, at that time or 
pseudo Islamic (clock chimes in the background) and then you have England 's 
pre-existing, Great Britain 's preexisting cultures at that time. So it was a 
combination ofthe three that I was looking for. 
Vicky's expression and communication of her spirituality in "The Magi" is multi-faceted. 
Iler narrative gradually reveals her spiritual beliefs but also reveals much of her other 
interests. At first, Vicky states that she was "fascinated by old architecture" at the time as 
she was studying monasteries after the completion of her Master' s degree. She became 
fascinated by "stone circles" of the British Isles. Vicky reveals her perception of her 
uniqueness as an individual when describing the facial reactions of her fellow guild 
members at the October meeting of that year. The other members of the guild who had 
created pieces with Halloween themes were utilizing popular images of Halloween 
subjects: little cats, moons and tombstones. Vicky is clear that "I don't do thaI" and 
proceeds to show me her piece that she created for the meeting. The landscape piece has a 
dark and eerie quality to it as it is done in dark blues and blacks signifying night fall and 
shadowed greys for the standing rocks. When Vicky reveals her creation, the members of 
the guild in Vicky'S eyes perceive a difference in her work. I argue that Vicky uses this 
example to demonstrate to me that not only does she see her work as unique, but that she 
actively chooses to produce unique and different objects than other guild members. 
Ahmed explains that the first "urban centers of the Middle East arose in Mesopotamia- in the valleys of the 
Tigris and Euphrates rivers in the southern half of modem lraq-betwecn 3500 and 3000 B,C.E." (1992: [2) 
Assyrian Law came into effect around 1200 B.C.E. (!!llil:13). Mazdakism "was a religious movement that 
flourished in the late fifth and early sixth centuries C.E." <.l!:!.&:21) Around the birth ofChri~t, Ahmed 
indicates that there were various religions which were active in the Middle East including Zoroastrian, 
Persian and Sasanian spiritualities and societies <.l!:!.&: 111-20). Thus there can not be Islamic or pseudo-
Islamic religion in this area at the birth orChrisl. I believe that when Vicky states that thcre also exists 
'Great Britain's preexisting culturcs', she is referencing that these cultures existed on the British Isles and 
not in the Middle East 
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This expression of Wliqueness occurs again when Vicky talks about how her 
Halloween piece becomes inspiration for "The Magi" Sharon, the individual who runs 
and organizes the Craft Council Gallery at Devon I louse, asked Vicky for a piece to place 
in the 'Comfort and Joy' show that Christmas season. Vicky remarked "I don't want to do 
stupid Christmas things" and "I don't do cui and dry, cozy woozy, cutsie Christmas stutT" 
and "I'm not that kind of person". Here, Vicky is identifying who she is as a person in 
reference to what she does not produce: standard, iconic Christmas symbols. But this 
identification of the self becomes more complex as Vicky continues her narrative about 
"The Magi". She had previously worked on stone like pieces and united by accident two 
different pieces together to fonn her Christmas landscape piece. 
The issue that captures my attention is the amount of detail and purposeful 
planning of meaning evoked by "The Magi". It is in Vicky's description of her design that 
one senses her notions of spirituality. Vicky researched the patterns of the constellations 
she believed might have been in the sky at the birth of Christ. The detail does not end 
here as she also researched specifically about the star that the Magi could have followed 
at the time. It is at this point in the narrative that Vicky reveals that she is "not actually 
Christian". In doing a piece for a Christmas show, it is important to Vicky that the piece 
"had to take on sort of a neo-pagan attitude" where there was a "juxliposition of1\\'o 
cultures" and that "these stones were there and even then they were old". Continuing with 
the earth-centred spirituality theme of the piece, the stones themselves become "The 
Magi" as they are "old" and are "wise in their own way". Here, Vicky provides evidence 
that the landscape quilt not only has a purpose but that the decisions behind its design and 
the communication of its central meaning (that pre-Christian spirituality is just as 
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significant as Christian spirituality) are themselves purposeful. Again, Vicky ends her 
narrative about "The Magi" in that she clearly indicates to me what she interprets to be 
the existence of three 'cultures' represented. In the cnd, what is important to note is that 
Vicky is actively communicating through "The Magi" her own spiritual beliefs and the 
importance that they be adequatcly represcnted along with spiritualities that are 
considered major world religions. Vicky's spirituality has pagan overtones but she also 
ultimately reveals her own perception oflhe uniqueness of her self through the 
uniqueness of her creations like "The Magi". 
5.2.3: Voices of the Past and Identity: The Problem ofa Newfoundland 'Essence' 
The inspiration which brought me to conduct research in Newfoundland was my 
curiosity in the expressions of a Newfoundland identity. Is there such a thing as 'a' 
Newfoundland identity? Commercial advertising in many national magazines, 
newspapers and on Canadian television stations such as the CBC flash images of Vikings 
at L'Anse aux Meadows, natural phenomena such as inland fiords in Gros Mourne 
National Park, iccbergs and whales. People who live throughout Newfoundland have also 
been heavily stereotyped in 'Newfie' jokes as well as the dominating image of 'the 
fishennan ' and simplistic outport community lifc. 
One of the recurring themes that I was interested in pursuing was the relationship 
between quilters and the negotiation of identities of the 'seW and how these identities are 
connected to the production of their quilts themselves (Yetman and M'Closkey 2001, 
Maskiell 1999, Dawson 1998, Hides 1997. Ribeiro 1987). By looking at the quilts 
themselves and the narratives that surround them, I want to consider how women who 
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quilt mould their personhoods and sense of self and express specific Newfoundland 
identities in their quilts. 
There exists a complex relationship between politics, economics and issues of 
style when considering narratives of women who quilt which focus on discussing either 
'Newfoundland symbolism' or a 'Newfoundland influence' in their work and in their 
lives. A larger, uniting issue that binds economic and politicaJ motivations is discussed in 
Stuart Ewen's (1988) All Consuming Images: The Politics of Style in Contemporary 
Culture. For those who quilt and those who purchase or view quilts are "engaged in a 
relationship with style" where "the media of style offer[sl to lift the viewer out of his or 
her life and place him or her in a utopian nctherworld where there are no conflicts, no 
needs unmet; where the ordinary is-by its very nature-extraordinary" (Ewen 1988: 14). 
However, style is an "intimate component of subjectivity, intertwined with people's 
aspirations and anxieties" and style is a "dccisive component of politics: political issues 
and politicians arc regularly subjected to the cosmetic sorcery of image managers, 
providing the public with a telegenic commodity" (Ewen 1988:22). Style is constructed 
individually as well as collectively. Do women who quilt in S1. John's communicate a 
specific Newfoundland 'style'? What kind of Newfoundland is corporealized in quilts? 
James Overton (1996) considcrs the issue of a Newfoundland style and the 
commodification of stereotyped Newfoundland 'culture' in Making a World of 
Difference: Essavs on Tourism Culture and Development in Newfoundland. Overton 
defines what he sees others define as the 'Real' Newfoundland style: 
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"The 'Real' Newfoundland" is said to be those parts of the province which are 
remote from lowns and highways of major importance. To find "the 'Real' 
Newfoundland visitors are urged to 'go down the side roads ' and 'poke into the 
bays'. to 'turn to the ocean and test the breeze; smell the salt, the wave torn kelp, 
the spray washed air, Ihe saturated, aged sand'. "The 'Real' Newfoundland" is the 
outports and 'the people', 'the fishennen knitting their nets, caulking their boats or 
building a wiggly garden rod fence', In short, il is a vision of rural 
Newfoundland, bUI only a certain kind of rural Newfoundland, one which is 
idealized and romanlicized ... [The] images which are stressed are those which 
emphasize such characteristics of the people as strength, pride, independence, 
fortitude, individualism, respect for the past, love for the environment, freshness, 
vitality, hospitality, simplicity, generosity, kindness, openness. The 'people' are 
'happy', Ihey have 'great community spirit', they enjoy the good life and above all 
Ihey have real culture (1996: 106). 
In this view, Newfoundland is a place with no connict, disease, violence or povcrty, It is 
also portrayed as a place Ihat is frozen in time and does nOI exhibit change. While 
reading Overton's account, one almost sees the frosty edges around the pictures as they 
are constructed in the mind; an idealized past (and present?) inlended for tourists and 
other 'oulsiders', Ilowevcr, the majority of the women with whom I interacted did not 
produce to sell their quilts. Is there a nostalgia that is evoked in their quilts regardless of 
the intended audience? 
The promotion of an idealized or nostalgic past also raises the issue of heritage. 
The 'Real' Newfoundland that Overton describes is an "invented" Newfoundland, not 
unlikc Ilobsbawm's idea of an " invenled tradition,·3. I had began my fieldwork with the 
assumption that the images that comprise this vision of Newfoundland are a pari of an 
agenda by the tourisl industry in order to promote "a heritage message", a packaged 
l llobsbawm defines the term "invented tradition' as meaning 'a set ofpl1lcticl'S, normally governed by 
overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and 
norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies cOnlinuity with the past" or "a suitable 
historical past" (1983: I). For a critique ofllobsbawm's "The Invention of Tradition", please see Charles L. 
Briggs' (1996) "The Politics of Discursive Authority in Research on the ' Invention of Tradition'''. 
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culture from the past where because "it has no intrinsic ' meaning ', heritage has no 
existence either" where "it is there as bilS of stone and mud, metal and wood; but it only 
becomes 'heritage' when we, and we alone, give it a value-laden significance" (Boniface 
and Fowler 1993:157-158). However, the images of out port culture of the nineteenth and 
early twentieth century Newfoundland arc given value by the quilter' s themselves in that 
it is their active choice to reproduce a certain image of Newfoundland in their quilts. Is it 
within this choice that one may find personal agency? 
Overton's main argwnent is that the communication and distribution of the 'Real' 
Newfoundland outport culture, without disease, conflict or despair, are also politically 
motivated images (1996: 104). There is a paradox here, for if "underdevelopment in 
Newfoundland provides the context for attempts to use tourism as an economic 
development strategy, it also provides the 'raw material ' for a certain kind of tourist 
development" (1996: I 05). Overton is quick to point out that the Newfoundland portrayed 
above is a fa(j:ade to another Newfoundland: "a place of massive unemployment", "of 
poverty of many people" in both rural and urban contexts, "of dependence on goverrunent 
transfer payments" , "of out-migration and rural decay", "of mining, forestry and power 
production" and a Newfoundland " in which the mcrchant system locked 'peasant 
producers into the world market, a Newfoundland characterized by exploitation and 
oppression" (1996: 1 06). Are women who quilt in SI. John's using romanticized images 
for a specific purpose or expression? One must keep in mind that Newfoundland as a 
province is culturally diverse. Yet Overton's last warning serves as a reminder that the 
image of the 'Real' Newfoundland "dcpoliticizes and mythologized" the "extremes of 
poverty and wealth" in Newfoundland where it "purifies them, makes them innocent" 
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(1996:123).- Quilters then do not live in a cultural vacuum but rather are integrated in a 
complex nexus of political, economic and historical contexts and become embedded in 
these contexts. 
With these thoughts in mind, I wish to orientate the reader toward what 
Newfoundland female quilters are choosing to represent in their quilted pieces. What arc 
the cultural politics that surround these choices? What kind of Newfoundland is being 
expressed and what is being silenced in the process? The narratives that follow from 
Katie, Karen and Lori are from women who were born and raised in St. John's, 
Newfoundland and they continually expressed pride in this fact. 
Katie and I sit down for our interview at an old, long boardroom like table on the 
top floor of the Anna Templeton Centre. Katie is a textile studies instructor at the Centre, 
and has taught quilting, embroidery and fabric dyeing. A middle aged woman who was 
born and raised in Newfoundland, she had the opportunity to visit the entire island in her 
twenties as a fieldworker for Anna Templeton herself. Katie would instruct OUlport 
women's groups and communities on the design aspect of producing handmade objects 
such as sweaters and embroidery. She herself has quilted but admits that because of the 
lack of time for her own projects, her role is to instruct those who wish to learn the 
process of design and production. My initial question for many of my infonnants was to 
ask whether they themselves had any questions about the research project. After 
explain ing to Katie that my general focus was to investigate the influences and 
motivations for women to quilt and how these influenced the creation of personhoods, I 
asked her where she was from. Katie responded that she was born and raised in 
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Newfoundland and had a strong sense of what Newfoundland is all about. Here is the 
conversation that followed: 
J aime: Have you been born and raised in Newfoundland? 
Kat ie:Ycs. 
Jaime: And what made you want to stay? 
Katie: Urn ... family ... and a strong sense of whal Newfoundland is aJl about. I like 
Newfoundland, I would live nowhere clsc. I like to visit other places. 
Jaime: What is Newfoundland all about to you? 
Katie: (Pause) I think, I like the people, I like the community. I really love the 
artistic community in Newfoundland. I really like the way it falls together and it's 
interesting how it falls apart too. And I really like".the climate even though a lot 
of people hate it, urn, when people come from away. I really like the strength of 
the, the dynamic qualities of the climate and the land and the whole rawncss. My 
parents came from England and they immigrated here in the early 50's so I'm , ab, 
I don't have the big long heritage that some people have [J aime: family] of 
Newfoundland family. Urn, but I wouldn't, I really like Newfoundland, probably 
for the same reasons they decided to stay in Newfoundland .. 
While Katie does not specifically talk about a certain artistic piece, I wanted to introduce 
the reader in this section to ideas of how 'Newfoundland' is perceived by the quilters 
themselves. Katie associates 'community' and 'people' with Newfoundland and 
specifically with the "artistic community". She elaborates on how she finds it interesting 
"the way it falls together" and "how it falls apart too". Within this narrative there is also 
the introduction of the importance of nature. The climate is "dynamic" as well as the land; 
there exists a '\ ... hole rawness". I argue that this vision of Newfoundland displays an 
unpredictability but also a simpleness to its conception. This is a Newfoundland of the 
elements, the land and 'the people'. 
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Latcr in the intcrview, I returned to this idea of 'rawness' as I wanted Katie to 
clarify exactly what she meant. She addressed the idea of 'rawness' as it pertained to her 
vision of "what Newfoundland is all about": 
••• " •. j~i;"'~~ D;a~i~g·th~·i~~~;v·i~:V· io" ~ ~i~S"C~", "thi~k th;r~";r~ 't~~ thi~g; 'tb;; y~~~:;"' 
already said or mentioned. Whcn you're talking about when you love 
Newfoundland, you said "rawness". Could you explain what that means? 
Katie: Well, just the rawness of everything. The rawness of the wind, the rawness 
ofthe ... like when you're in England, every single, that's, that's the home, my 
mother always said "home was England, I'm going home" and you know, every 
single spot has a brick wall or a rock wall or a fence. There is few wild flowers. 
Everything is all controlled and the thing about Newfoundland is that nothing is 
controlled. People try to control it and its just so spectacular. I am able to go for a 
lovely walk everyday and it brings me to the top of Conception Bay, a gentle walk 
to the tops ofa mountain and you see all of Conception Bay. One day you could 
be walking up and you see twenty or thirty big crows sort of plummeting off of 
the top of ... sort of the unexpected, it could be windy, it could be rainy ... it could 
be dead calm. That's what' like about Newfoundland is the unexpected, the 
ocean, the way it pounds in, and the people are for the most part, all really urn, 
honest (pause). There's not a lot of (pause) 
Jaime: Pretense? 
Katie: Pretense, yeah. 
For Katie, there is a "rawness" to everything. Her reflection on her mother's notion of 
home delineates what is Newfoundland and what is not Newfoundland. England is home 
to her mother but to Katie, England is "controlled" where every "single spot" is occupied 
by either fence or wall. In contrast, Newfoundland is raw in that it is not controlled; it is 
wild versus a "developed" England. There is also the element ofthe "unexpectcd" in her 
recount of a walk to the top of a mountain in order to see Conception Bay. Iler example 
of twenty or thirty crows plummeting contextualizcd Newfoundland outdoors as dynamic. 
The weather also is dynamic in Katie's analysis of rawness where "it could be windy, it 
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could be rainy ... it could be dead calm". Lastly, the people are "for the most part, honest". 
I argue that the clements of 'rawness', 'unexpected', 'uncontrolled', 'dynamic' and 
'honesty' frames Newfoundland as an experience of wilderness and of innocence. 
Like Katie, Lori Shortall's life is fi lled with personal and professional 
responsibilities. As the Guild's current president, I am excited that she can spend an hour 
or two talking about quilting in her life. We sit inside a research room that I have booked 
for the semester at the Queen Elizabeth II library. The room itself is very plain with only 
a wooden desk, chair and wall shelving system to entertain the eye. Lori, on the other 
hand, is never as dull as this room. The only word I can use to describe her is "energetic". 
It seems to eminate from the very tips of her straight, bright red hair and as we begin our 
conversation together, her body language of expressive hand gestures and the biggest 
smile I have ever seen reads excitement. Lori is also a music teacher and at once pleaded 
her sympathy in writing a Master's Thesis. I appn .. -ciated the warning of "blood, sweat and 
tears" and "when you're done, it fee ls like giving birth" and found a sympathetic 
companion. As we spoke in that little cell on the fourth floor, I noted that Lori spoke with 
one of the many Newfoundland accents that exist today. My curiosity got the better of me 
and I was eager to ask her about expressing 'Newfoundland' or a 'NewfOlUldland 
identity' in her work. 
Ja ime: Now it's interesting that, cause you were taJking about it really depends on 
what's around you when you choose colour and when you choose your pattern, 
urn, what's your opinion, I don't know, I've been asking people who are born and 
raised in Newfoundland, is there such a thing as a Newfoundland style?. 
Lori: Yeah, I'm actually working on a piece now. A friend of mine is from St. 
John's but she now lives in Malta. Yeah, she's married to a Maltese man and wn, 
she plays, she's a flute player too and why plays for the Maltese orchestra. I-Ie 
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works for the Maltese Government, he's like a finance money guy and urn, they 
have their house filled with art. The most interesting home, its just stone, their 
walls are two fect thick with big pieces of stone, no insulation, no nothing. Just 
stone and really kind of cool. So she wanted, they have some David Blackwood, 
they have some Ed Roach, they have a lot of Newfoundland stufT. He finds 
Newfoundland interesting 100 because its differenl for him as he now lives in 
Malta, he is Maltese and for her, it's the same, its home you know? I think that's 
why they always like it. Something different for him, something the same for her. 
They asked me to do a piece they wanted a picture of Cape Spear and what I 
usually quilt is like, what you think of'quilts' but they want a photograph done. 
So I went up to Cape Spear and took some photos and that's what I'm working on 
now along with this other flowery one, its literally going to be a picture of Cape 
Spear. The water, and the ocean, rocks, stuff you know? 
Jaime: Now is this a landscape or a quilt? 
Lori: It's both. It's a landscape quilt. That's exactly what you call it: a landscape 
quilt. Whenever you technically quilt a picture of a landscape exterior kind of 
thing, usually it's called a landscape quilt. 
Jaime: And that's interesting that Cape Spear is something, also, there is the 
individual level, that she wanted tbis and that you're going to do that for her. So, 
do you think there is a Newfoundland style? 
Lori: I don't know if there is a NewfoWldland style but this has nothing to do with 
quilting. This is almost a political thing. If you ask most Newfoundlanders: 'where 
ya from?', they say Newfoundland. If you ask, I think now, I'm making a 
statement here, anywhere else in Canada 'where ya from?', they say Canada. 
Jaime: Or their town ... like "I'm from Peterborough, Ontario." 
Lori: Exactly, right. Newfoundlanders will answer you: 'Newfoundland'. And if 
you ask them where their allegiance lies, they'll gonna say Newfoundland, not 
Canada. They get to pick, they did pick. 
Jaime: Or its NewfoWldland first, Canada second. 
Lori: But I think they think of themselves as Newfoundlanders first, and I think 
that colours everything you do in life, that you're a Newfoundlander. I think 
Canadian docs too but Nc"loundlanders arc very different than the rest of Canada 
you know? (pause) 
Jaime: And do you learn that at school? From your parents'? 
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Lori: It's just cultural. It 's just cu!tur"al. I mean, there's this girl that I met 
recently, maybe about a month ago or so. She's a really nice girl actually and uh, I 
remember one of my friends saying to me "Is such and such from here?" and I 
went "No", "So where's she from?" "I don't know but she's nol a 
Newfoundlander" and we went out for supper on Friday night and we asked her if 
she was a Newfoundlander and she said no, she's from Nova Scotia and that is 
where we had guessed ... but she's not a Newfoundlander. 
Jaime: Ahhhhhhhhhh 
Lori: And it had to do with the way she talks, the way she dresses. (pause) 
Everything. And I just knew. 
Jaime: What do you mt=an the way that she dresses? I'm just interested 
because .. 
Lori: Newfoundlanders are not big dress up people. We're very comfortable in 
our own skin. There's no pretense or whatever. Every time I see her, she's dressed 
extremely well {not that that is a bad thing} (whispers) 
Jaime: No, no, no .. 
Lori: J don't find that there is a comfort level with her .. NewfOlmdlanders are 
very comfortable in their own skin, it's not that they don 't feel the need to dress 
up for people, you know, dress up professionally for work. 
Jaime: And for special occasions like anybody else would. 
Lori: Yeah, you know, whcn its down time, like on the Friday night we wenl out 
for supper, very casual, that kind of thing , jeans, not sweatpants but jeans, that 
kind of thing. She had on an office suit. So I think it carries over to the quilting 
world, I think it carries over into everything you do. J think being a 
Newfoundlanders colours every aspect of your life. 
Jaime: How does it carry over into the quilting world? 
Lori: I think we do quilt a lot of landscapes. If they landscape quilt, they 
landscape quilt Newfoundland scenes, not anywhere else. The pitcher plant is a 
very popular item that if you are making a bag, a lot ofus have our guild bags that 
we keep all our paraphernalia. I bet you there's fifteen of them that one side is a 
pitcher plant ... You find a lot of Newfoundland tartan in things, which I hale (both 
of us laugh) 
Jaime: Is it one of the ugly ones? 
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Lori: I just don't like iL..you find it in a lot of homemade, handmade objects, the 
Newfoundland tartan. So I don't know if there's necessarily a Newfoundland 
'style' but I think that there is an (pause) influence, something there that 
sometimes will tell you it's a Newfoundland quilt. Sometimes you pick something 
because you like it. 
.Jaime: Or take something from your natural environment. 
The beginning of the conversation about whether there exists a Newfoundland style 
focuses on Lori's description of how her friend requested an iconic quilted creation. After 
describing who she is talking about (her friend from Newfoundland and the friend's 
Maltese husband), Lori focuses on first describing their house itself in Malta. The house 
is completely built of stone but it is what is stored inside that has value. There is a lot of 
"Newfoundland stuff' and it is "just filled with art". The couple have works from noted 
professional Newfoundland artists such as David Blackwood and Ed Roach. Each partner 
member of the couple cnjoys this Newfoundland art from different perspectives: for the 
husband, the appreciation comes from a point of difference whereas Lori's friend takes 
pleasure from its sameness and from its sense of home. It is interesting to note that the 
couple proceeds to request a landscape quilt of Cape Spear, a noted Newfoundland 
historical silc. AJso to be included by Lori arc "the water", "the ocean" and "rocks". The 
landscape quilt that Lori is creating is on the surface commwlicating a specific 
Newfoundland scene. It is of a location (most easterly point in North America), it is of 
natural surroundings (water, ocean, rocks) and it is of a place (Cape Spear). Here, the 
meaning of place differs from that of location in thaI I take location as representing a 
geographic reference point. A place denotes a location (as described above) that has 
contextual cullural meaning assigned to it. Cape Spear is understood to be the most 
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easterly point in Newfoundland, in Canada and in North America. The meaning that Cape 
Spcar evokes to Lori's friend is one of 'home' even though she has never lived in that 
location. The categories of'home', 'Newfoundland', 'place ' and 'sameness' converge 
and are communicated through the quilt itself. 
After discussing Lori's landscape quilt, I wanted to unpack and clarity whether 
Lori indeed thought there existed a Newfoundland style. Her response to my first use of 
the question was to talk about her Cape Spear commission for her friend but Lori still had 
not responded 'yes' or ' no '. On the second auempt of the question, the landscape quilt 
discussion became a conversational platfonn from which to ground my inquiry. In the 
narrative that followed, Lori slowly deconstructs the idea of 'Newfoundlandness' herself. 
Cultural alliance, as it pertains to identity, is "a political thing" and "has nothing to do 
with quilting". To Lori, Newfoundlanders are different from the rest of Canada as they 
would respond to the question "where ya from?" with «Newfoundland" instead of 
"Canada". If one were to ask "where their alliangence lies", they will answer 
"Newfoundland". Newfoundlanders therefore "get to pick" this aspect of self and thus a 
cultural, political alliance (author's emphasis). 
Lori also expressed that being a Newfoundlander "colours everything you do in 
life". It is interesting to note the metaphor of colour in that throughout the interview itself, 
Lori was clear to point out the importance of choosing colour and utilizing effective 
colour combinations in quilts. Here, the idea of colour is active in tone where the part of 
the sclfthat is considered "Newfoundlander" weaves and paints one's perspectives and 
approaches in life. The example that Lori gives is the introduction of a new peer in her 
Iifc. Lori is askcd where this peer is from, an echo from the earlier "where ya from?". It is 
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Lori who states definitively that "she's not a Newfoundlander", From this point in the 
conversation, I wanted to know how Lori knew this. Lori replied that she knew "from the 
way she talks, the way she dresses", it was "everything" and she 'just knew". Lori 
continues that Newfoundlanders arc "very comfortable in our own skin" and we arc "not 
big dress up people". Lori continues that the rest of her companions were "very casual" 
whereas the non-Newfoundlander had on "an office suit", Lori is quick to point out that 
Newfoundlanders do indeed dress up for events like work. Then Lori seems to contradict 
a statement she had made at the beginning of our conversation: being a Newfoundlander 
"carries over to the quilting world". This identity is camed into the quilting world 
through the production of landscape quilt .. where the majority of quilters in 
Newfoundland create "Newfoundland scenes" and "not anywhere clse". Lori goes on to 
identify certain icons that may also be included in quilted items like carry bags: the 
pitcher plant (official provincial flower) and the Newfoundland tartan. The 
Newfoundland tartan occurs specifically in "homemade, handmade" objects. Like the 
landscape quilt of Cape Spear, the idea of Newfoundland is embedded in quilted objects 
in the themes of nature and of home. While there is not necessarily a Newfoundland style, 
there is an "influence". For Lori, being a Newofundlander is thus an identity that is 
juxtaposed between choice and non-choice. One can choose their political alliance but the 
actual act of conununieating that one is a Newfoundlander (through dress and behaviour) 
is "just cultural". 
Karen was one of the few qui hers who actually dcconstructed the meaning of her 
quilts directly to me during our interview. It is Karen's Newfoundland inspired quilt 
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which I present as an example that clearly illustrates the corporealization of cho.~en 
Newfoundland symbols in a wall-hung quilt as well as the communication of a chosen 
Newfoundland self. 
Karen: But it's landscapes ... Now I have made some quilts for my family and I 
have made just the traditional one. There's this one here (Karen looks over to the 
quilt hung on the wall behind 10 her left). It's just a pine tree quilt. Now I did 
design the center blocks there which [Jaime: Its almost leaves ... ] Well, that was 
for a show at Devon 1·louse and it was called 'Threads That Bind' and they wanted 
a NewfoWldlandia theme so I called (points to the quilt on the wall again) 'When 
SWl Rays Crown ... Pine-Clad Hills' kind of thing, you know, 'Ode to 
Newfoundland', right? That, that's the winter branches in the center as with the 
snow on them. And then I sort of have the waves around the edge. J bound it in 
red. I mean, yes, there is symbolism in thaI. .. I used eertain colours: the red I sort 
of symbolized for the blood of the Newfoundland people and the binding of the 
red around. And then the pine trees I started off mainly because my husband love 
two colour quilts, white and another colour but urn you know when that show was 
coming up, 1 decided to make that and I started in, well, you can't really tell but I 
used metallic threads coming through fo r the rays of the sun that you can't really 
see but they go through some of the trees, usually when you use metallic threads, 
you almost have to make the stitches really large. But anyway, that was sort of the 
symbolism of the quill .. 
Here, Karen clearly communicates the specific Newfoundland symbols she employs in 
her quilt "When Sun Rays Crown .. Pine-Clad Hills". The title itself comes from the first 
line in the "Ode to Newfound land" poem. The quilt was begun with the idea of a 
Newfoundland theme. Karen revcals that it was intended for a show at Devon House 
entitled "Threads That Bind". One can see that in the title of the show itself, there is the 
metaphor of 'binding' meaning not only to bind or weave in thread but also to be bound 
together in identity. Karen continues to point out the significance of the symbols she 
chose to usc in the quilt. The hand-quilted winter branch patterns in the white sections of 
the quilt are stylized to look like they have snow on them while the dark green geometric 
pine tree segments that alternate are symbolic of the 'Pine-Clad Hills' of Newfoundland. 
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Around the border of the quilt, there occurs a wave pattern that counter-acts the 
fonnalized pine trees. To finish the symbolic piece, Karen states that she bound the entire 
quilt's edge with red binding to "symbolize the blood of the Newfoundland people". In 
keeping with the idea of 'bi nding' I discussed before, there are many ways 'the 
Newfoundland people' are bound together in the quilt itself. Karen is communicating that 
'the Newfoundland people' are bound in blood or birthright and that they are bound in a 
shared wilderness/nature (e.g. pine-clad hills, snow in winter on branches, waves of the 
ocean). The metaJtic threads that Karen used to denote the sunrays penneate the entire 
quilt. It is my interpret.:"ltion that these rays shine down to encompass this specific, 
bounded "Newfoundland". 
Karen also reveals her ideas of what denotes 'Newfoundland' and what her 
responsibility as a Newfoundlander is toward these ideas. In the narrative that follows, 
Karen specifically takes her inspiration for creating fabric landscapes out of a need to 
explore, capture and preserve the past: 
Karen: I'm never had anyone tum down a piece. But one person in particular was 
going to get me to do something and then he realized that I better let you do it on 
your own, because not everything that someone comes up with will make a 
picture. I don't like doing just what I caJt 'a pretty picture'. I like to have . .in my 
landscapes there has to be something in them that evokes Newfoundland, a sense, 
a feeling and whatever. The piece I did last year for Devon house was an old 
house. I go out on the island with my husband once a year and we take pictures of 
the outports. We take a certain by or area. We're trying to do the whole island and 
this old house was down on Fogo Island and it was a run down house, the 
clapboard was completely grey and fading and the front yard. It was on a bluff of 
a hill looking out to sea and it had the rocks and it had fishing twine and between 
it all, wildflowers were growing, but to me it was like, there's a life. Imagine this 
house in its hay day when [Jaime: people were in it) there was a family, there was 
fish and all that's gone and yet every year the wild flowers all come back. That's 
why I caJted it 'Wild Flowers Filled In'. My titles of my pieces are really 
important to me. Because a lot of them say exactly what I'm feeling here. A lot of 
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-me is heart, you know? I mean, my father painted, traveled around the island, took 
pictures. As a young child, we were privy to slide shows when we came back. 
You would see us in some little outport ... Il 's part ormy loye for Newfoundland, 
my landscapes .. 
Jaime: I was going to ask when you said 'a piece of Newfoundland, what is 
Newfoundland to you? 
Karen: I mean, I grew up in St. John's but my father did travel a lot alone and as 
he aged and retired and mom and he would take a lot of pictures and I use a lot of 
Dad's slides in my work. He's got pictures in the 1960's and 70's when the 
fishing stages and flakes and all that were still out there and I'm trying to go now 
because every year, there another one collapses into the sea, with the fishery gone 
and you have and you've got old (Karen's voice is inaudible for a second) homes 
or you've got homes bigger than half of St. John's in these outports and all the 
older homes are gone, the way of life is just dying out. So I'm trying to capture 
that as much as I can, so I've got thousands of slides that I use for my pieces and 
urn ... SO that's where my work has come. 
There is a nostalgic clement to Karen's inspiration. The Newfoundland that Karen 
'preserves' is a very specific Newfoundland. Karen was born and raised in St. John's but 
it is not a SI. John's landscape that she creates but rather a decaying outport. It is not only 
a decaying outport house that is represented but a certain way of life that is now "dying 
out". It is vitally important to Karen that her pictures are not just "a pretty picture". She 
continues to state that in her landscapes, there "has to be something that evokes 
Newfoundland" whcre this something is a "sense" or a "feeling". Her narrative in 
explaining a specific landscape piece intended for salc at Devon I·louse is accompanied 
with another personal significant activity: photographing outport communities in order to 
capture stills of island life. It is my impression that Karen strongly feels like outport life is 
slipping away. Her landscape depicts what she saw but also her reaction to what she saw 
on Fogo Island. The roughness of the natural world comes across in Karen's words in 
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that the house is described as being overrun by wildflowers and standing on a bluff 
overlooking the sea. 
The meaning that Karen expresses through her piece is not only of preservation 
but also how she herself is vitally connected to the Newfoundland landscape. The title of 
the piece "Wild Flowers Filled In" is important to Karen as it also expresses "exactly 
what I'm feding here" and "a lot of me is heart". In this way, Karen creates the assurance 
that the piece is not just a pretty piece to look at but one should get an emotional reaction 
to it. Karen was not only trying to represent a still of outport life but also her own 
conviction of the fate of outport life: the family in the house is gone as arc the fish, 
nature is reclaiming its place in another fonn of life. Karen's landscape is a specific 
image of outport Newfoundland where one does not see portrayals of human hardships 
such as disease and starvation. Ilowever, one can look at the situation at another angle: 
there is also a drive in Karen to create in response to the destruction around her. Karen 
feels a responsibility as a Newfoundlander to capture the remnants of outport life for she 
is trying to document the island every year, like her father before her, becausc "another 
[house J collapses into the sea". This vision of outport life is also being destroyed through 
construction in thaI there are now "homcs bigger than half of St. John's". lnese homes 
clcarly interfere with Karen's vision of outport culture. 
Karen, by preserving the past within hcr landscape quilts, also preserves a piece of 
her 'self. She communicates a desire to create a "legacy" of her self: 
In a way, I'm driven to have stuff left behind when I'm no longer here, its 
something I've always, you know. Like my husband was saying the other day, we 
have a friend who sailed around the world and 'you know, I don't have a dream'. 
Well, I said, 'My dream really, thaI I have a dream that I want to produce 
something to be left behind, a legacy to me. But l'lljust know that something's 
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left on this earth when I'm gone. It's a quirk of mine but I don't care what it is I'm 
doing, I always gotta be producing something nice, that ' s pretty. I don't care ifit's 
a small thing, or what it is who gets its ... someone's enjoying them. 
As mentioned before, Karen has a drive to preserve a specific vision of Newfoundland 
outport life. The narrative above illustrates that Karen also has a drive to preserve her self 
for future generations. In communicating 'preservation of the past ' in her pieces, she 
preserves her self at the same time in that her dream is that she wants "to produce 
something to be left behind, a legacy". Karen ends with what can be interpreted as a 
contradiction to previous opinions in that she "always gotta be producing something nice, 
that' s pretty". What is important is that, for Karen, "someone 's enjoying" her creations 
and perhaps enjoying an experience of part of herself at the same time. Karen 
demonstrates personal agency in her choice of representing and preserving a specific 
vision of rural Newfoundland. 
5.3: Conclusions 
In this chapter, I attempted to first theoretically situate the concepts of power and 
agency in order to clarify their specific definition for the reader. Power exists in dialogic 
relationships and is negotiated by individuals and collections of individuals. Agency 
therefore has the capacity to be expressed within the spectrum of self destructive and 
liberating. Women who quilt in St. John's demonstrated a progressive agency by using 
quilts as vehicles of communication in expressing voices of motivation, spirituality and 
specific notions of Newfoundland identities. By producing and thus communicating 
through quilts, many women who quilt eorporeaJize human experience into fabric. Quilts 
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thus becomc evidence of a material locus of agency. It is in this dynamic relationship 
between creator and creation that one sees agency manifested through material creations. 
When considering the personal agency of women who quilt in SL John's, this 
agency exists because the quilters themselves are embedded in relations of power in their 
daily lives. Women who quilt work inside and outside of the home, pay taxes and lor 
purchase goods in order to make their expressive creations. But like Foucault ' s 
eighteenth century soldiers, women also have the capacity for active agency. Karen 
engages in personal agency by conununicating a voice of motivation and a voice of 
commemoration in tenns of creating a quilt for her son 's graduation. Ilowever, this 
agency is limited structurally in that she may emotionally effect her son but the final 
grade of B+ will still be present on his report card. Her expression of agency is thus 
relegated to the realm of the personal. 
Some women who quilt in St. John's also conununicated personal messages in 
quilts intended for public context. Rachel, in her creation of "The Guardians", 
communicatcd that she values thc concept of gcndcred embodied knowledge. The 
embodied knowledge within her specific quilted creation is gendered and to Rachel , 
speaks more to a specific observcr: women. Rachel's decision to express and 
commlillicate her deep spiritual beliefs through her work illustrates the use of active 
personal agency. In tenns of communicating voices of the past and identity, some 
quilters expressed voices of past and present images of Newfoundland and Newfoundland 
identities. There also exists here the processes of simplification and homogenization 
where the poverty and realities of living in Newfoundland are not shown; they are 
silenced or rendered invisible. According to Lori and Katie, being a Newfoundlander can 
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"carry over to the quilting world" with visual representations of place, location and a 
"ra\VTIess". 
In the next chapter, I will argue that the narratives that surround quilts arc 
dominated by how quilters use the quilts themselves for personal agency and/or social 
action. By considering the guild's creative responses to a fellow member's cancer and 
"The Quilt A Breast Cancer Support Project" eastern tour exhibition, I will demonstrate 
how quilts become strategic vehicles in order to promote active personal agency and 
community responses to illness. 
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CHAPTER 6, FROM PERSONAL AGENCY TO SOCIAL ACTION 
The imagery is startling and compelling. Think of it-a ribbon arOlUld the 
Pentagon-lengths of colorful fabric stitched by women and ceremonially wrapped 
arOlmd an impenetrable, stone building that symbolizes the nation's military 
might. My attention has focused on discerning what these women hoped to 
accomplish with such a project and understanding why it was done in just this way 
(Pershing 1993:329). 
But no matter what we sayl About how ritual and talk 
Promise comfort, promise cure! Survival is the hardest art. 
Through each garish square is testimony! To mend the latters of terror and shame. 
These emblems of abuse only sheathe/ The tcased collon batting, 
The unraveling thread.! As each pierce of the needle 
Stitches the fragments whole,! Believe, 0 believe, this fabric bleeds 
(Taylor in Beattie and Shaughnessy 2000: 1). 
6.1: Piecework, Peace Work and Pain: Quilten' Personal Agency 
Linda Pershing's 'Peace Work out of Piecework: Feminist Needlework Metaphors 
and The Ribbon around the Pentagon" ( 1993) considers thc story of Justine Merritt and 
the fruition of her vision of The Ribbon, a nationwide sewing and needlework project of 
social resistance against the global race for nuclear anns arsenals. L Elizabeth Beanie 
and Mary Angela Shaughnessy's Sisters in Pain: Battered Women Fight Back (2000) also 
present an account of an in-prison Kentucky women's therapy group, who self-titled their 
group 'Sisters in Pain', and their quest for personal strength and healing through creating 
a quilt together. These women were also on a quest to challenge the existing laws and 
statutes pertaining to "gain[ing] clemency for incarcerated women who [had] been 
battered" and who had been sentenced to long prison tenns for either killing or assaulting 
their attacker (Beattie and Shaughnessy 2000:5). In this chapter, I first intend to take a 
cri1icallook at how both groups of women utilize their quilted creations for not only 
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personal agency but also social action. I then discuss the Cabot Quilter's Guild's response 
to the illness of a friend of creating a memory quilt. The final section of this chapter will 
consider the process of memorialization and how women have the capacity to use the 
production of quilt .. as vehicles of social agency in the NAMES Project Memorial Quilt 
for those who have died of AIDS and in my direct experience in participating in The 
Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project Eastern Tour Exhibition 2003. 
I found the inspiration for "'Tiling this chapter in Linda Pershing's quote above. 
Whal did the women from the Cabot Quilter's Guild 'hope to accomplish' in creating a 
memory quilt for their fellow quilter who was going through cancer treatments at the 
time? What was special about the quilt itself and 'why was it done in just this way'? How 
does "The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project" exhibition compare to "The Ribbon" 
in tenns of supporting social action? 
Art, politics and social action are deeply entwined in a nexus of communication, 
mobilization and social agency. In 1982, Justine Merritt first brainstonned the idea of The 
Ribbon to her family and friends, when it was an idea of "mak.ing an immense ribbon of 
decorated fabric to tic around the Pentagon as a ceremonial plea for peace"(Pershing 
1993:328). Merritt chose the Pentagon itself as a symbol for "my nation's 
violence"(Pershing 1993:328). After networking through fliers, "word of mouth" and her 
Christmas card list, soon people around the country were "sewing panels to contribute 10 
thc projcct-using embroidery, quilting, applique, knitting, batik and many other fabric 
arts"(Pershing 1993:328). The idea was to join a1l the fabric panels in order to create one 
long ribbon, hence the title of the project The Ribbon, and "encircle the Pentagon on 
August 4, 1985, to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the atomic bombing of 
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki" as an act of social protest (Pershing 1993:328). On that August 
4, "there were fifteen miles of ribbons and over twenty thousand people present-enough 
so thai they wove around not only the Pentagon, but also the Capitol building and the 
Lincoln and Washington Memorials"(Pershing 1993:328). Pershing is careful to include 
that over 90 percent of the panels were created by women (1993:329). Pershing concludes 
that for the women who created The Ribbon, "the making of the Ribbon panels became 
an amrmation of life and an act of self-actualization and empowennent, choosing to 
create a thing of beauty and value in the face of despair over the possibility of future 
annihilation"( 1993 :329). 
Here is an excellent example of how a community of women chose personal 
agency and engage in social action through the act of quilting itself. They utilize their 
skills and the production of quilted panels to mobilize social action against nuclear 
warfare. This is where the fahric panels themselves become vehicles of their social action. 
The women who participated in The Ribbon, whether quilting and/or being present at the 
ceremony, arc utilizing their material products as vehicles of social protest against the 
ever-present threat of nuclear holocaust. The campaign of The Ribbon as a social protest 
carries defined core characteristics that are as unique as each panel that constructs it. 
Firstly, The Ribbon is akin to human life itself: it is temporary, perishable and its 
composition ofmatcrial is malleable and flexible. There is a vulnerability to fabric 
whereas The Pentagon is a more pennanent stone edifice and at the same time represents 
a more solid and imposing fa~ade of power and of domination. Pershing also provides 
evidence of a contrast between an entity (a national government) and individuals (the 
needle workers) (1993:332). She includes the voice of a panel creator: 
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... 1 think the impact of The Ribbon is more on individuals, and individuals 
touching individuals, rather than on powers, on the people who have the power. 
But I do think that if enough individuals are touched, eventually 'the powers that 
be' could be challenged by that (Pershing 1993:332). 
The participant clearly states that the impact of The Ribbon is on the individual but also 
reveals that she really does not think The Ribbon itself has the power to persuade the 
Government of the United States or rather 'the powers that be' to end the possibility of 
nuclear warfare. Pershing aJso includes how another participant named Anne Long from 
Austin, Texas "described her decision to participate as a matter of conscience" and how 
the project "combined making a political statement and doing needlework" (1993:332). 
While there is the presence of doubt of the power of The Ribbon in the first participant, 
Anne Long ultimately illustrates that she herself sees her participation as social action 
within the needlework creation project. 
Another excellent example of how women who quilt use quilts as vehicles of 
social action is Beattie and Shaughnessy's Sisters in Pain: Battered Women Fight Back 
(2000). In this powerful book, the reader is carried through the story of how a group of 
women convicted of crimes against a violent offender come together for therapy and 
work together through quilting to confront thdr abusive pasts and simultaneously 
challenge the state law on parole. In 1994, two inmates at the Kentucky Correctional 
Institution for Women (KC1W) asked Chandra McElroy (an offender rehabilitation 
specialist) to "create a therapy group for battered women" which then became the 
"Battered Offenders' Self-Help Group (BOSH)"(Beatlie and Shaughnessy 2000:4). Each 
Monday, the group of"cight to twelve women" came together ''to discuss their 
experiences" where "they gained strength from the camaraderie, which they'd all missed 
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as women who were kepi isolated by their abusers" (Ibid.:5). Two other political figures 
would emerge as prominent supporters of the therapy group. Marsha Weinstein was a 
"Louisville activist for women's issues" and was "appointed by Governor Jones as the 
executive director of the Kentucky Commission of Women" where she "had detennined, 
in accepting that role, to do what she could to gain clemency for incarcerated women 
who'd been battered"~:5). The other woman involved in this journey was Helen 
Howard-Hughes who was "recently appointed chairperson of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky Parole Board" CTh..!!!.:6). Both women collaborated in order to make a difference 
in the lives of the women involved in BOSH and to challenge the stale laws over 
convicted women who killed their abusers. 
They also came together to encourage the Sisters in Pain to evoke personal agency 
in facing their abusive pasts through quilting. One woman in the group stated that "lnlo 
one cares about us and we have no voice" which then "triggered Weinstein's memory of 
having read that, in recent years, women without a political voice had expressed 
themselves through their handiwork"C!.!:lli!.:9). This is how the women invol ved in BOSH 
began a quilt that communicated ''the battering they'd survived·'~:9). 
Beattie and Shaughnessy include an abundance of photographs of the actual quilt 
squares themselves. The creation of the quilt squares became a journey of confronting 
the abuse the women in BOSH had encountered. It was difficult for me to look at the 
photographs at first as they depict graphic scenes of physical, emotional and sexual abuse 
in the pasts of the women who stitched them. However, it is the graphic visual 
stimulation of the completed quilt that catalyzed their personal and group agency. One of 
Sherry Pollard's squares depicts a scene of emotional abuse she suffered from her partner. 
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A seated, slumped female figure with her face in her hands faces an angry man who 
stands over her, pointing and saying. "You have NEVER been any good and you will 
NEVER amount 10 ANYTIIING! You will NEVER be good enough for ANYONE! You 
arc LUCKY to have 'me'!!" (Beattie and Shaughnessy 2000: 12). Her next square depicts 
the same man walking through a doorway saying, "Where do you think you're going!? 
You will do and go where'!' say! I will NEVER let you leave this house to go 
ANYWIIERE!" (J1lliI.). These squares depict the gradual isolation of Sherry by her 
partner's words. The physical domination of the exchange can be seen in the directness 
of his statement in that he will never let her leave. Other squares like that of Karen Stout 
are self-portraits of the physical abuse received. Karen's self-portraiture depicts a face of 
a woman, but the needlework of the square blackens her left eye and weaves to show 
drops of blood dripping from her mouth along with a bloody nose QQ.i.4,: 13). This is a 
square that a viewer observer cannot avoid. There were also squares of plain text that 
offered messages of hope and protest. For example, one square by Karen Stout states that 
"If you're in the dark, Light your Candle From MINE" Q.!llil: 12) and a Sherry Pollard 
square demands "Don't just write the laws to protect us, ENFORCE THEM!" Q.!ili!.14). 
The creation of the squares thus offered women, whose voices were oppressed by abuse 
and violence, a therapeutic outlet to confront their experiences and a forum for their new 
voices. 
It is this graphic visual stimulation of the completed quilt that became a strategic 
vehicle for the women of BOSH to mobilize personal and group agency. It was May 1995 
when the members of BOSII finished their fifty-two squares and McElroy's project had 
received increasing news coverage from the press (Beattie and Shaughnessy 2000: 18). In 
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August, the quilt traveled for the first time to the state fair in Louisville where fairgoers 
"rated thc Sisters in Pain Quill, which would latcr be dubbed the Prison Quilt, the single 
most popular piece of stitchery displayed at the fair to date"(lbid.). Weinstein \cd 
Governor Jones to the quilt itself in order to "heighten ... the governor's awareness of the 
abuses that its makers had survived" and upon vicwing the quilt, the Governor himself 
began to cry (Ibid.). He responded that "(w]e have got to see about getting these women 
out of prison before I leave office" and in later interviews, stated, "[wJithout the quilt, in 
honesty. I doubt (the women's parole) would have happened . .. Many things in our 
society-if they're visual and right there in front of you-you grab them"(lQi4.:19). Nine of 
the thirteen women in BOSH gained commutations and that "the next step was for those 
women to have their cases heard by the parole board" and following those reviews, 
twelve of the thirteen women were granted parole C!.hlQ:21-22). What is important to 
remember Governor Jones' observation that it was the stark visual nature of the quilt that 
directly influenced bis decision to take action in the convicted women' s lives. By 
quilting their storics and displaying them for all the world to sec, the Sisters in Pain 
finally had a chance to heal their pasts and raise their voices in social protest by enacting 
agency through the production of a quilt. 
6.2: Two Surprises For Donna 
In the following section, I would like to illustrate how the narratives and actions 
that surround quilts arc dominated by the way women use the quilts themselves as 
strategic vehicles in order to promote personal agency and responses to illness. However, 
this personal agency is limited to the realm of the personal and docs not extend into social 
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action. The first example I would like to consider is Donna's narrative on her experience 
in facing cancer and enacting personal agency through the practice of quilting. The 
second example where individuals enact personal agency in response to illness is the 
creation of Donna Howell's memory quilt. I then follow with a deconstruction of "The 
Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project Exhibition" where women (and men) locally and 
nationally use the act of quilting strategically to move from personal agency to a larger 
arena of social action. I argue that the exhibition itself becomes a temporary memorial to 
those who have passed on from cancer as well as show how both the volunteers and 
contributors to the auction are utilizing quilts in order to mobilize action against illness. 
I can remember quite vividly the first time I saw Donna I lowell. While all of my 
participants exhibited their own uniqueness, Donna's experience within the guild was 
quite different from anyone else on another level. It wa., Saturday morning during the 
October Guild Retreat weekend and the women themselves had already been quilting for 
tv.'o nights and three days when I arrived at the Burry Heights United Chureh Camp. The 
majority of the quilters were located in the front room which was filled with the constant 
buzz of talk, laughter and the whirring of the sewing machines all around us. The tables 
themselves were arranged around the room facing inward. There were also two rows of 
sewing tables in the middle ofthc room as well. Each quilter had their own long table and 
some even brought desk lamps to temporarily give them much needed light as the days 
grew shorter. As I toured around the perimeter tables, I met with women who were either 
taking a break and/or chatting with their neighbour. Rosalie happened to be piecing a 
difficult wall hanging that was intended to be a gift for her daughter's upcoming wedding 
anniversary. The wall hanging was a lily and Rosalie shared with me that she was 
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including pieces of her daughter's wedding dress in as the white sections of the quilt. 
However, Rosalie had taken a piecc of the wrong green colour for the leaves and this 
unfortunately set her back two to three hours of labour. I continued on and another 
woman in the comer was machine stitching a bear face to the side of what would become 
a pillow. She pointed out that using fusible interfacing allowed her to zigzag stitch around 
the difficult and complex edges more readily as it kept the material from moving. 
Fascinated by all the different creations that surrounded me and excited for the 
fieldwork that would come, I made my way over to a couple of tables where I had spoiled 
the beginning of a beautiful Christmas scene. On a cream coloured backing, a Christmas 
tree, fireplace, intricate presents, Santa's feet coming out of the chimney, a window with 
three dimensional rumed curtains and the beginning of a cozy chair adorned this tribute 
to "A Night Before Christmas". I looked up to see who was crafting this piece and saw 
Donna for the first time. Here sat a woman who, very calmly, was painstakingly cutting 
out the smallest of fabric pieces for her Christmas scene. She smiled and when I 
introduced myself, she responded that she remembered my presentation on my research 
at the first annual Guild meeting only three weeks ago. I also noticed that there were 
bottles ofhand lotion not far from her work and that her hands were dry and deep cracks 
covered the fingers that guided the fabric through her machine. I found it very hard not to 
stare at her large, bright pink turban wrap that encircled her head. My suspicions were 
confinned later that day by a Guild member who told me that Donna was going through a 
second trial of cancer. 
Carol·Ann, sister 10 Paulette and daughter to Maxilene (quilters who were also 
present at the retreat), had just finished wrestling with her sewing machine and a quilt that 
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was being sewn together. She and her fellow creators dubbed this quilt the "The Fucking 
Apache Trail"l. I then accidentally stabbed myself with my embroidery needle. Not 
knowing whether to scream or laugh, I looked up. Movement over in Carol-Ann's 
direction had halted. She had left the quilt in mid sewing when I saw her and Sarah and 
Paulette conversing in a close circle nearby. Paulette held a plastic Ziploc bag which held 
coins, and several five dollar bills in it. Carol-Ann and Sarah proceeded to give Paulette 
sums of money while Paulette's eyes darted back and forth as if to see who was entering 
the second room. Paulette left our area in order to continue on to other groupings of 
women. When Paulette returned, I approached her and asked what the bag and the money 
was for. I had assumed that it would be a collection of some sort and, always thinking in 
tenns of 'exchange', I also wanted to conlribute too. Paulette confessed, "It's a surprise 
for Dorma. She has to leave early tonight because she's gorma be in the Breast Cancer 
Walk tomorrow. We thought it would be a good idea to collect something for her, to 
sponsor her." I asked ifl might contribute and then sat down to continue embroidering 
my Halloween crest. After a few minutes, I overheard Lori and Paulette discussing 
whether to givc Donna thc money at thc beginning of dinner or whether to wait until she 
had fmished eating. Lori suggested that they wait until after dinner as Donna "usually 
gets really emotional over a gesture like this". She reminded Paulette about how Donna 
had cried when the guild had surprised her with a memory quill. Lori continued that this 
had happened before dinner and that she remembered that Donna could not eat as she was 
I Carol-Ann, Paulette and Debby were creating a quilt to sell for the first time together. The pattern of the 
quilt itself is called "The Apache Trail" and consists of wide curved bands of pieced blocks logether. Carol-
Ann was having difficulty as the lOp, filling and back of the quilt had already been basted together and she 
was in the process of redoing some of the machine qUilting that either Paulette or Debby had done before. 
They told me that in their emails about the quilt and its numerous problems, they began to call the quilt 
"The Fucking Apache Trail" because orthe problems it created. 
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so emotional. After dinner, the guild members surprised Donna again on a weekend 
retreat with more than seventy dollars in sponsorship money. This is how Ileamed of 
Donna's memory quilt. 
I would first like to consider Donna's narrative of her quilting and cancer 
experience before I analyze her fellow guild members' responses to her illness in the fonn 
of a memory quilt. lt is October 7tb and I find myself standing in Donna' s front foyer 
drenched to the bone. The pouring rain soaks me here in Mount Pearl even though I am 
wearing my trusty rain jacket and slush pants. When I moved to Newfoundland the 
swnmer before, I realized on the third day of searching in vain for an umbrella that 
umbrellas are rare on the island and thus invested in some rain gear from the local 
Canadian Tire store. llowever, I learn that on this smoky October day, aununnal rain has 
a tendency to fall sideways even in Mount Pearl. Donna tells me to come on in and dry 
myself and she generously hangs my pants and jacket on the front door knob and rail so 
as to ensure efficient drying. Her house is wann to my skin and I am relieved to be 
inside. Donna's house is a split level and I go up stairs to the kitchen instead of down into 
the cozy rec room where her mother in law is sitting. We enter the ki tchen where the 
cupboards continue to cmanate the wannth that I always feel from wooden th ings. There 
is a large window on the opposite wall that overlooks out to the back yard where small 
nearly leafless trees stand. While getting us something to drink for the interview, Donna 
and I talk about "Random Passage" and how the set for the mini series filmed in 
Newfoundland was built with trees as small as the ones growing in her backyard. I nolice 
there are bottles of hand lotion alongside the condiments on the kitchen table. After 
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pouring two large glasses of water, Donna sits opposite me at the kitchen table with the 
tape recorder between us and we begin our conversation. 
In teons of sewing and quilting, Donna likes to do "a bit of everything". This 
means experimenting and trying new "challenges" like drapes and pillows as well as 
quilting by hand. Donna is originally from St. John's, Newfoundland and estimates that 
she started to quilt five or six years ago. It was the finished quilted pieces shown in the 
'show and tell' segment of a Cabot Quilter's Guild meeting that sparked her amazement 
at what the quilters were creating. She then signed up for a beginners quilting course 
with PauleUe where once a week each student would work on a sample block which 
featured a new technique. What strikes me even today in reading over my interview notes 
is that Donna attaches great importance to the notions of practicality and of doing. 
Quilting gives Donna access to the act of doing. Quilting by hand is more efficient for 
her as one can "sit together with family" instead of piecing alone in a separate room and 
one can also "piece while waiting for the kids at the pool". Quilting by hand to Donna 
exhibits practicality in tenns of maintaining close social relationships with her family. 
Quilting is also practical to Donna because of its portability. Donna also likes to see 
material in her life to be used and useful. She recowlts that at the retreat, Donna 
suggested to Rosalie to place a bit of her own wedding dress along with that of her 
daughters in the paper pieced wall-hanging Rosalie was constructing for her daughter's 
wedding anniversary. Donna goes on to relate that her wedding dress "is too big" for her 
daughters to wear so she is planning to take it apart and "make Christening dresses out of 
them". The wedding dress then takes on this useful quality. According to Donna herself, 
it "becomes an heirloom" and "something to pass on forever". Here, practicality and 
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usefulness are embedded in the processes of creating familial heritage as well as 
prescrving specific life moment memories for future generations. 
While we talked at her kitchen table, I made the decision during the interview that 
I would not press her to speak in detail about her experience with cancer as I had 
promised the interview was going to be focused on her experiences with quilting. I felt 
that in this context, direct questions may have given the first impression of 'snooping' or 
perhaps an 'expose' and carried the possibility of making me and my participant 
uncomfortable. While Donna does not go into any detail, her thoughts and feelings about 
her condition appear throughout the interview itself. Donna's personality shines in that 
she claims her experience with quilting and with canccr as her own. For example, she is 
"not a perfectionist" and insists that ''this is not my job, this is what I enjoy". She 
continues, ''why am I going to stress myself out?". In reference to making lime for Guild 
meetings once a month, Donna emphatically states that "this is my oUling, nothing 
interferes with this outing except sickness and this is my sickness, I'm [the one} having 
it". In one sentence, Donna combines her claim on experiencing quilting and cancer. This 
emphasis on claiming individual experience occurs again when we talk about how I can 
only concentrate on a single task at a time. Donna spoke encouragingly: 
Why would you change it ifi! works for you? Just lx.'Causc somebody multitasks 
doesn't mean they are any more productive than you are. You arc completing 
things. 
The idea of working to complete objects carries into how quilting as a leisure activity 
helps Donna cope with cancer. It is important to know that Donna Howell was a quilter 
even before her battle with cancer began. I conclude that quilting can be seen as 
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therapeutic but not specifically as art thcrapy2 in this casco At the end of our 
conversation together that Donna shares with me how quilting has helped her cope during 
the past year: 
Jaime: What's ahead in quilting for you? 
Donna: Right now, completing what I got done. I would like to do a scrap quilt. I 
also read "The Quilter's Apprentice", it's a four part book series, fiction. In the 
book, a woman taught someone to quilt and they turned it into something that was 
positive for them, functional. They used it to save a heritage home, hand piecing a 
quilt. I haven't done a piece completely hand piecing ... lt (quilting) helped this 
year too, made a big difference too, always having something that you could be 
doing, kept you from sittin' down and dwelling on stuff too. It keeps you going. I 
never want to pursue, I didn't want to be doing nothing anyway but you know 
[pause and continues in almost a whisperll do find that keeping busy really made 
a difference again through all this illness. 
Jaime: And also focuscd. And positive 100, like going to the retreal. 
Working on quilted objects and projects helped Donna tremendously during a difficult 
time in her life. The activity of doing "made a big difference" which kept her from 
"siltin' down and dwelling on stuff'. In the end, quilting "keeps you going". It is this 
idea of doing, of enacting personal agency. that appeals to Donna and reflects her ideal of 
practicality. Iler last sentence in the narrative above reveals the importance of quilting for 
Donna in that "keeping busy really made a difference through allrnis illness". Donna 
clearly claims hcr experience with cancer as her own but also expresses her desire to take 
action through quilting instead of a non-active response. However, this example of using 
quilting as a vehicle for personal agency demonstrates that in this instance personal 
agency is personal and does not continue into a larger arena of social action. 
1 There exists !Ill entire n-:alm of academic literature on an therapy. After some initial reading, I came to the 
conclusion that Donna was not participating in art therapy as a pn:scribed activity by a medical profes.~ional 
but rather found for herself that quilting helped her cope with her cancer therapeutically 
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6.2.1: Another Response to Cancer: Friends in the Guild 
After interviewing Donna, I had the opportunity to photograph the memory quilt 
mentioned previously by Lori at the retreat. Each square was completed by individual 
quilters at the fall retreat two years before and pieced and quilted at the retreat when 
Donna was present. The label on the back of the quilt had a phototransferred miniature 
map of the quilt squares. A transferred photograph of each woman who had contributed 
to the quilt itselfwas positioned above or below that person's square on the map. I was 
told that Donna had no clue as to what was occurring around her and was completely 
taken aback with the gesture. Lori and I talked about this kind gesture on behalf of the 
guild. In the narrative that follows, I would like to consider how the quilt itself becomes a 
specific metaphor for comfort. 
Jaime: In terms of time. I only have one last question. I thought it was really neat 
to see that you participated on the memory quilt for Donna, for Donna Howell 
fLori: Yeah, she's so sweet]. I was wondering if you could talk to me about that 
experience, just as a closing. Well, who started the idea that you should do that? 
Lon: Oh, I don't know, I can't remember .... Well. .. anyways. it was probably 
Kathleen Martin her friend, that would be my guess. She said we were just going 
to do it and 1 thought (pause) what a nice idea. 1 just thought it was such a nice 
gesture (pause) you know? It could've been a quilt, it could have been a basket of 
muffins, it could've been mowing the lawn, it wasn't that it was a quilt. The point 
was that it was for Donna. 'Cause Donna was just having a crappy time. [Jaime: 
Yeah] Health is in danger, your life is in danger [Jaime: Lots of issues to deal 
with] yeah. J think with the quilt. I mean that's Donna's forte. Donna's a 
wonderful quilter, urn so the appreciation level would be there and quilting to us 
has a certain comfort zone. Well, you know a lot of people go home, watch TV 
and throw a quilt over themselves and yes, its comfortable but that's not your 
comfort zone. There's a hig difference. And I think having a quilt made by all 
your friends ... my mom died of cancer too so I know about the chemo, oh my 
god .. 
Jaime: So you could relate. 
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Lori: Oh totally. I know what its like to have to hold your mother's head above 
the toilet while she's throwing up for ten hours. I just felt that, you know, when 
you're, you've finished throwing up for tcn hours in the toilet and you arc flaked 
out on the couch and you don't have one ounce of energy left to do so much as 
blink .. . to lie down on the couch with a quilt over you that that's you comfort zone 
because its what you like to do. And it was made by all of your friends so you 
have that comfort zone available to you. I just thought that was a great idea. 
Jaime: It was beautiful and it was interesting that everybody did an individual 
square and it worked out [Lori: It worked out wonderful] It looks fabulous. Now 
tell me about your square. How did you choose what to do? 
Lori: I made a butterfly. I also love butterflies, I just think that they re the most 
fascinating animals in the world. I think its just the cocoon thing and the chance 
for change you know? And life has a new start man [Jaime: That's rightJ and I 
think that's what made me want to do a butterfly. It's kind of like Don. When this 
is all said and done, you'll be the same person but man, the road is still there. You 
can have a fresh start kind of thing (pause) and just put it behind you and not 
forget, cause you'll never forget but it's a new start. Just take the first step and go 
ahead you know? That's why I did a butterfly and it was bright colours, fuchsia 
background and it was blue or teal, yellow. It was just bright, it's a new day. 
Lori's narrative conceming Donna's memory quilt is evocative in many ways. She is very 
specific as to her perception of the quilt's purpose. It is the idea of the "gesture" of 
making a quilt where it could "have been a quilt" or making a "basket of muffins" or even 
"mowing the lawn". For Lori, the point "was that it was for Donna". What is important 
here is that the guild members who participated chose to do a quilt instead of baking 
muffins or mowing the lawn because of how it would be meaningful to Donna. 
Lori goes on to explain in detail how the idea of 'comfort' has a deeper meaning 
when it comes to quiltcrs and especially in this circwnstance. Quilts can be comfortable 
after a long day and useful when used as a wrap while watching TV. Lori is quick to point 
out that this example of a quilt as a wrap is nol what a 'comfort zone' entails. She talks 
vividly about her mother's constant exhaustive sickness and eventual death from cancer 
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and gives me an example ofwhal discomfort is considered 10 be. Only then can I 
understand what a 'comfort zone' to a qui Iter entails. The quilt then not only gives Donna 
utilitarian warmth but it is the knowledge that the quilt wa'i made for you by your friends 
that communicates and that gives Dolllla a 'comfort zone'. Quilting is what Donna "likes 
to do" and that it is the responsibility of her friends to make sure that "that comfort zone 
[is] available to you". 
Lori's individual square also has the capacity to contribute to the 'comfort zone' 
in its hidden personal meaning from Lori herself. Lori indicates that she chose a butterfly 
not only because she loves them, but also for the symbolic act of breaking out of a 
cocoon. I argue that Lori wanted to conununicatc to DOlllla a comfort that there was hope 
for DOlllla to become that butterfly; ''to just put it behind you and not forget" but that "it's 
a new start". Lastly, the colours Lori chose were bright and vivid thus evoking positivity. 
In the narrative, this 'brightness' contrasts sharply with Lori's previous account of her 
mother's sickness. For Lori, brightness becomes an essential quality to the quilt. The 
making of the quilt itself, in tum, gives Donna's friends a chance to provide 'comfort' as 
wcll as to foster hope in her battle with cancer. The construction and gift of the quilt 
becomes a strategic vehicle for Donna's friends to engage in personal agency and respond 
to Donna in hcr lime ofnced. Again, this personal agency through the act of qUilting is 
limited to the realm of the personal and docs not extend to a larger arena of social action. 
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6.3: From Personal Agency to Social Action: "The Quilt: A Brcast Cancer Support 
Project" 
In early July 2003, I was at Devon I louse taking notes on all things having to do 
with crafts and when I came across a pamphlet that I had not noticed before on previous 
visits. The purple on the cover had caught my eye and I picked it up hurriedly only to 
look at it when I got home. It provided an introduction to "The Quilt: A Breast Cancer 
Support Project". I noticed and made note that the Eastern Tour of the show was 
scheduled in St. John 's from August 1-9,2003 and made a point to anend and document 
this event. The Eastern tour of the exhibition was to be displayed in the St. John's La-Z- Y 
Boy furniture gallery. The furniture gallery was located in Wedgewood Park, a sprawling 
and large commercial and industrial park set "in the middle of nowhere" near the city 
limits and consists of large department and home improvement stores such as a large 
Walmart, Kent's Home Improvement, Zellers and Cosco to name a few. The La-Z-Boy 
Furniture Gallery was located by itself and while riding in the bus, 1 noticed the same 
purple colour out of the comer of my eye. Posters for the quilt show were posted on the 
four glass doors of the entrance to the gallery and I could hardly wait to attend. 
The eastern tour exhibition of donated quilts I attended on August 5, 2003 was 
only one event in a series of social activities that comprise "The Quilt: A Breast Cancer 
Support Project" . The project currently is the brainchild or Carol Miller, a qui Iter from 
Ontario. It was 1997 when Carol was "diagnosed with breast cancer" and "her thoughts 
turned to quilting, a craft that had shaped her life"(The Quilt: A Brem;t Cancer Support 
Project Show Guide 2003: I). Carol thought of "the companionship of the quilting bee", 
"the laughter", "the sharing" and "the support that women gave each other as they pieced 
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-together a story from treasured remnants" (The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project 
Show Guide 2003: 1). Carol's ideas on how to deal with her experience with cancer echo 
that of Donna Howell in that "she knew that when hands were busy, the mind was freed" 
and that "lhis was exactly the sort of thing that women with breast cancer needed to 
survive" (The Quilt 2003: I). It is from these personal observations that Carol conceived 
the notion for a qui lting exhibit and auction to benefit the Canadian Cancer Society as 
well as survivors ofbrcast cancer (The Quilt 2003: 1). The project's online internet web 
site states the current statistics in tenns of how many quilts have been donated in the past 
and the total amount of money that was raised per annum (and per auction/. In 2001, 
there were 641 qui lts donated with an auclion total of $328,000 while the next year 
brought 941 quilts with an auction total of over half a million dollars raised for breast 
cancer research ( 2004). The 2003 exhibition and auction began in 
Stratford, Ontario on May 16 with a display of230 quilts in Festival Square and also had 
two separate exhibi tions in eastern and western Canada, each displaying 85 quilts (The 
Quilt 2003:2). The show guide indicated that the traveling exhibition would return to 
Casa Lorna in Toronto at the beginning of September. The culmination of social events 
of the project was a Gala Auction Evening held on Saturday November 15 at the Avon 
Theatre in Stratford that was emceed by Stratford Festival actress Lucy Peacock and Luba 
Goy ofthc Royal Canadian Air Farce television series. These social events clearly 
indicate an arena for social action. 
l On the first page oflhe program show guide, the organi7.ers of the exhibition and auction an:: very clear to 
stale that a tOlal of 100% of the money earned from the auction "goes directly to the Canadian Cancer 
Society office nearest the donor of the quilt" (The Quilt 2003:1). 
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My approach to this traveling exhibition and auction is to consider the eastern tour 
event as that of perfonnance and memorialization. I would first like to contextualize the 
exhibition in tenns of space and display. I will then investigate and analyze how the 
individual quilts on display become vehicles for agency by their creators. As mentioned 
before, the La-z-Boy furniture gallery is situated in Wedgewood Park on the outskirts of 
SI. John's, Newroundland. There is only one city bus route (Route 10) available to the 
public that travels its route only once an hour, The site is also accessible by taxi service 
as well as by Cat. From this observation, I contend that the geographical location of the 
gallery creates the possibility that access could be restricted to the exhibition for pcople 
who can not afford cars or the time to travel on a city bus. llowever, the exhibition itself 
is sponsored by Lay-Z-Boy and therefore is at the mercy of wherever the galleries are 
situated. The furniture gallery building is new. Inside the lobby of the first set of doors 
with the four posters stands a large metal easel that proclaims the exhibition where ;Lay-
Z-Boy Furniture Galleries are proud to host the Quilt Eastern Tour'. I also observed that 
there was what I first thought of as a plain side table. Upon further inspcetion, the price 
tag of more than a thousand dollars indicates to me that the furniture gallery services a 
certain type of customer: one who is willing to pay significant swns of money for a piece 
of furniture. 
The "pcrfonnance" that is the exhibition begins after one walks through the 
second set of glass doors into the vending space itself. Upon entering, my eyes make a 
panoramic sweep of the entire open and \vcll-lit store where one can now choose between 
two forks in the path of the short major aisle. Three women sit located at the head of the 
split in limonite flooring. One is taller than me, perhaps 5'7 and has slight wrinkles 
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arOWld her eyes with blonde short straight hair that does not touch her shoulder and thin 
teal framed glasses. Another woman with dark short gray hair is fonnally clothed for she 
wears a smart blueish gray knitted pantsuit and a pearl necklace around her decolletage. 
The last woman 's face is not riddled with wrinkJes and lines of time but is rather young in 
appearance, yet she sports layered short gray hair with specs of white streaks throughout. 
She also wears wire-rimmcd glasses and is dressed in a light yellow-green suit. I would 
meet this woman again at the Cabot Quilter' s Guild Annual meeting and would discover 
that she is Ethel Isenor, couture quiltcr extraordinairc. I approach the table and notice that 
there are copics of the pamphlet I picked up at Devon House, larger copies of the program 
guide and a fabric collaged box with a slit in the side that sits in the center of the table. A 
$10.00 donation to the project will give you one copy of the program as well as three 
draw tickcts for a quilt. 
These observations from my ficldnotes arc striking in that the exhibition mirrors 
that of a museum and/or a theatre perfonnance. The first activity an observer encounters 
is the purchase of a ticket and a program. In this case, the tickets arc for a prize draw for 
one of the donated quilts. It is the program show guide itself that becomes the central 
nexus of the exhibition itself. While its purchase seems to be voluntary, its contents work 
to engage the observer with the magnjtude of the project. There also may exist both a 
moral and peer pressure to contribute to the cause through this purchase from the 
presence ofthe sellers. The program includes detailcd directions on a) how to use the 
book to place a bid in the auctions in person, on-line, by phone or by fax; b) the 
explanation of quilting technique tenns such as applique, embroidercd. picced, whole 
cloth and printed fabric; c) slUpping charges and d) colour photographs of each quilt that 
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accompany the title of the quilt, the name and geographical origin of the donor, the size of 
the quilt, the name ofthe pattern, the quilt's appraised value and a short paragraph which 
the donor has written. Instantly, the reader of the program can approach a quilt on display 
and research all of the details of its creation and purpose. In so doing, the visitor is 
connected to both the quilt and the quilt's creator through the guide itself. In tenns of 
physically interacting with the quilts on site, I was instructed by Ethel that one was not 
supposed to touch the quilt itself as the oils and dirt on hands would slowly soil the quilt 
and thcrefore lead to the damaging of the quilt's fibres. If one wanted to turn the chosen 
quilt over, Ethel or another representative would wear while cotton gloves and perfonn 
that function. (fthere was more than one visitor occupied with looking at the back ofa 
quilt, Ethel would distribute white gloves to the observers themselves. In order to enforce 
this courtesy, many quilts had an additional sign pinned onto their bordcrs that reads: 
"Please do not touch or handle the quilts. Please ask for assistance. Thank you" (emphasis 
on sign). 
When gathering ethnographic data, one can gain knowledge through the 
accumulation and analysis of visual data. An important aspect of an exhibition is its 
visual nature. A key issue to consider is how the objects themselves communicate value, 
contcxt and meaning in how they are arranged and presented. While the La-z-Boy 
furniture gallery was a public space, I asked both the representatives of the quilt show as 
well as the manager of the store iff might take photographs ofthe quilts in the exhibition. 
Documenting the exhibition via photographs was crucial in analyzing how the quilts 
communicated value and meaning for one can observe how they are positioned 
throughout the store itself. After documenting the position of the quilts in the exhibition, 
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I observed many interesting characteristics. The quilts in the exhibition ranged in size 
from small wall hangings to large king size bed quilts. However, no quilt appeared to be 
displayed on a horizontal surface such as a bed. All of the quilts were hung. There were 
three types of visual arrangement. Some quilts were suspended from the ceiling and 
seemed to float in mid air. These same quilts were hung in between 'sets' of furniture. 
These quilts served to divide physical space on their own and were either queen or king 
size but also the highest appraised quilts in terms of monetary value. It was in this context 
of display where the exhibition was most abstract in tenns of presentation. For example, 
in photograph A4 one sees quilt #127 entitled "Hawaiian Gold" suspended with invisible 
string on a wooden dowel in space. The quilt itself does not touch any furniture or walls 
and is also hung on an acute angle from the outside wall behind it. Hawaiian Gold, while 
hanging behind a furniture diorama, stands by itself in the exhibition and therefore can be 
constituted as abslract in nature. Another similar example is the positioning of quilt #284 
entitled "Sampler". The design itself is unique in that the squares of samplers are usually 
seen and presented as straight squares. All of the sample squares in quilt #284 are 
positioned on an angle that not only attracts the eye of the observer but also sets this quilt 
as a unique sampler. One does not expect a sampler's squares to be arranged in this 
manner and it is this unexpected quality that constitutes this quilt as exhibiting 
abstractness. Like the previously discussed "Hawaiian Gold", this "Sampler" is 
suspended in mid air as well. 
The second type of visual arrangement occurred when quilts arc hung from pre-
existing interior structures such as dividing walls. These quilts can be associated in 
~ Please see Appendix A for photographs A to G 
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context with the surrounding furniture or exist as a separate background. In photograph C, 
"Flowers for Friends", "Shining Stars of Hope", "Scrappy Hearts for Scrappy Survivors", 
"Ilealing Flower Baskets" and "Garden of Hope" (from left to right) are displayed on a 
pre-existing dividing wall which originally separated the central "Design Center" from 
the "Recliner Gallery". With the exception of "Scrappy Hearts for Scrappy Survivors" 
which anchors the middle of the display, the symmetrical design and paltem of the quilts 
mirror and imitate the symmetrical rows of recliners before them. Even the sampler 
"Flowers for Friends" exhibits a row-like symmetry in that the sampler blocks themselves 
are organized in three rows of three squares. This second type of visual arrangement also 
communicates a message of value to the observer as well. When I ventured to the back of 
the store, I was fascinated with how the quilts had been arranged. In the foreground of 
photographs D and E, one can see another view of the "Recliner Gallery". The name of 
"Recliner Gallery" itself communicates a message of value in that 'gallery' can be 
interpreted by the observer as like an art or museum gallery. The higher value of art or 
museum picces, objccts of material culture that are 'special ', now translates to the quilts 
which are suspended in a gallery of their own. The quilts in the background arc displayed 
in the same zig zag formation as the recliners and therefore add movement to the display 
for the eye. My first jottings of this gallery of quilts stated that the first image that eame 
to me after seeing this display was that ofthe sale of expensive 'Oriental' carpets. 
A second example of quilts demonstrating opulent value occurs in photograph F. 
lois photograph consists of another view of the extensive recliner gallery but was placed 
on an exterior wall of the store. I Jere, I argue that the positioning of the quilts 
communicate value in terms of how they arc framed themselves. Quilt #222 entitled 
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"Birds ofa Feather" and quilt #374 entitled "Show Love the Whole Year Through" arc 
positioned beside a central window that consists of a large background photograph of an 
autumn tree landscape. The two quilts that flank this central window become by 
association metaphorical windows themselves. Are they windows into the creator of the 
quilts? Or perhaps arc they windows to a cure for breast cancer? Thc two quilts "Birds of 
a Feather" and "Show Love the Whole Year Through" are framed by a protruding 
archway at thcir top and two Grecian inspired columns to the len and right. The framing 
action of the archway and the columns adds the connotation of value to these specific 
quilts. They received a specific place as well as framing constructs. All eight quilts in 
the back wall gallery as well as the two quilts on the outside wall, communicate a similar 
material value as that of a painting in an art gallery or a precious object in muscum by 
their own physical arrangement. 
The third type of visual arrangement communicates a central meaning most onen 
attributed to quilts: that of creating and establishing a sense of 'home'. Quilts were 
integrated into the existing furniture dioramas. Aftcr taking the left 'fork' in front of the 
welcome desk, I passed two sofa displays to my left. It was after these displays that I 
encountered what looked like a museum diorama. In the store's upper left comer of its 
expansive space, I stood on the brink of an upper middle-class living room. In photograph 
G, one can see that this living room was well equipped with valuable objects. A wooden 
mantelpiece framed the fireplace while a central framed clock kept time for the invisible 
family. A total of five different sized lamps, one a wrought metal floor lamp, illuminated 
the space and palm leaf plants and ivy gave a living presence to the living room as well. 
Two opulent chocolate brown leather sofas were situated on the borders of the room. 
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These sofas also sport tapestry inspired throw pillows. A hardwood sofa table ended the 
space at the border of the aisle I was standing on. The only 'fakeness' of the room arc the 
books. The room contained four visible posters oftremps I'oeill bookshelves which gave 
the room another potential use: a library. In my ficldnotes, I observed that it was 
interesting to note how all three quilts in this diorama seem to belong to the room itself. 
The small quilt "Christmas Tree" by Janet Rice-Bredin in Sudbury, Ontario is 
placed symmetrically in the center above the fireplace mantle and gives a festive holiday 
and festival feci to the room. The quilt directly to the right of "Christmas Tree" is entitled 
"Spring Flowers" just as spring follows winter. This quilt covers the imitation bookshelf 
like a framed painting might in a turn of the century antiquarian's library. The last quilt 
called "Heart to Heart" by the Cotillion Ladies Club and Savanna Creations from Spirit 
River, Alberta is the most fascinating to consider in this discussion of context and of 
building home. The themes of 'heart', 'hearth' and 'home' repeal themselves for within 
the patlern in "Heart to Heart" is the famous log cabin pattern. I was told that 
traditionally, the center square of the log cabin quilt square wa<; and is always red to 
symbolize the hearth which was also described as being the ccnter of the home. The dark 
shaded quilt squares are arranged in the shape of a heart by the women of Savanna 
Creations. It is in this sense of constructing the context of , home' that I wish to speak 10. 
Within the quilt itself, the symbol of a home's ' hearth ' in the pattern, while not 
represented as a red square, would be known to fellow quilters and thus there would be 
the association of the quilt's pattern with the rest of the diorama. 
Individuals come to the La-z-Boy furniture gallery with the intention to purchase 
furniture in order to create a 'home' back in their living space. The quilt "Heart to 
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lleart's" square pattern and larger shadow pattern unite and communicate in one fabric 
creation the themes of heart, home and hearth. The furniture diorama also communicates 
these themes within the presence of the fireplace and in the presence of comfortable 
furniture. However, I argue that the purpose of integrating the quilts into the diorama, the 
organizers of the exhibition are purposely sending the observer a message that quilts are 
the heart of the home; they arc the objects that enhance what a material home is. At the 
same time, there is 'heart' in the fact that the eventual auction of these quilts will 
contribute to finding a cure for breast cancer so those affiicted will not have to leave their 
'homes' , their 'hearts' and the fires of life because oflhe illness. My observations were 
con finned in a later interview with Ethel. Without any inquisitive prompting, Ethel shared 
with me that the importance of displaying a quilt is the tone and theme of the piece itself. 
She recounted that an example of this occurred at the La-z-Boy exhibition where some 
quilts were "placed in an environment" and "looked as though they belonged". Here, 
Ethel's observations on important aspects of display re-enforce my earlier argwnents on 
the construction of context by the positioning of the individual quilts themselves. In the 
final section of this chapter, I wish to demonstrate that women who quilt not only can 
communicate personal agency and social action through the quilts themselves but also 
utilize the quilts as material vehicles for their social action against breast cancer. 
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6.4: Narratives Indicating Quilts As Vehicles for Social Action 
I shall pass through this world but once. Any good therefore, that I can do, or any 
kindness that I can show to any human being, let me do it now. Let me not defer 
or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again (The Quilt 2003:72). 
We have all been affected, in some way, by this terrible disease. I donate this quilt 
to The Quilt Project with the hope that it will, in some small way, help to find a 
cure. The quilt is a tribute to my family and friends who have been afflicted with 
cancer - those who have won their battles, those who continue to fight, and those 
who have climbed the Stairway to I leaven. If love could build a staircase and fond 
memories a lane, we'd climb the Stairway to Ilcaven and bring them home again 
(The Quilt 2003:76). 
The program show guide, which includes descriptions of all the quilts in the 
auction regardless of the location of the traveling exhibitions, also works to engage the 
observer with the individual stories and purposes of the donated quilts themselves. It is 
both the program guide and the presence of the quilts themselves that unites the national 
macro-level contcxt of quilting and cancer with the micro-level pasts, presences and 
futures of the charitable quilters themselves. My approach in investigating how quilters 
utilize quills as vehicles for agency involves considering how social action and personal 
agency can be seen in the creation of temporary memorials to the deceased and the 
communication of the rhetoric of survivors. 
In "The Person With AIDS: The Body, the Feminine and the NAMES Project 
Memorial Quilt" (1998), Flavia Rando takes a closer look at both the process of 
memorialization through the construction of a quilt. Rando also considers how the quilt 
project initialized social agency in how the American public and medical establishment 
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conceptualizes a person with AIDS or "PWA"(Rando 1998). At the beginning ofthe 
article, Rando provides a historical context of how a PWA has come to be viewed. First, a 
PWA and the AIDS population "[havel been perceived as marked by profound 
differences of sexuality, race, and class from l an] imagined' general population " '(Rando 
1998: 192). The myth of the 'general population ' consists of "heterosexual, middle class, 
white" people who have a "lifestyle defined by monogamy and nuclear family" which 
echoes the "sadly outdated ideal of what Simon Watney describes as 'the ever anxious 
neo-conservative imagination in which the family ... hero and heroine and 2.8 children 
snuggle down chastely after prayers, in pajamas under granny 's patch work quilt'''(Rando 
1998: 192, Rando' s emphasis). 
Ilowever the PWA and the mythic 'general population' without AIDS is 
configured in the dominant representations from the American bio-medical establishment, 
Rando makes the important observation that "the female body, the trope through which 
discourses of both the diseased body and desire have been developed in modem Western 
medicine and art, is relatively absent" in representations of PWA 's and the AIDS crisis 
(1998: 193). The NAMES project memorial quilt brings to the forefront "The debate 
concerning 'artists' response' to the AIDS crisis [thatJ has been marked by activist 
protest, leading to a blurring of the distinction between artist and activist and the 
reconceptualization of art fonns"(Rando 1998: 194). How docs this particular memorial 
quilt exhibit the social agency of its creators? How does the quilt itself symbolically 
reconceptualize the figure of a PWA? 
San Francisco's gay activist community first began the Names Project Memorial 
Quilt in 1985 "as a gesture of mourning" where people in the community marched in a 
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commemorating memorial carrying "placards bearing the names of people who had died 
of AIDS"(Rando 1998: 194). The project is a "national effort to create a hand sewn 
tribute to the tens of thousands of Americans struck down by AIDS" where" ' the whole 
purpose of quilting is to have a sense of community'''(Ruskin in Rando 1998: 195). The 
quilt itsclfbecomes a material memorial to those American who have dies of AIDS but 
also works to create 'community'. Rando's main argwnent is that quilting is "an art form 
without an artist" and that the NAMES Quilt specifically is "layered with the history" of 
this" 'spec ific cultural fonn'" (1998: 196). Quilting as a "tradit ional woman's art fonn" 
can evoke a "nostalgia for an imagined bener past in which family and community were 
known and comprehensible institutions"(Rando 1998:196), hence the further construction 
of a nonnalized, general population. In essence, the NAMES Quilt " has allowed even 
those in the 'general population' to finally approach (their) negative ideologies of 
difference, to realize that 'real people' have died, and to moum"(Rando 1998: 196). The 
creators of this quilt simultaneously reconceptualize the definition of 'family', 
'community' and those who are victims of AIDS by employing an art form once seen as 
traditional and creating a 'non~traditional' memorial. -roe quilt becomes a response to 
those images perpetuated by Western science: 
The NAMES quilt allows for the possibility that this dangerously feminized and 
eroticized male PWA can be transformed: under the cover of the quilt, the sexual 
can become comfort and a familiar heterosexual paradigm~mother and son-
re/appears. The body of the mother and the male PWA, both marked by the 
feminine, both traced by absence, converge in the Quiit ... Jn the crisis of 
representation that accompanies AIDS, women who are PWA's are caught 
between 'the archaic maternal power ... and the test-tube[s] ofbio-medical 
science' ... Denecting the scene of death away from the discourse ofbio-science, 
away from the body inscribed by bio-technology, back onto the natural realm (and 
body) of the mother, the NAMES Quilt reassures the living. It shifts our focus: a 
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politicized bio·tt:chno!ogy in crisis can now share its responsibility for the dead 
and dying (Rando 1998: 199). 
What Rando is attempting to argue is thai the art from of the quilt itself allows the action 
of creating a memorial that, in tum, reconstitutes and shifts society's definitions of what a 
person with AIDS is in tenns of sexuality, gender, etc. It is the inscription of individual 
names and dates of birth and death from all over America that give a personal quality to 
death: a person with AIDS can no longer be grouped in a stercotyped community of 
'others' or people who do not confonn to the nuclear idt:a! but rather a multi·faceted 
community of victims and mourners of those lost. In essence, "the Quilt becomes a 
metaphor for the body/politic as re/constructed by the AIDS crisis" (Rando 1998:200). 
My approach to dL"Constructing The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project 2003 
exhibition relates to that of Rando's account of the NAMES Quilt in that I am interested 
in how quilts can become vehicles for social action and agt:ncy. How can the quilts that 
were donated to The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project 2003 be considered as 
memorials to the dt:ad? In reading the narrative that accompany the photographs of the 
quilts in the show guide, I began to realize how the process of creating and donating a 
quilt for charity was the expression of deeper meaningful experiences. One of these 
experiences is the process of memorialization of somcone or a group of women who 
passed away because ofbrcast cancer. One repeated motif in the narratives is the clear 
communication that the creator of the donated quilt was personally connected with the 
person who died; it was important for some creators to indicate that they were personally 
' toucht:d ' by cancer either in the death of a friend or family member. The narrative of the 
quilt "Pinwheels and Hearts" reads that this "quilt is dedicated to the memories of Linda 
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Thome and Roberta Moore, two dear friends and active members of the Cariboo Calico 
Quilters of 100 Mile House, Be. This is a quill ofl-IOPE" (The Quilt 2003: 64). Here, 
there is a direct dedication to the memories of two women who interacted in the life of the 
quilter herself. There is an indication that they are associated with the qui Iter in that they 
are "friends" but also that they themselves were quilters. 
Lastly, the quilter's narrative expresses the notion of "hope" indicating perhaps a 
hope that the donation of her quilt, an action of personal agency, will contribute to finding 
a cure. Other women who donated quilts write about the interconnectedness of quilting 
and cancer while creating a temporary memorial to their friends. For example, Darb 
Kennedy from Calgary Alberta writes under her quilt "Birds of Paradise": 
This quilt is dedicated to the memory of my friend Audrec, a wann, generous, 
unpredictable, fun-loving woman. She loved colour, and would have approved of 
the batiks I used in this quilt. During her final illness, when she felt like company, 
we spent many hours pouring over quilting books and fabric samples, planning 
projects that we both knew would never be started. I knew this wonderful lady for 
only a few short years. I miss her very much (The Quilt 2003:66). 
Here, the quilt becomes a memorial in that Barb both dedicates it to the memory of her 
friend and at the same lime, eulogizes her friend in the narrative above. Barb describes 
the positive characteristics of her friend such as "unpredictable" and "generOlL'i" while 
also narrating to the reader an important life event, her "fmal illness". It is clear that 
Barb, her friend who died of cancer, and quilting arc combined within the process of 
quilting. In Audree's final hours, the topic of conversation was quilting as well as 
planning quilting projects for a future that was to be cut short because of the absence of a 
cure for breast cancer. My last example of a quilt constructed as a temporary memorial is 
one that exhibits an accompanying narrative that speaks to the spiritual aspect of 
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memorials. Katherine Grimsdale of Red Deer, Alberta shares with the reader of the guide 
her inspiration for the pattern of "Paws 'N' Logs": 
This quilt is a combination of log cabin and bear's paw blocks. The log cabins 
blocks represent the security of home and family. It can be as comforting as a 
cabin in the Rocky Mountains of Alberta. The bear's paw represents the cancer 
which may be knocking on that cabin door threatening to destroy that peace and 
tranquility. I dedicate this quilt to all survivors, and to the families of those who 
have been taken by cancer, for it is the spirit of their loved one which survives 
through them. My wish for you is that will recapture the peace of that log cabin in 
the Rockies (The Quilt 2003:66). 
This quilt is clearly intended to convey symbolic messages to its observer. However, I 
argue the depth of the symbolic memorial to "all survivors and to the families of those 
who have been taken by cancer" would be lost without the accompanying narrative in the 
program guide. Here, cancer is represented by the figure of a "bear" who is "threatening 
to destroy [the] peace and tranquility" of people's lives and homes. By quilting and 
donating "Paws 'N' Logs", Katherine is taking action against the bear-like force of 
cancer. This memorial is temporary in the fact that the quilt will be eventually bought at 
one of the final auctions and perhaps the story of its symbolism and inception will be 
forgotten if the guide book docs not accompany the quilt itself. 
The program show guide 's first page not only give the story of the exhibition and 
auction's conception but also states quite clearly that this support project is a "celebration 
of survivors". After reading this initial statement, I was curious as to how the quilts 
themselves can be considered both as memorials to the dead and a celebration of the 
living. It was in the dedication narratives published in the program guide that one begins 
to sec the rhetoric of survivors. The first indicator of the presence of a rhetoric of 
survivors was the presence of the language of war. Within the narratives themselves 
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there is the expression that ;we' as human beings are all in a "fight against cancer" and 
this fight is expressed in battle imagery within the narratives themselves. For the 
Threadbearers, a Quilting Guild in the Yukon Territories, their quilt entitled ;;Pouhry in 
Motion" was created because they wanted to "support our friend and group member Joan 
who continues to battle breast cancer" (The Quilt 2003:65). Joan is described as being 
involved in a direct altercation or ;;battle" against breast cancer itself. Breast cancer, in 
turn, is therefore given personhood; it is a formidable opponent in this war. There is also 
an emphasis on how one can be a "survivor" of this battle. 
In "Loving Celebration's" narrative, Nancy Bassennan writes about how her 
mother has had other "heahh challenges since her breast cancer" and "has overcome each 
and every one of them indicating her strong sense of survival" (The Quilt 2003:67). At 
the end of the narrative, Nancy "salutes" her mother in her efforts against breast cancer. 
Nancy's mother is clearly in a battle with cancer and not only has a "sense of survival" as 
one might need survival knowledge to outlast a battlc but she also warrants a "salute" 
from her daughter and family (The Quilt 2003:67). The presence of battle rhetoric and 
imagery was also expressed by Ethel when she described her time as a volunteer for the 
exhibition itself. She was completing what she described as a "tour of duty" for her 
"mother is a breast cancer survivor" so she tried to "get involved" and tried to 
"contribute". Lou Punko's "I-land Me My Shield" is quite direct in its intention. Punko 
expresses that: 
Hand me my shield is basically about two things. Firstly protecting ourselves as 
we go into personal battle with disease and s(.'Condly, finding a safe, womb-like 
place to go mentally and emotionally in order to look after ourselves during a 
stressful time (The Quilt 2003:55). 
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Here. Punko's quilt is sewn in the shape of an oval shield where the quilt evokes a shield 
like effect. The quilt also resembles that of a woman's genitalia and Punko directly 
indicates this "womb-like" representation. Ethel's contribution is expressed in the 
language of war where she is fighting breast cancer by completing a 'tour of duty' ; Ethel 
casts herself in the role of a dutiful soldier. By taking up this fight and this battle, Ethel is 
taking action and invoking personal agency against an almost invisible force and 
expresses it in the language of war. 
The rhetoric of survivors extends to dedications of quilts to survivors as well as 
that of the deceased. The rhetoric of survivors also includes the expression of symbolic 
resurrection of the self out of cancer. In the eastern tour segment of the exhibition, I am 
fascinated by the repeated butterfly motif first expressed to me by Lori Shortall in her 
inspiration for a square in Donna I lowell's memory quilt. As I indicated before, Lori 
shared with me that she used the image ofa butterfly to denote the emergence of hope 
and a new person from cancer. This same butterfly motifrepeats itself in many quilts 
donated to the breast cancer support project. For example, the quilt "On Butterfly Wings" 
includes many squares decoratcd with butterfly shapes. The narrative of the quilts talks 
about how" 'On Butterfly Wings' expresses cheerfulness and hope" (The Quilt 2003:69). 
Again, the butterfly has become a symbol of'cheerfulness and hope' just like Lori has 
expressed earlier in this chapter. This notion of rcncwal and resurrection in hope is 
expressed yet again in the quilt "Renouveau". This quilt was created by the Friends and 
Needles Quilt Guild in Calgary, Alberta where the quilt was named 'Renouveau' after "a 
French word meaning renewal or a beginning of new life and hope" where the ;;butterflies 
incorporated in the design symbolize new life, new beginnings and hope" (The Quilt 
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2003:57). Here, bunerilies occur within the materiaJ design of the quilt and are chosen 
with tile purpose to symbolically express the condition of survivors. The condition of 
survivors is one of renewal and newness; a feeling of resurrection and hope. 
Through creating and donating quilts for this support project, women are invoking 
personal agency against breast cancer and further engaging in social action in the quest 
for a cure. 
6.5: Conclusions 
The key arguments of this chapter have focused around Linda Pershing's 'Peace 
Work out of Piecework: Feminist Needlework Metaphors and The Ribbon around the 
Pentagon" (1993) as well as L. Elizabeth Beattie and Mary Angela Shaughnessy's Sisters 
in Pain: Battered Women Fight Back (2000) who present an account of an in-prison 
Kentucky women's therapy group and their quest for personal strength and healing 
through creating a quilt together. I intended to take a critical look at how both groups of 
women utilized their quilted creations for not only personal agency but also social action. 
I also focused on my argument that women can evoke personal agency by 
utilizing quilts as vehicles of thaI agency in discussing the Cabot Quilter's Guild response 
to the illness of a friend by creating a memory quilt. The memory quilt created for Donna 
was an example of where personal agency is enacted but not followed through to a larger 
arena of social action. The agency demonstrated here is also limited to the personal. The 
women who contributed to this quilt eould also have received personal advantages such 
as self-satisfaction and a sense of productive selflessness as well as a sense that they have 
once again participated in a Guild inspired event. Donna, in her narrative, attempted to 
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display individual agency in the face of her cancer. Ilowever, there is no evidence that 
she ties this to any larger social arenas, agendas or philosophies. This is another example 
where a woman who quilts uses her creative practice for personal agency but this agency 
is limited 10 the individual and does not extend to a larger arena of social action. 
The final section of this chapler considered the process ofmemorialization and 
how women have the capacity to use the production of quilts as vehicles of personal 
agency and social action in the NAMES Project Memorial Quilt for those who have died 
of AIDS and my direct experience in participating in The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support 
Project Eastern Tour Exhibition 2003. This exhibition is an example of women (and men) 
using quilting in order to express personal agency but also move into social action. 
Women who quilt locally in Newfoundland and nationally nOI only shared narratives of 
the personal agency enacted by the action of their quilting. These women pursued this 
action further into the public arena of social action against breast cancer. This example is 
similar to the ethnographic examples discussed at the beginning of this chapter: the in-
prisoned Kentucky women's therapy groups and the women and men who quilted for The 
Ribbon. By donating their creations and narratives to The Quilt, the women participating 
are practicing and engaging in personal agency and social aclion. I contend that my 
evidence demonstrates that individual agency for many quilters will often not lead to 
social action. This agency will instead remain at the level of individual expressions of 
emotion and personal agency. In the final chapter of this thesis, I hope to present 
conclusions to my arguments. 
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~CHAPTER 7, CONCLUSIONS 
nex'us, n. Bond, link, conncxion, (fig.); ... [L (ncctere nex· bind)]. 
(Fowler and Fowler 1964:812) 
This thesis is an investigation of the experiences and narratives of a group of 
women who quilt in St. John's, Newfoundland. It demonstrates that women who quilt in 
51. 101m's negotiate and construct a nexus of gcndcrcd and middle-class practices. While 
these twenty four women share a common passion for the creation of quilts and quilted 
objects, there exists both similarities and differences among them in terms of their life 
journeys. At the beginning of this analysis, my guiding questions focused on exploring 
what these specific women valued and what they considered meaningful. At first, this 
exploration yields these central questions: Ilow do these women construct gender, 
negotiate their femininity, and communicate their womanhoods in what they say and 
what Ihey do? How does the gendered activity of quilting contribute to the construction 
of gendered selves in the participants? How do these gendered selves participate in 
personal and community practices? How do middle-class practices influence these 
constructions? Lastly, how do gendcred practices and middle-class practices converge in 
this specific ethnographic context? 
With these key questions in mind, it was also necessary to note how quilting as an 
activity had changed in function and purpose over the course of the twentieth-century in 
Newfoundland. Quilting, as well as the creation of other material objects, moved from 
being a utilitarian action in early twentieth-century Newfoundland to becoming a way 
for \\Iomen in outport and urban Newfoundland to earn an income for their family. There 
was a mid-century decline in the production of quilts and crafts when factory produced 
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textiles came to the island. J lowever, a craft revivaJ occurred in the late 1970s which 
coincided with a larger flourishing of the arts in Newfoundland. Today, the Government 
of Newfoundland and Labrador still funds new development strategies through the CeNL 
for people who create crafts intended for sale. Howcver, many women clearly choose to 
quilt for other purposes. Thus quilting for my participants is ambiguous in nature. 
In order to begin answering key questions listed above, I investigated how these 
women who quilt in S1. John's situated themselves and their participation in the wider 
Guild eonununity. By concentrating on an analysis of the women's narratives, it became 
clear that the following theoretical topics had to be addressed: the concept of 'selves', 
theorizing gendered practices, contextualizing the concept of 'middle-class' practices, 
community and liminality and thc concepts ofpowcr and agency. In listening to the 
women talk, there arose many themes of the women's selves. What followed was an 
analysis of how these specific womcn framed and described their expressions of specific 
identities as well as how they negotiated their gcndered ideals and practices as 'women' 
in their conversations with me about quilting in their lives. I ask: What is the nature of the 
idea of 'woman' for the diversity of women who quilt in S1. John's? For some women, 
the act of quilting is a connection to past family members. It also inspires in others a 
sense of personal conviction and responsibility to finish projects in process. There are 
also women who do not clearly identify whether quilting is an artistic or craft activity. 
Therefore, quilts - to the majority of the women - are ambiguous in terms of material 
value. In tum, this ambiguity allows the act of quilting to become a flexible site for these 
women to express, reaffirm and negotiate their status and identities as predominantly 
middle-class. 
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There exist tensions within the narratives of women in that they shared their 
experiences in activities usually stereotyped as 'domestic' . However, a majority of my 
participants also expressed the importance of certain themes in their lives: family , a duty 
and responsibility to finish what was started, friendliness, comfort, home and hearth. 
Many participants also value other aspects of femininity which reveal middle-class 
practices: the availability of the choice over when to have children, the valuing of post-
secondary education and the choice of when to pursue their creative work, the choice 
over working inside or outside the home and access to both financial and post-secondary 
educational resources. Many women value higher education and also have access to 
financial resources and conditions (financially supported by a partner). These 
circumstances allow them to pursue quilting as creative work. 
Whether onc is talking about humans, the idea that gender is socially constructed 
can be seen when one considers how the women who quilt situate themselves. For Jodi, 
it is in her continual negotiation of whether her activity of quilting is an art or craft where 
one sees a negotiation of how she perceives aspects of her self in what she does. Also, 
some women who sell their objects on the St. John's cran market(s) see quilting as a 
gendered activity and quilts as gendered objects. In turn, these expectations and 
assumptions highlight what is ideal, namely that it is a woman's activity. Rachel's and 
Jodi's practices speak to specific gendered ideals of what it means to be feminine: 
associations with domesticity, caring and personal characteristics like taking on 
responsibility in caring for others. In negotiating art vs. craft or work vs. leisure, it is not 
the definition of what one makes that is ofthe most importance for these women. I 
contended that it is how one sees one's self us seen by ulhers. The activity of quilting 
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carries the connotation of a specific gcndcrcd practicc: thc practice of underestimating the 
material and aesthetic value of their creations. The middle-class practices and values of 
the majority of the women whom I interviewed were interwoven in their gendered 
practice of quilting and in their constructions of what it means to be feminine. 
I also investigated how these 'selves' participated in a quilting guild in order to 
illustrate how "community" is practiced for women who quilt in SI. John's. I explored 
their participation in The Cabot Quilters' Guild, the expression of shared experiences and 
the tensions present in a community setting. The Guild is frequently described as a venue 
for learning and teaching while offering opportunities to share one's expert knowledge 
with others. It also provides an arena where women who quilt could access information 
and further their education in quilting techniques. The Guild also provides many social 
benefits in membership: a system of sharing and exchanging of gifts that creates a sense 
of selflessness in members that in turn, perpetuates itsclf. This systcm of exchange also 
perpetuates the importantlheme of the guild: active and continual participation. 
I have also discovered that there exist tensions within community practices. 
Some women reveal that thcre exists a pressure, either from peers or a personal sense of 
obligation, to join and be a part of guild committees. There also exists the issue of non-
constructive criticism in the mentioning of the "quilt police". While extremely rare in 
occurrence, some women express how they feel intimidated in showing their work for 
fear of negative criticism. It is the presence of these tensions that reinforce the sense of 
Oexible, unbounded and negotiated community in their actual practices. Community is 
thus found and expressed not solely on a symbolic level but rather also within social 
relationships and shared practices. 
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The women at the fall guild retreat demonstrated diverse ideas of what it means to 
be a woman who quilts in the guild in their performances and comments at the retreat's 
first talent show. The retreat, in the "middle of nowhere", provided a liminal space 
where many women of the guild felt a safe space in which to quilt, socialize and role-play 
extensions of their 'selves' and their 'community'. Experiences of self and community 
are performed socially al group events. Thes.e collective events could also be purposely 
situated in liminal spaces. The JX)sitioning of the retreat activities points to the important 
power of liminal space in how the quilters themselves reaffirm their participation, 
commitment and social values of their guild and gendered middle-class cultural practices. 
The 25 women at the retreat were not rebelling against the social order of the community 
during a license in ritual but, through their loud and often shocking performances, 
reaffirmed the gendcred and middle-class practices of the community itself. Gendered 
and middle-class practices are interconnected when these women come together in their 
common practice of creating quilts. Gendercd and middle-class practices as well as 
diverse notions of selves and community interconnect when these women come together 
in their common practice of creating quilts. 
In conclusion, I have discovered that it is not enough to simply outline the 
gendered and middle-class practices of my participants or illustrate how they overlap, 
interweave, and converge together. An important second question is: what do gendered 
and middle-class practices do for women who quilt in St. John's? In Suitably Modem: 
Making Middle-Class in a New Consumer Society Liechty admits that his ethnography 
"contributes to the specific task of conceptualizing middle-class cultural practice" 
(2003: I 0), Liechty states that the "middle-class is a constantly renegotiated cultural 
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space· a space of ideas, values, goods, practices, and embodied behaviours· in which the 
terms of inclusion and exclusion are endlessly tested, negotiated, and affirmed. From this 
point of view, it is the process, not the product, that constitutes class" Q.!lliL:15·16). My 
important question takes inspiration from Liechty's fundamental question: what does 
class as cultural practice do? (2003:265). The result of practicing class "is cultural 
space" where class "as cultural practice is about locating one's self and one's class 
'others' in social space" (lI:llil:255). What is important to note in his ideas of middle· 
classness is that the "production of class·cultural space is accomplished through two 
conceptually distinct forms of cultural practice: discursive, narrative or linguistic practice 
on the one hand and embodied, physical, or material practice (including the use of goods) 
on the other" (lbid.:256). 
There were many examples of how my participants create, perpetuate and occupy 
cultural space in terms of their middle·class and gendered practices. Quilts themselves 
have become cultural space where individual women communicate voices of motivation, 
voices of spirituality, voices ofthe past and Newfoundland identities in their creations. 
Their shared middle·class practices (access to education, access to financial support and 
resources to purchase material goods) create cultural spaces. In these spaces, they can 
create quilts and the cultural material space of the quilts themselves. The creation of 
cultural spaces by middlc·class and gendcrcd practices also produces an arena for power 
relationships and opportunities for agency. Quilts become evidence of a material locus of 
agency. It is through this dynamic relationship between creator and creation that one sees 
active agency. When considering the personal agency of women who quilt in St. John's, 
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this agency exists because the quilters themselves arc embedded in relations of power in 
their daily lives. 
Agency has the capacity to be expressed on a continuum between being self-
destructive and liberating. I argue that the narratives that surround quilts arc dominated 
by how quilters usc the quilts themselves for personal agency and/or social action. By 
considering the guild's creative responses to a fellow member's cancer and "The Quilt: A 
Breast Cancer Support Project" eastern tour exhibition, one can see how quilts can 
become strategic vehicles to promote active personal agency and community responses to 
illness. The Guild meetings, retreat and the quilt exhibition are all cultural spaces that are 
produced by the gendered and middle-class practices of my participants. Many women in 
the Guild evoke personal agency by utilizing quilts as vehicles in response to the illness 
of a friend by creating a memory quilt. The memory quilt created for Donna is an 
example of where personal agency is enacted but not followed through to a larger arena 
of social action. The agency demonstrated here is also limited to the personal. The 
women who contributed to this quilt could also have received personal advantages such 
as self-satisfaction and a sense of productive selflessness as well as a sense that they have 
once again participated in a Guild inspired event. Donna, in her narrative, has attempted 
to display individual agency in the face of her cancer. 
Why did the women who created Donna's memory quilt not move their personal 
agency to social agency? There are many possibilities. First, I did not interview every 
woman who contributed to the memory quilt. There is a possibility that some of the non-
interviewed women do move their agency into social action. However, let us consider the 
ethnographic evidence that does exist. Donna, who has cancer, moved her personal 
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agency into social agency when she left the fall retreat t!arly in order to participate in a 
charity walk for cancer. Ilowever, I did not sec evidence that Donna moves her personal 
agency into social agency in tenns of using quilts as strategic vehicles .. There is also the 
possibility that the women who created Donna's quilt could make the jump from personaJ 
agency to social action with their quilts in specific circumstances: when cancer touches 
them personally. Of course, the evt!nts in one's lift! that are deemed ;personal ' have much 
to do with how the individual defines 'personal'. After reviewing my interview and 
observational data, I observed that the women's practice of 'personal' had to do with 
their organization of time and cultural spaces in their lives. All of the women whom I 
intcrviewed lead full lives, many have children, work and guild responsibilities. The 
women who created Donna's quilt made it during a past retreat: time that was devoted to 
participation in the guild. The retreat is a specific cultural space and event of the guild. 
Participation in the act of quilting and in the guild is therefore limited. Also, there is the 
possibility that the women may mobilize their personal agency into social action when 
cancer materializes in their Jives directly: in themselves or in their immediate families 
(husband, children, parents, etc). No longer would their limited quilting time be devoted 
to the guild or for quilting for a friend in the guild who has cancer. Lastly, one must 
observe that the women have a choice in whether or not their personal agency mobilizes 
into social action and whether or not this will take place within their quilting practices. 
Another example from the women I interviewed comes from Ethel's narratives who told 
me that, while she was volunteering at the quilt exhibition to do "her part" for the guild, 
she also volunteered because two close relatives died of cancer in her family thus Ethel 
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makes the leap from personal to social agency. However, this is not accomplished 
through physical space of her quilts but rather at the cultural space of a quilting event. 
With reference to personal and social agency, middle-class practices create 
cultural space where women use the production of quilts as vehicles of personal agency 
and social action when discussing the NAMES Project Memorial Quilt for those who 
have died of AIDS and in participating in "The Quilt: A Breast Cancer Support Project" 
eastern tour exhibition. This exhibition is nOI only an example of how women (and men) 
use quilting in order to express personal agency but also move into social action. Women 
who quilt locally in Newfoundland and nationally not only share narratives of the 
personal agency enacted by the action of their quilting. My evidence demonstrates that 
individual agency for many quilters will often not lead to social action. This agency will 
instead remain at the level of individual expressions of emotion and personal agency. 
In closing, this thesis demonstrates that women who quilt in St. lohn's negotiate 
and construct a nexus of gendered and middle-class practices. In turn, these gendered 
and middle-class practices arc influenced by the women's specific economic and social 
contexts. By considering how these women situate and communicate multifaceted selves 
and practices of community, I argue that through its ambiguousness, the practice of 
quilting provides women who quilt in St. John's, Newfoundland an avenue for specific 
'culturally available pathways' and spaces in which to construct and negotiate gendercd, 
middle-class practices. It is this ambiguous context of the artistic value and definition of 
the act and material outcome of quilting that creates a negotiable site for many women to 
discursively reveal values and ideals that construct their individual and collective 
womanhoods. The women who gave me their time, energy and narratives, create and 
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negotiate spaces, behaviours and economic privileges which are "naturalized through 
both narratives and perronnances" (Liechty 2003: 19). These women speak and act 
"themselves into cultural existence" Q..hlQ..:265) and hoperully will continue to do so with 
their quilting activities, passions, pursuits, friendships, ramilies, obligations and rewards 
ror many years to come. 
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APPENDIX A 
Photograph A: "Hawaiian Gold" By: Wednesday Group Ottawa Valley Guild, 
The Quilt: 2003. Photo taken by: Jaime Griffis, August 5, 2003. 
Photograph B: "Sampler" By: Mallory Slingerland, The Quilt: 2003. Photo taken by: 
Jaime Griffis, August 5, 2003. 
~ "Recliner Gallery". Photo taken by: Jaime Griffis, August 5, 2003. 
Photogrillh,11 "Recliner and Quilt Gallery". Photo taken by: Jaime Griffis, 
AuguSi S, 2003. 
2?3 
Photograph E: "Recliner and Quilt Gallery". Photo taken by: Jaime Griffis, 
August 5, 2003. 
Photograph F: "Windows and Temples". Photo taken by: Jaime Griffis, August 5, 2003. 
Photograph G: "Living Hearth, Heart and Home". Photo taken by: Jaime Griffis, 
August 5, 2003. 
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